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ABSTRACT

Web forums offer open and interactive social communication platforms for
numerous participants to share information and offer perspectives on a variety of business
and social issues with audiences around the world. In addition to facilitating widespread
communication, these web forums contain massive amounts of data and represent rich
sources of information that can be utilized to advance the understanding of participants
and society.

In particular, web forums pertaining to firms and their customers,

employees, and investors, represent valuable resources for the acquisition of business
intelligence. However, web forums represent a complex analytic landscape requiring the
development of automated, intelligent, and scalable analytic approaches.
The dissertation follows the design science paradigm in management information
systems research, and aims to develop and refine approaches to the analysis of web
forums, and to apply these analytic approaches to firm-related web forums to derive
information that may explain and predict firm stock behavior. The designs of the devised
approaches to web forum analysis are informed by the stakeholder theory of the firm, and
systemic functional linguistic theory. We introduce and advance a stakeholder approach
to the analysis of firm-related web forums, and improve existing approaches to sentiment
analysis in web forums. In Chapter 2 we develop and deploy a stakeholder framework to
analyze a popular firm-related finance web forum and apply the extracted measures to
explain firm stock return, volatility, and trading volume. In Chapter 3 we advance the
stakeholder framework and perform dynamic analyses of web forums over time, and
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compare several feature representations of stakeholders and approaches to sentiment
analysis. We deploy the stakeholder framework to analyze several firm-related web
forums, and apply the derived measures to predict firm stock return and perform
simulated trading of firm stock over a one year period to determine the economic value of
the extracted information. Finally, in Chapter 4 we develop approaches to improve the
scalability of sentiment analysis across multiple web forums in a collection. Overall the
dissertation contributes to the literature on the analysis of web forums, and demonstrates
the value of firm-related web forums as sources of business intelligence.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND DISSERTATION FRAMEWORK

1.1 Motivations
The development and advancement of information technology has enabled the
creation and rapid transmission of massive amounts of digitized data and information,
and fundamentally changed communication in society through computer mediated
communication. Among the various forms of computer mediated communication, webbased social media including blogs, reviews, and forums provide communication
platforms for numerous participants to share information and offer perspectives on a
variety of business and social issues with audiences around the world. In addition to
facilitating widespread communication, these web social media platforms contain
massive amounts of data and represent rich sources of information that can be utilized to
advance the understanding of participants and society. In particular, web social media
pertaining to firms and their customers, employees, and investors, represent valuable
resources for the acquisition of business intelligence. The social nature of web social
media communications can reveal the authentic and unique perspectives of participants
on various issues which were difficult to access in the past through traditional forms of
market research (Kozinets 2002). The discussions held and opinions expressed within
the social networks formed through web social media communication can have great
influence over the perspectives of participants (Watts and Dodd 2007). The analysis of
web social media can inform and improve a multitude of application areas, from the
management of firms (Godes et al. 2005) to social movement research (Chen 2006).
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However, the complexity and volume of web social media communications restricts the
application of manual analysis techniques and requires the development of automated,
intelligent, and scalable analytic approaches.
Among the various forms of web social media, web forums provide particularly
open communication platforms and represent attractive sources of information to better
understand participants and their perspectives on various issues, yet they represent a more
complex analytic landscape.

Web forums are broad and interactive communication

platforms, designed for discussion among numerous participants on a wide variety of
topics. Unlike blogs which primarily focus on directed communication from blog author
to reader, web forums facilitate interactive group discussions.

Over time, these

interactions can form complex social networks within the web forum community. Unlike
reviews which primarily express the perspectives of consumers on a specific product or
service, both the participants in the web forum and topics of their discussions can be quite
diverse. Furthermore, web forums discussions are not typically accompanied by an
explicit numeric rating summarizing the perspective of the participant on the specific
topic of discussion, analogous to the number of stars assigned by a consumer in their
review of a product, stressing the need to develop approaches to evaluating the content of
discussion intelligently. However, overcoming the various complexities associated with
the analysis of web forums is rewarded with great insight into the significant information
conveyed in discussion, the valuable perspectives expressed, and the complex social
interactions taking place among participants.

Web forums have been analyzed and

applied effectively as valuable sources of business intelligence to explain and predict
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related real-world indicators of firm performance including product sales (Liu 2006) and
stock market behavior (Das and Chen 2007). Web forum analysis has also advanced the
understanding of various social movements (Abbasi et al 2008b).
The general motivations for the dissertation have been twofold: to develop and
refine approaches to the analysis of web forums, and to apply these analytic approaches
to firm-related web forums to derive information that may explain and predict firm stock
behavior.

The devised approaches specifically improved two areas of web forum

analysis: we introduce a stakeholder analysis approach to firm-related web forums, and
advance the existing approaches to sentiment analysis in web forums. Prior approaches
to the analysis of firm-related web forums have been limited in their perspectives
regarding the potential diversity of participants within a forum, and generally considered
all participants as belonging to a single uniform population (Antweiler and Frank 2004;
Das and Chen 2007). However, web forums may support a large and diverse population
of participants, with distinctive perspectives and positions on the issues and topics of
forum discussion.

The diversity of participants in firm-related web forums may

correspond to the diverse stakeholders of the firm, as described by the stakeholder theory
(Donaldson and Preston 1995). Generally, web forum analysis may be improved by
recognizing the diversity of participants.

Specifically in firm-related web forums,

devising approaches to effectively identify and independently evaluate various
stakeholder groups of the firm participating in the forum may greatly refine the analysis.
Many prior analyses of web social media generally and web forums specifically focus on
the evaluation of the opinions (sentiments) expressed by participants in discussion (Pang
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et al 2002; Abbasi et al 2008b). However, the existing approaches to sentiment analysis
in web forums have often been restrictive in their design and limited in their scalability.
Many of the devised approaches to sentiment analysis in web forums were tailored to
specific subpopulations of participants or stakeholder groups, such as investors in finance
web forums , limiting their scalability to other types of participants or stakeholders that
may also be involved in the forum discussion (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen
2007). Additionally, many existing approaches to sentiment analysis in web forums
developed models that are tailored to a particular forum, limiting their scalability to other
forums of interest (Abbasi et al 2008b). The analysis of web forums may also be
improved by developing approaches to sentiment analysis that are capable of effectively
scaling across forum participants and to other related forums in the collection, improving
the potential applicability of the devised approaches.
Since early in the development of web social media, there has been great interest
in evaluating the information presented within these communication platforms and
capitalizing on these sources. Various researchers have analyzed and applied web social
media to explain related indicators of firm performance.

For example, significant

relationships between consumer reviews and product sales have been identified (Forman
et al 2008; Hu et al 2008; Duan et al 2008). However, fewer studies have utilized web
forums as sources of information in similar applications, due to the complexity of the
web forum analysis. One prominent line of research aims to explain and predict firm
stock behavior based upon discussions held in firm-related web forums, although the task
remains a challenge (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen 2007).

To further
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examine and potentially capitalize upon the valuable information offered by firm-related
web forums, advancements in the approaches to web forum analysis are required.

1.2 Overview
The overall framework for the dissertation is depicted in Figure 1.1. In particular,
two theories were utilized to inform the approaches to web forum analysis and provide
the foundation for the dissertation, the stakeholder theory of the firm and systemic
functional linguistic theory (SFLT). The stakeholder theory of the firm describes the
diverse relationships the firm holds with its various constituency groups, including
customers, employees, and investors (Donaldson and Preston 1995). According to the
stakeholder theory, the firm must be attentive to a diverse collection of stakeholders to
enable its long-term success. Various stakeholders of a firm may be represented in the
diverse population of firm-related web forum participants, and devising approaches to
identify and independently evaluate these stakeholders may refine the analysis. The
systemic functional linguistic theory is utilized to inform the web forum analysis by
guiding the selection of the features utilized to represent participants and discussions.
Grounded in functional linguistics, SFLT describes language as a social resource used to
express meaning in context, comprised of three meta-functions: ideational, interpersonal,
and textual (Halliday 2004).

The three meta-functions provide a comprehensive

representation of the functions of language, conveying ideas of the mental world, offering
a mechanism for social interactions, and physical expressions of style and structure. The
features utilized to represent participants and discussions in the computational approaches
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to web forum analysis correspond to these three SFLT meta-functions of language
fulfilled by participation in web forum discussion.

Figure 1.1 The dissertation framework

The general motivations for the dissertation have been to develop and refine
approaches to the analysis of web forums, and to apply these analytic approaches to firmrelated web forums to derive information that may explain and predict firm stock
behavior. According to the management information systems research design science
paradigm, the creation of an IT artifact is guided by a set of design requirements,
principles, and characteristics (Hevner et al 2004). Therefore, several design motivations
were also established to guide the development of the approaches to web forum analysis
in the dissertation.

These guidelines aim to address general issues that should be
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considered in the design of web forum analysis approaches, to deal with the complexity
and volume of web social media communications. To provide completeness and depth in
the analysis of the web forums and their participants, comprehensive analysis frameworks
were developed incorporating multiple analytic approaches. To improve the applicability
of the devised analytic approaches to diverse populations of web forum participants and
across multiple forums in a collection, scalable approaches to stakeholder and sentiment
analysis were developed using general purpose sentiment analysis resources,
unsupervised machine learning techniques, and approaches to the transfer of resources
across multiple forum collections.

Several related web forums may also provide

complementary information and a more comprehensive understanding of the various
perspectives on a specific firm or issue, and therefore approaches to integrate the analyses
of multiple web forums in a collection were also developed.
Since the devised approaches to web forum analysis aim for a refined
understanding of the stakeholders participating in firm-related web forums and evaluation
of sentiments expressed in forum discussion, several research questions were posed to
guide the dissertation in each specific area.
In terms of stakeholder analysis in web forums, the following research questions
guided the dissertation:


How to develop approaches to effectively identify and segment firm-related web
forum participants into stakeholder groups of the firm?
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What features from systemic functional linguistic theory should be utilized to
represent firm-related web forum participants in the stakeholder group
segmentation?

In terms of sentiment analysis in web forums, the following research questions
guided the dissertation:


How to develop and refine general purpose, scalable approaches to sentiment
analysis in web forums?



How to develop and refine approaches to sentiment analysis that are capable of
scaling across multiple web forums in a collection?

To address the general motivations described and the research questions posed,
various analytic techniques were leveraged, including: computational linguistics, feature
representations, feature selection and reduction, machine learning, time series analysis,
and temporal text mining. Approaches from computational linguistics were utilized
throughout the dissertation, including part-of-speech tagging and stemming algorithms.
Various writing and interaction features were applied and evaluated to represent the
participants and discussions in the web forums in the computational analyses. The
categories of features examined in the web forum analysis approaches corresponded to
the three meta-functions of language described by the SFLT.

Regardless of the

representation applied, the utilization of these features resulted in a highly dimensional
feature space. Many of the features applied were more pertinent than others to the
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analysis being performed, and therefore several approaches to feature selection or
reduction were applied. The aim of the feature selection or reduction is to identify a
minimal subset or reduced representation of the original features that are particularly
relevant to the target concept to improve predictive accuracy, the efficiency of the
prediction, or provide a better understanding of the underlying process (Dash and Liu
1997). Various machine learning algorithms were also leveraged in the dissertation,
including unsupervised and supervised learning approaches. To explain and predict firm
stock behavior through the analysis of firm-related web forums, various time series
analysis techniques were utilized. Finally, to perform dynamic analyses of the web
forums over time, approaches from temporal text mining were adapted and applied.

1.3 Summary of Dissertation Chapters
The chapters in the dissertation are summarized as follows. In Chapter 2 a
stakeholder framework for the analysis of firm-related web forums was introduced. The
design of the analytic framework was informed by the stakeholder theory of the firm, and
applied to provide refinement in the firm-related web forum analysis through the
adoption of a stakeholder perspective of the diverse participants.

We developed

computational approaches to the identification and segmentation of participants in the
web forum into stakeholder groups of the firm, applying a feature representation of
stakeholders comprised of several feature categories corresponding to the three metafunctions described in SFLT. Content-specific features were applied to represent the
ideational meta-function, measures of forum discussion activity represented the level of
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interaction with other forum participants and the interpersonal meta-function, and
features capturing writing style were applied to represent the textual meta-function. We
also devised a novel general purpose approach to sentiment analysis that integrates
several existing general sentiment resources to provide sufficient flexibility to accurately
evaluate the opinions of various stakeholder groups participating in forum discussion.
Multiple approaches to web forum analysis were integrated to form a comprehensive
analytic framework and provide a more complete and deeper understanding of
stakeholders and their discussions, incorporating stakeholder, sentiment, and topical
analyses.

To improve the scalability of the framework, analytic approaches were

specifically selected and designed to reduce the domain knowledge required to analyze a
firm-related web forum, including the utilization of general purpose sentiment analysis
resources and unsupervised machine learning techniques. We deployed the devised
stakeholder framework to analyze a popular firm-related finance web forum and applied
the extracted information to explain firm stock behavior. Specifically, we developed
several models to evaluate the information offered by the web forum and its ability to
explain the behavior of firm stock return, volatility, and trading volume. We compared
the measures derived through analysis of the web forum using the stakeholder framework
to traditional forum analysis, and found the stakeholder approach identified significant
relationships between forum measures and firm stock return, volatility, and trading
volume. The results revealed the refinement in the firm-related web forum analysis
provided by adopting the proposed stakeholder framework.

Finally, we also
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demonstrated the distinctiveness of the information presented in the firm-related web
forum by controlling for information published in the professional news.
In Chapter 3 we advanced the stakeholder framework for firm-related web forum
analysis and applied the approach to multiple firm-related web forums for the prediction
of firm stock return. We developed computational approaches to the identification and
segmentation of participants in the web forum into stakeholder groups of the firm, and
evaluated and compared the effectiveness of various feature representations of
stakeholders utilized in the segmentation, corresponding to the three meta-functions
described in SFLT. Content-specific features were applied to represent the ideational
meta-function, social network analysis approaches were utilized to extract social network
features and capture interactions with other forum participants to represent the
interpersonal meta-function, and writing style features were applied to represent the
textual meta-function of language. We applied the novel general purpose approach to
sentiment analysis developed in Chapter 2 that integrates several existing general
sentiment resources, and evaluated its performance in comparison with the independent
applications of the individual methods upon which it was based, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the integrated approach. To perform dynamic analyses of the firmrelated web forums over time, approaches from the temporal text mining area were
adapted and applied in the web forum analysis. Stakeholder and sentiment analysis
approaches were incorporated to form a comprehensive analytic framework and provide a
more complete and deeper understanding of the stakeholders and their discussions. As in
Chapter 2, to improve the scalability of the framework, analytic approaches were
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specifically selected and designed to reduce the domain knowledge required to analyze a
firm-related web forum. To demonstrate the scalability of the stakeholder framework, we
analyzed several firm-related web forums. Rather than utilize the information offered by
the firm-related web forums to explain firm stock behavior as in Chapter 2, in Chapter 3
we utilized the measures extracted from the firm-related web forums in a predictive
context and forecasted firm stock return and performed simulated trading of the stock
over a one year period to determine the economic value of the applied information. We
developed and compared the performances of several stock return prediction models to
determine the utility of firm-related web forums as sources of information in this
application, and the effectiveness of the devised stakeholder framework for web forum
analysis. The stock return prediction models included several based upon traditional
approaches that did not incorporate firm-related web forum information, the traditional
approach to web forum analysis, and models that utilized the more refined measures
extracted from the forums through application of the stakeholder framework. The results
showed the firm-related web forums offered significant information that could effectively
predict stock return, particularly when the stakeholder framework was applied in the web
forum analysis. We also compared several firm-related web forums and found that
smaller forums previously overlooked in the research offered significant predictive
power. Finally, we incorporated the measures extracted from analysis of several firmrelated web forums in a combined model, to evaluate the distinctiveness of the
information presented in each source. The results revealed the combined model provided
the best performance in stock return prediction overall, demonstrating the benefits of
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incorporating information from multiple firm-related web forums for a more
comprehensive analysis of the firm.
In Chapter 4 we introduced novel approaches to improving the scalability in
sentiment analysis across multiple web forums in a collection. The web forum analysis
in this chapter focused on the ideational meta-function of SFLT, and specifically the
opinions expressed in forum discussion. The traditional approaches to sentiment analysis
in web forums developed models tailored to a specific forum, and analytic performance
degraded significantly when applied to other forums of interest, limiting their scalability.
We developed and evaluated improved approaches to scalable sentiment analysis using
generalized sentiment classifiers and classifier ensembles that are capable of transferring
to other web forums of interest for application.

One approach refined the feature

selection applied prior to development of sentiment classifiers. The second approach
extended the classifier ensemble to include sentiment classifiers developed using
combined domains comprised of multiple effective existing forums. The approaches
recognized the distinctive nature of sentiment expression in each forum, and utilized the
available resources for the development of the sentiment classifiers more effectively.
The devised approaches to scalable sentiment analysis were evaluated and compared to
several existing approaches in three web forum collections of varying sizes in three
different languages pertaining to social movements. The results showed the proposed
approaches provided significant performance gains over the existing approaches, and
improved the scalability in sentiment analysis across multiple web forums in a collection.
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CHAPTER 2: A STAKEHOLDER FRAMEWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
FINANCE WEB FORUMS

2.1 Introduction
Online social media, including Web 2.0 technologies like blogs, reviews, and
forums, provide communication platforms for constituency groups relevant to a firm to
hold discussions on various aspects of the firm, including its products and services,
public and labor policies, integration within the community, and investor expectations.
Researchers and firms alike have recognized the value of analyzing these diverse
feedback channels for business intelligence purposes.

The social nature of these

communication channels provides unique and rich information on the firm, revealing
natural expressions and perspectives previously inaccessible through traditional market
research (Kozinets 2002). The discussions held within social networks also have great
influence over the opinions of participants, even more so than traditional media (Watts
and Dodd 2007). Online social media also provide the environment for large-scale, realtime polling of group opinion, contrasting the traditional point-in-time approaches to
soliciting feedback from a small sample of participants through questionnaires or surveys.
For these among many other reasons, firms have been encouraged to develop
comprehensive strategies for monitoring and managing the online social interactions of
their constituency groups (Godes et al. 2005).
Among the various relevant constituency groups, the online social media of
consumers have been widely studied in an effort to better understand their behavior and
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perspectives, which is critical to the financial performance of the firm (Gupta and
Zeithaml 2006). For example, analysis of discussions among participants in Usenet
groups have yielded a better understanding of the culture of coffee consumers (Kozinets
2002), and consumer perspectives on television shows (Godes and Mayzlin 2004).
Consumer discussions on the Yahoo Movies message boards have also been analyzed to
explain movie box office revenue (Liu 2006). The impact of opinions expressed in early
consumer product reviews on the behavior of later consumers has also been examined,
providing recommendations to guide marketing strategy (Li and Hitt 2008).
Another prominent area of research focuses on the online social media pertaining
to investors, such as finance web forums like Yahoo Finance and Raging Bull, examining
the relationships between measures of investor discussions and stock market behavior.
An early study of investor forums supported the concept of market efficiency, where
forum activity did not predict stock return or trading volume (Tumarkin and Whitelaw
2001). However, investor forum message volume was later found to be statistically
significant in predicting stock return, volatility, and trading volume (Antweiler and Frank
2004). Sophisticated multi-method classification schemes have also been developed to
extract investor sentiment from forums, revealing statistically significant relationships
between forum sentiment and stock values (Das and Chen 2007).
Previous studies on finance web forums typically feature methods specifically
designed to interpret investor communications. For example, a ‘bullishness’ classifier
was developed to distinguish forum messages as representing buy, hold, or sell
investment positions (Antweiler and Frank 2004).

More complex multi-method
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classification schemes have also been proposed to distinguish buy, hold, or sell
investment positions, incorporating a specialized lexicon of finance terminology (bull,
bear, uptick, value, etc) (Das and Chen 2007).

However, research has shown that

accurately distinguishing the investment positions communicated in forum messages
remains a challenging task. In studies featuring sophisticated approaches, the reported
message classification performance remains modest, with only 60-70% accuracy (Das
and Chen 2007).

The authors partly attributed such unimpressive classification

performance to an observably ‘noisy’ forum environment.
This observation reveals the true nature of the forum environments in major web
platforms; in actuality, they attract diverse constituency groups, communicating on a
variety of topics related to a firm. Even in finance-specific forums like Yahoo Finance,
only a subset of participants are investors using specialized financial terminology or
explicitly expressing buy, hold, or sell investment positions. The forum discussions in
major web platforms on prominent firms in the market are often more general in nature,
expressing the perspectives of diverse constituency groups relevant to the firm, including
investors, employees, consumers, and activists, on a wide variety of topics. Studies
focused specifically on investor communications may not be able to adequately
accommodate the true forum diversity, resulting in diminished analytic capability.
Furthermore, studies utilizing a classification approach designed to distinguish buy, hold,
or sell investor positions may not provide the necessary flexibility to detect the more
nuanced expressions of sentiment of these diverse constituencies.
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The diversity of constituency groups participating in major web forums related to
a firm may be explained by the stakeholder theory discussed in the management
literature. The stakeholder theory of the corporation describes the relationships the firm
holds with its various constituency groups including investors, customers, communities,
employees, governments, political groups, trade associations, and suppliers (Donaldson
and Preston 1995). Satisfying various stakeholder groups, rather than the traditionally
singular pursuit of shareholder interests, enables a firm’s success over the long-term.
Supporting this notion, researchers have presented empirical evidence that effective
stakeholder management leads to increased shareholder value (Hillman and Keim 2001).
According to a stakeholder theoretic perspective, the diverse participants in major web
forums like Yahoo Finance reflect the positions of various stakeholders in a firm,
including but not limited to shareholders and investors.
This research builds upon previous studies focusing on the relationship between
the discussions held within major firm-specific finance web forums and public stock
behavior. However, unlike previous research which assumes a shareholder view of
participants in a finance web forum and considers them to be uniformly representative of
investors, a stakeholder perspective is adopted.

A stakeholder perspective more

accurately represents the diversity of the constituency groups participating in the web
forum, and closely aligns the analysis with the stakeholder theory of the corporation.
Accordingly, instead of developing classifiers to distinguish buy, hold, and sell
investment positions, an approach to evaluating the more nuanced expressions of the
sentiments of various stakeholder groups is devised.
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Having identified these shortcomings in previous research, the broad questions to
be addressed in this research are summarized as follows:


How will adopting a stakeholder perspective of a major firm-specific finance web
forum enhance the understanding of the participants in the forum and firm
stakeholder groups?



Will taking a more nuanced approach to the sentiment analysis of web forum
discussions provide an accurate assessment of the expression of opinion within,
and reveal strong relationships between the sentiments expressed in forum
discussions and the firm’s public stock behavior?



Which stakeholder groups participating in the web forum hold particularly strong
relationships, or provide advanced indication, of the firm’s stock behavior?

To address these broad research questions, the remainder of the chapter is
organized as follows. First, literature is reviewed from several relevant areas to develop
the foundation for the research. Guided by the literature, the stakeholder framework for
the analysis of finance web forums is then presented. Next, the data utilized for the
empirical analysis of the relationship between forum discussions and the firm stock
behavior is detailed. Results from the empirical analysis are then presented and key
observations discussed.
summarized.

2.2 Literature Review

Finally, important conclusions from the research are
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To form a comprehensive basis for this research, literature is reviewed from the
following areas: studies examining the relationship between finance web forum
discussions and a firm’s public stock behavior; the stakeholder theory of the corporation;
approaches to identifying stakeholder groups participating in web forum discussions; and
approaches to assessing the opinions expressed in web forum discussions.

2.2.1 Web Forum Discussions and Stock Behavior
Researchers have widely studied discussions in finance web forums and stock
behavior, discovering interesting relationships. One of the earliest such studies examined
message posting volume on Yahoo Finance forums on over 3,000 stocks, and revealed
that changes in message posting volume were associated with changes in stock trading
volume and returns (Wysocki 1998). A study of the Raging Bull investor forums on
firms in the Internet services sector found that on days with high message activity,
changes in opinion correlated with stock returns and trading volume (Tumarkin and
Whitelaw 2001). But forum activity did not predict returns or trading volume, consistent
with the efficient market concept. However, a competing study of Yahoo Finance forums
and subsequent stock behavior challenged market efficiency, where high stock volatility
and poor returns were found to be associated with prior elevations in message posting
volume (Antweiler and Frank 2002).
Approaches to the analysis of web forum discussions advanced in sophistication,
moving beyond the limited consideration of message volume, as methods for assessing
investor opinion were devised. To enhance the analysis of firm-specific Yahoo Finance
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and Raging Bull forums on the stocks of 45 companies in the Dow Jones Industrial
Average, researchers have developed naïve Bayes based ‘bullishness’ classifiers to
distinguish messages representing the buy, hold, or sell investment positions of investors
(Antweiler and Frank 2004). Results confirmed prior studies, where forum message
volume was found to be statistically significant in predicting subsequent stock returns,
market volatility, and trading volume. Utilizing the bullishness classifier, measures of
sentiment and disagreement in investment positions among investors were found to be
associated with stock volatility and trading volume, but not returns. Building upon the
sophistication of these approaches, researchers have developed a multi-method
classification scheme for extracting investor sentiment from stock forums, applying it to
Yahoo Finance web forum discussions on firms within the tech sector (Das and Chen
2007). The classifier distinguished message-level buy, hold, or sell investment positions
with 60 – 70% accuracy.

Empirical analysis revealed a statistically significant

relationship between the investor sentiments expressed in web forum discussions and
stock values, however sentiment and message volume measures were combined in the
models, rather than modeling them separately to isolate the individual effects. Similar to
prior studies, message posting volume was also found to relate to stock return, volatility,
and trading volume. Researchers have also recognized the presence of noise in the forum
environments, and developed approaches to classify forum messages as signal or noise to
study the information quality across multiple finance web forums (Gu et al. 2008).
In a related stream, researchers have also examined the relationship between the
publication of news stories on firms and the reaction of the market. In a study of Wall
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Street Journal news articles from 1973 – 2001, researchers observed statistically
significant return momentum for days after the publication of a story on the firm
(Antweiler and Frank 2006). Research has also shown that negative words in firmspecific news are indicators of low firm earnings, and that media coverage of S&P 500
firms in the Wall Street Journal and Dow Jones News Service articles from 1980 – 2004
conveyed aspects of the firm fundamentals that investors incorporated into stock prices
(Tetlock et al. 2006). Specific business columns have also been targeted for analysis,
such as the daily “Abreast of the Market” column in the Wall Street Journal, and research
has shown that from 1984 – 1999 high pessimism expressed in the column predicted
downward pressure on market prices (Tetlock 2007).
In studies on the relationship between finance web forum discussions and stock
behavior, researchers have also examined the impact of controlling for the effects of the
publication of news stories about the firm (Antweiler and Frank 2004). This inclusion
intended to address the suspicion that the forum discussions may have been merely
repeating information recently published in the professional news, which called into
question the significance of the forum as a source of novel information on the firm.
However, results from the empirical analysis confirmed forum discussion measures
maintained their significance in the models after controlling for the news effect.

2.2.2 Stakeholder Theory of the Corporation
In the management literature, the stakeholder theory of the corporation has been
advanced by researchers. It describes the relationships the firm holds with its various
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constituency

groups

including

investors,

customers,

communities,

employees,

governments, political groups, trade associations, and suppliers (Donaldson and Preston
1995). Prior models suggested that a successful firm focused primarily on satisfying its
shareholders. However, the stakeholder theory posits that the firm must actually be
attentive to a diverse collection of stakeholder groups, including shareholders, to enable
its long-term success.
The stakeholder theory has been adopted by researchers for the development of
analysis frameworks, and furthered conceptually in the literature.

Stakeholder

frameworks have been developed to analyze and evaluate corporate social performance,
finding that firms manage their respective stakeholder group relationships directly and
intentionally, rather than considering the general society as a whole in their decisions and
operations (Clarkson 1995). To identify and evaluate stakeholders relevant to the firm,
researchers have developed of a typology of stakeholders, and propositions on their
salience to firm management based upon three attributes characterizing their relationship
with the firm: power, legitimacy, and urgency (Mitchell et al. 1997). Recognizing the
importance of managing these relationships, strategic management practitioners have
widely advocated for the inclusion of aspects of stakeholder management in practice
(Freeman and McVea 2001). Stakeholder theory has also been advanced by introducing
complementary theories, such as the realist theory of social change, to model how firmstakeholder relationships develop over time (Friedman and Miles 2002). The research
highlighted the importance of identifying all relevant stakeholder groups so their interests
can be factored into decision making by the firm. To integrate these diverse interests into
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the traditional approach to firm value maximization, models such as ‘enlightened value
maximization’ have been presented, which considers the tong-term maximization of firm
value as criterion for making the requisite tradeoffs among stakeholders (Jensen 2002).
Studies have also examined the relationships between stakeholder management
and financial performance. An empirical study of 81 firms in the Fortune 100 list
revealed relationships between the practice of stakeholder management and the financial
performance of the firm (Berman et al. 1999). Similar empirical studies have identified
relationships between stakeholder management, social responsibility, and financial
performance (Harrison and Freeman 1999). However, while improving relationships
with primary stakeholders increases shareholder values, participation in broader social
issues affecting the general public may not have similar returns (Hillman and Keim
2001).

2.2.3 Identifying Stakeholder Groups in Web Forums
To identify the stakeholder groups relevant to the firm participating in a web
forum, participants can be partitioned into groups based upon their similarity in
discussion and activity. Without the imposition of stakeholder groups specified a priori,
an unsupervised approach such as the clustering of participants can be applied. An
unsupervised approach allows constituency groups to be identified and emerge naturally
from the forum discussion, and requires no prior domain knowledge of the firm to
develop the model. Clustering of participants could be performed based upon their social
network information represented in the forum discussions, leveraging the forum structure,
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thread, and reply discussion relationships. However, since the research is ultimately
concerned with the contents of discussions, and not the structure of the participant social
network, clustering is performed based upon textual attributes extracted from the
discussion.

Therefore, literature is reviewed on approaches to clustering, and the

representation of the textual attributes of forum discussion content.

2.2.3.1 Clustering
Clustering is the unsupervised classification of patterns (instances) into naturally
existing groups based upon some underlying similarity. Although many taxonomies of
clustering techniques have been presented, such as in (Jain et al. 1999), clustering
techniques can be logically divided into three categories: iterative distance-based
clustering; incremental hierarchical clustering; and probability-based clustering (Witten
and Frank 2005).

Iterative distance-based methods include the classical k-means

algorithm, and generally follow the procedure of selecting cluster centroids, and iterating
over the dataset assigning instances to clusters based upon a distance measure, such as
the Euclidean distance.

Incremental hierarchical methods typically develop a

hierarchical, tree structure for cluster identification, and incrementally absorb each
instance into the tree measuring the overall quality of the partitioning of instances based
upon a category utility function to determine potential improvements to the tree structure.
Methods in this category include the Cobweb clustering algorithm (Fisher 1987). An
added benefit of using an incremental hierarchical approach is they produce a hierarchical
tree of attribute divisions for interpretation, providing valuable visualizations useful for
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drawing inferences about the identified clusters and their attributes. Probability-based
approaches model instances as having a certain probability of belonging to each cluster,
and do not make exclusive cluster divisions. A finite mixture model of probability
distributions associated with each cluster is tuned. Probability-based methods include the
AutoClass algorithm (Cheesman and Stutz 1995).
Clustering techniques may also be categorized based upon the resulting output
provided by the clustering. In some methods, the identified clusters are exclusive, so that
instances belong to only one of the clusters. Others may allow clusters to overlap, so it is
possible for an instance to belong to more than one cluster.

Hierarchical methods

produce clusters that are divided based upon a hierarchy, with crude initial divisions
refined to the final clustering level. Probabilistic methods model cluster assignments as
probabilities of belonging to each cluster.

Many clustering algorithms require the

expected number of clusters to be specified in advance.

This requirement can be

problematic since a clustering application is intended to be unsupervised, and the number
of clusters expressed in the data is not known a priori. However, some methods have the
ability to evaluate various numbers of clusters, and apply a fitness measure to determine
how a data set maps to the identified clusters. Using such an approach, the algorithm can
select a near optimal number of clusters without prior specification.

2.2.3.2 Representation of the Web Forum Discussion
Clustering forum participants into stakeholder groups based upon the content of
their discussions requires the expression of their written text as quantifiable textual
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attributes suitable for analysis using computational methods. For a general survey of
computational text analysis, see Sebastiani (2002). One active stream of research in the
area is dedicated to the analysis of authorship writing characteristics, developing
specialized computational models and feature representations for author attribution.
Authorship analysis extends approaches to topical analysis by incorporating stylistic
markers indicative of an author’s specific writing into the textual feature representation.
Early authorship research revealed the presence of textual fingerprints attributed to
individual authors (Baayen et al. 2002). Furthermore, authors with similar background,
training, and interests were characterized by similar authorial writing structure.
Therefore, adopting an authorship-based representation in the clustering approach may
allow for the identification of forum participant membership in stakeholder groups,
categorizing members according to similarity in backgrounds and perspectives.
Recent research in authorship analysis has advanced the complexity in the textual
feature representations and computational approaches. Stylistic idiosyncrasies in writing
have been shown to be highly indicative textual features of authorship (Koppel and
Schler 2003). Stylistic textual models coupled with machine learning techniques can
accurately classify the identities of authors (Argamon et al. 2003). Extending these
stylistic models, more comprehensive textual representations have demonstrated superior
performance in identifying the authorship of online messages, when utilized with
inductive machine learning algorithms (Zheng et al. 2006).

Furthering previous

representations, four types of textual features were included in their framework for
authorship attribution including lexical, syntactic, structural, and content-specific
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measures. Customized computational models for stylometric analysis have also been
developed to advance the performance of these comprehensive textual representations,
such as the Writeprint technique, which used a Karhunen-Loeve based feature space
transform with sliding windows and pattern disruption for authorship identification in
cyberspace (Abbasi and Chen 2008a; 2008b). The textual feature representations utilized
in the studies included lexical, syntactic, structural, content-specific, and idiosyncratic
attributes. The Writeprint technique and feature representation was also applied for
authorship identification in electronic markets, demonstrating strong performance despite
conditions of intentional obfuscation (Abbasi et al. 2008a).

2.2.3.3 Assessing Forum Opinion
Opinion mining and sentiment analysis deals with the computational evaluation of
expressions of opinion, sentiment, and subjectivity in text. Interest in the research area
has been spurred by the growing availability and popularity of opinion-rich online
resources such as review websites, blogs, and discussion forums.

As previously

discussed, the classification approaches developed in the literature relating finance web
forum discussions to a firm’s stock are considered a form of investor sentiment analysis
(Das and Chen 2007; Antweiler and Frank 2004). Extracting the subjective content,
rather than factual content of text remains a challenging topic for researchers. For an
overview of sentiment analysis, see Pang and Lee (2008).
Techniques for sentiment analysis can be broadly categorized into two classes of
approaches. The first class involves the application of a lexicon of opinion-related
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positive or negative terms to evaluate text in an unsupervised fashion. For example,
analysis using a lexicon of adjective features has been shown to be effective for
predicting subjectivity and evaluating the semantic gradability of text (Hatzivassiloglou
and Wiebe 2000). The second class of approaches utilize a textual feature representation
in combination with machine learning algorithms to derive the relationship between text
attributes and the opinion expressed by the writing in a supervised fashion. Models based
upon such techniques require a training set of instances complete with class labels, to
calibrate the models and tune the relevant parameters. Labels can be assigned to training
set instances manually through human evaluation and coding of the text, or resources
with explicitly defined ratings (such as the number of stars assigned in movie and product
reviews) can be leveraged. For example, in a comparative analysis of several machine
learning techniques for sentiment classification of movie reviews, respectable and
relatively equivalent performances were demonstrated by the naïve Bayes, maximum
entropy, and support vector machine classifiers (Pang et al. 2002). However, the authors
commented in conclusion that sentiment classification poses a much more difficult
challenge than traditional topical classification.

2.3 Analysis Framework
To address the broad questions posed in this research, and guided by the literature
reviewed, a framework for analysis was developed with four major stages: stakeholder
analysis; topical analysis; sentiment analysis; and stock modeling. A depiction of the
analysis framework is presented in Figure 2.1. During the stakeholder analysis stage, the
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stakeholder groups participating in web forum discussions are identified. In the topical
analysis stage, the major topics of discussion driving communication in the web forum
are determined.

The sentiment analysis stage consists of assessing the opinions

expressed by the web forum participants in their discussions. Finally, in the stock
modeling stage, the relationships between various attributes of web forum discussions
and firm stock behavior are examined.

Figure 2.1 The stakeholder framework for the analysis of finance web forums

2.3.1 Stakeholder and Topical Analyses
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To identify the stakeholder groups active in the web forum discussion, clustering
of participants is performed, utilizing an authorship analysis approach. Since the diverse
topics of discussion that engage stakeholder groups are also of interest, topical clustering
of forum threads of is performed. Partitioning the forum according to stakeholder group
and discussion topic provides additional refinement and a more precise basis for further
analyses, including the evaluation of expressed opinions and the establishment of any
relationships between measures of web forum discussions and a firm’s stock behavior.
The stakeholder and topical analyses also consist of four major steps: feature extraction;
principal component analysis; Bayesian clustering; and key phrase extraction.

2.3.1.1 Feature Extraction and Representation
Clustering of web forum participants into stakeholder groups based upon their
writing requires the expression of their text as quantifiable measures, to enable the
application of computational methods. Following Zheng et al. (2006), Abbasi and Chen
(2008a), and Abbasi et al. (2008a), a comprehensive textual feature representation is
adopted for authorship analysis, encompassing lexical, syntactic, and content-specific
measures to capture the various markers indicative of authorship, similarity in
background, and membership to a stakeholder group. Forum level features such as the
number of messages written and the number of threads in which an author participates are
also included in the authorship representation. Clustering web forum conversations by
topic requires a simpler feature representation, consisting of only the content-specific
attributes capable of capturing the main topics of discussion. In the topical representation
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forum level features such as the number of messages and authors participating in a
particular thread are included. The authorship and topical feature representations are
presented in Table 2.1 below.

Table 2.1 Stakeholder and topical feature representations of web forum discussion
Representation

Category
Forum
Level

Subcategory
-

Character
Level

Lexical

Word
Level

Stakeholder

Vocabulary
Richness

Topical

Syntactic

-

Content
Specific

Word
Level
Character
Level

Forum
Level
Content
Specific

Word
Level

Features
Messages
Threads
Characters
Whitespace characters
Upper case characters
Alphabetic character frequency (26)
Special character frequency (20)
Digit frequency (10)
Words
Sentences
Unique words
Content words
Unique content words
Stop words
Short words
Word length frequency (20)
Hapax legomena
Dis legomena
Brunet W
Honore H
Sichel S
Punctuation frequency (8)
Stop word frequency (435)
Word n-grams (uni, bi, tri)
Character n-grams (uni, bi, tri)
Messages
Authors
Word n-grams (uni, bi, tri)

2.3.1.2 Principal Component Analysis and Bayesian Clustering
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Probabilistic approaches, such as Bayesian-based techniques, have been widely
applied to text classification and clustering problems and have demonstrated strong
performance.

The approaches developed to distinguish the investment opinions

expressed in finance web forum messages have widely utilized Bayesian based classifiers
(Das and Chen 2007; Antweiler and Frank 2004). Mainstream opinion mining research
has also considered Bayesian models in their evaluation of sentiment classification
performance, demonstrating solid results comparable with competing approaches (Pang
et al. 2002).
Among the classes of approaches to clustering, a probabilistic approach is also
particularly robust and well-suited to text based applications. Specifically, it provides the
necessary flexibility in its structure to deal with the nuanced nature of writing, allowing
instances to be members of multiple clusters in a probabilistic fashion.

Iterative

approaches such as the classical k-means are more restrictive, and model instance
membership as a single cluster with rigid boundaries throughout the learning procedure
and in the output. Therefore, the probabilistic, Bayesian Autoclass algorithm is adopted
for clustering of forum participants into stakeholder groups, and threads of discussion by
topic (Cheeseman and Stutz 1995). The approach utilizes a finite mixture model and the
expectation maximization algorithm for estimation of the appropriate probability
distributions and parameter values. It also incorporates a fully Bayesian approach in
which every parameter in the model has a prior probability distribution, to avoid model
over-fitting and provide the measurement basis for the algorithm to select the number of
clusters to accurately represent the characteristics of the instances in the data set.
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Bayesian, like many other clustering approaches, assume the independence of
attributes in the feature representation. Therefore, principal components are extracted
from the text feature vectors that serve as input to the Autoclass clustering algorithm.
Principal component analysis transforms the feature space according to the variance
observed in the attributes, increasing attribute independence in the transformed space and
providing a mechanism to reduce dimensionality. Researchers have recommended the
application of principal component analysis to feature representations prior to input to
clustering algorithms for increased attribute independence (Witten and Frank 2005). To
calculate the principal components, the covariance matrix of the original attributes is
diagonalized, and the eigenvectors with greatest eigenvalue are selected to serve as the
axes in the transformed space. In the study, the Weka data mining package was utilized
for the principal component analysis (Witten and Frank 2005).

In addition to

considerations regarding attribute independence, text classification and clustering
approaches typically incorporate a feature reduction or selection technique to cope with
the high dimensionality of textual feature representations. In this case, the principal
component analysis also serves for dimensionality reduction and makes the feature space
more amenable to the clustering method.

2.3.1.3 Key Phase Extraction
To better understand the positions of the stakeholder groups and topics of
discussion identified through the clustering procedures, a key phrase extraction approach
is devised to characterize the contents of the clusters and improve interpretability. The
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classical term-frequency inverse document frequency (tf-idf) formula, widely used in the
information retrieval field, was modified to suit the purposes of differentiating the
clusters and ranking their key phrases with respect to the other clusters. Traditionally, tfidf was applied to rank documents in a collection according to query terms, and
considered the word frequencies observed in a single document compared to the
frequencies in other documents in the collection. However, since the objective in this
study is to differentiate and understand the identified clusters through the extraction and
ranking of key representative phrases, the average word or phrase usage intensity in a
cluster is compared with the average usage intensity in the other clusters. Therefore, key
phrases are ranked within each cluster according to the following modified tf-idf
measure:

Where:
For each frequency f of word or phrase i in cluster j
instances =
number of instances in the cluster
clusters =
total number of clusters
GEclusters = total number of clusters with average usage intensity (fij/instancesj)
greater than or equal to that of the cluster being evaluated

2.3.2 Sentiment Analysis
The framework utilizes an approach to sentiment analysis that leverages the
strengths of components from the two classes of methods discussed in the literature
review for robustness purposes, incorporating machine learned and lexical approaches.
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The Opinion Finder (OF) system for subjectivity analysis is utilized to identify subjective
statements and the terms expressing opinions from the forum discussions (Wilson et al.
2005). The system is supplemented by the Senti Word Net (SWN) lexicon, which
provides information on the intensity of sentiment expressions (Esuli and Sebastiani
2006).
The OF system performs general text processing tasks prior to subjectivity
analysis, including tokenization, sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging, and
stemming. These tasks also include matching extraction patterns that correspond to
subjective language (Riloff and Wiebe 2003) and finding word and phrases clues using a
large subjective language lexicon. Specifically, three subjectivity analysis components
from the OF system were utilized. First, a naïve Bayes classifier was applied that
distinguishes between subjective and objective sentences using a variety of lexical and
contextual features (Wiebe and Riloff 2005; Riloff and Wiebe 2003). The classifier was
pre-trained using subjective and objective sentences automatically generated from a large
corpus of unannotated data by two high-precision, rule-based classifiers (Wiebe and
Riloff 2005).

Second, a component that identifies explicit speech events (‘said’,

‘according to’) and direct subjective expressions (‘fears’, ‘is happy’) where an opinion is
directly described was utilized. The final component applied two classifiers to identify
words contained in phrases that express positive or negative sentiments (Wilson et al.
2005). The first classifier focused on identifying sentiment expressions; the second
identified the expressions as positive or negative. These classifiers were developed using
the BoosTexter algorithm (Schapire and Singer 2000) and trained on the MPQA
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benchmark corpus for opinion mining. In summary, OF provides the sentiment analysis
framework with high precision classification of sentences as subjective or objective;
furthermore, for subjective sentences that express sentiment, the specific words
conveying the opinion are identified and classified as either positive or negative.
OF is a powerful system for subjectivity analysis, but it must be supplemented if
it is to be utilized for sentiment analysis. Although OF is capable of identifying opinions,
and classifying words in subjective sentences as positive or negative, it provides no
knowledge on the intensity of the sentiment expression. Therefore, to accommodate for
this deficiency, the intensity of the sentiment expression identified by OF is subsequently
graded using information from the SWN lexicon (Esuli and Sebastiani 2006). The
lexicon provides positive and negative intensity scores for the expansive set of terms in
the Word Net lexicon. However, the application of the SWN lexicon without contextual
knowledge of the sentiment expression can be problematic. For example, there are
multiple usages for each word; a specific word can be used in various parts of speech,
each having an entry in the lexicon and an assigned positive and negative sentiment
score. Knowing which entry in the lexicon to reference given a specific word, and
whether to apply the positive or the negative sentiment score requires contextual
knowledge. The unguided applications of other sentiment lexicons like the General
Inquirer also suffer from similar contextual limitations. Utilizing the OF system prior to
application of SWN enables the targeted application of the lexicon, guided by a
knowledge of a term’s usage, context, and sentiment polarity, thereby leveraging the
strengths of either method.
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Specifically, SWN lexicon scores are applied to the sentiment words identified in
subjective sentences by the OF system. Therefore, objective sentences, which are factual
in nature and devoid of opinion related information, are filtered such that no SWN scores
are erroneously applied. Sentiment laden words, classified by OF as positive or negative,
are referenced in the lexicon given the appropriate part of speech, extracting the positive
or negative sentiment intensity score as required.

Therefore, a sentiment score is

assigned to each forum message according to the following formula:
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Where:
sent(m) =
δ(s) =
|m| =
s=
t=
pos(t) =
pol(t) =
swn(t,pos(t),pol(t)) =

sentiment score for message m
1 if sentence is classified by OF as subjective, 0 if objective
number of sentences in the message
sentences in message m
sentiment expression terms in sentence s
part of speech of t in sentence s
polarity of t in sentence s
SWN intensity value for term t based on its part of speech pos(t)
and polarity classification pol(t) from OF

2.4 Research Design
Guided by the literature and the development of the analysis framework, a
specific research design is devised to address the broad questions posed. The research
design considers the measures of web forum discussions and professional news articles,
the selection of the firm and web forum for study, and the stock behavior variables to be
incorporated from the finance literature. Several research hypotheses are then presented.
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2.4.1 Measures of Web Forum Discussions and Professional News Articles
Utilizing the capabilities provided by the analysis framework and following
previous literature on the relationship between forum discussion and stock behavior, five
web forum discussion measures are defined: sentiment, disagreement, subjectivity,
message volume, and message length. Message level sentiment is defined by the formula
provided in the description of the sentiment analysis procedure in the presentation of the
analysis framework. To express the aggregated forum-level sentiment, the average score
of the messages posted during a specific time period is used. In addition to sentiment,
researchers have also investigated the levels of disagreement in the sentiments expressed
by participants in the forum (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen 2007). Therefore,
in this study a measure of disagreement is included, defined as the variance in the
message-level sentiment scores during a specific time period. Message level subjectivity
is defined as the number of subjective sentences in a message, divided by the total
number of sentences. To express the forum level subjectivity during a specific time
period, the average message subjectivity score is used. Similar to previous studies
(Antweiler and Frank 2002; 2004), measures of forum activity are included. Specifically,
message volume during a specific time period is considered, as well as the average length
of messages (average number of sentences per message).
To investigate the previously raised suspicion that the web forum may have been
merely repeating information recently published in the professional news, calling into
question the significance of the forum as a source of novel information on the firm, news
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measures are included in the analysis to examine their effect on the relationship between
the web forum discussions and stock behavior. Specifically, the length of the news
articles and the sentiment expressed in the text are considered, as defined in the forum
measures.

2.4.2 Selection of the Firm and Web Forum for Study
With consideration for its prominence in the market, societal presence, and the
diverse and active collection of stakeholder groups holding relationships with the firm,
Wal-Mart was selected for the study. The major finance web forum chosen was the
Yahoo Finance forum on Wal-Mart, due to its large size and number of participants, and
long history. Many other researchers have utilized the Yahoo Finance platform for
similar studies (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen 2007). Since the stakeholder
theory of the corporation considers firm behavior over the long-term, the time horizon for
analysis spans a longer period than in previous research, covering multiple years. Similar
studies have covered multiple firms over a short span of time, like a month (Das and
Chen 2007) or a year (Antweiler and Frank 2004). To examine the effect of professional
news on the relationship between web forum discussions and stock behavior, articles
from Wall Street Journal concerning Wal-Mart are incorporated into the study.

2.4.3 Measures of Stock Behavior
Previous finance literature, including explorations into the relationships between
finance web forum discussions and stock behavior (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and
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Chen 2007), have been primarily interested in three stock-related variables: stock return,
volatility, and trading volume. Therefore, this study similarly explores these variables in
the stock modeling.
Researchers have revealed empirical relationships between measures of the
discussions in finance web forums and these stock behavior variables. Specifically, the
relationship between forum message volume and stock returns and volatility has been
widely reported (Antweiler and Frank 2002; Antweiler and Frank 2004). Research has
also examined the relationship between investor sentiment and stock return, without
empirical confirmation in an early study, though disagreement in sentiment was shown to
relate to stock volatility and trading volume (Antweiler and Frank 2004). Utilizing more
sophisticated multi-method investor sentiment classification schemes, the relationship
between sentiment in forum messages and stock return has been recently reported (Das
and Chen 2007). However, the models developed to test the relationship utilized a single
measure of sentiment, combining the opinion expressed and the volume of messages,
rather than modeling them separately. Therefore, the observed relationship between the
sentiment expressed in the forum and stock return may actually be attributed to the
previously reported relationship between stock return and message volume. In this study,
the sentiment and message volume measures of forum discussion are calculated
separately to examine their individual relationships with aspects of stock behavior.

2.4.4 Research Hypotheses
Based upon the research design, the following research hypotheses are developed:
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H1: Measures of the discussions in the web forum will hold significant
contemporaneous and predictive relationships with stock return, volatility, and
trading volume
H2.1: Partitioning the discussions in the web forum by stakeholder group will
reveal unique or strengthened relationships with stock return, volatility, and
trading volume
H2.2: Further segmentation of the stakeholder group communications by topic of
discussion will also reveal unique or strengthened relationships with stock return,
volatility, and trading volume
H3: The relationships between the web forum discussion and stock behavior will
maintain their significance after controlling for the news effect, legitimizing the
web forum as a novel source of information on the firm

Additionally, the following hypotheses specifically regarding the forum
discussion measures can be proposed:
H4.1: Sentiment expressed in the web forum discussions will hold a significant
predictive relationship with stock return
H4.2: Disagreement and subjectivity expressed in the discussions will hold
significant predictive relationships with stock volatility and trading volume
H4.3: Message volume and length will hold significant predictive relationships
with stock return, volatility, and trading volume
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These hypotheses are guided by the notion that the web forum discussion mirrors
stock behavior. Accordingly, fluctuations in the sentiment on the firm in web forum
discussions should correspond directionally to the variation in stock return. When there
is disagreement observed in the discussion sentiment, the volatility in the forum should
similarly relate to increased volatility in the stock price. Through disagreement, a buyer
and seller of a stock are able to make a deal and trade (Harris and Raviv 1993), so the
disagreement measure should also correspond to trading volume. The usage of subjective
statements in discussion could be interpreted as attempts to influence, which may cause
disturbances in the forum corresponding with stock volatility. Subjectivity may also
provide the necessary encouragement to prompt a transaction, relating to trading volume.
Relationships between message volume and stock return, volatility, and trading volume
have been widely shown in previous studies.

In this study, these relationships are

expected to hold, in addition to establishing similar ties with another measure of forum
activity, message length.

2.5 Research Testbed: Yahoo Finance and Wall Street Journal
Messages from the Yahoo Finance Wal-Mart forum from January 4, 1999 – July
10, 2008 were collected for the study using custom developed web spidering and parsing
programs over a one week period. Since the stakeholder theory of the corporation
considers firm behavior over the long-term, the time horizon for analysis spans a longer
period than in previous research, covering multiple years. Similar studies have covered
multiple firms over a short span of time, like a month (Das and Chen 2007) or a year
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(Antweiler and Frank 2004). The size of the forum data set of 433,325 messages on one
firm is comparable to other studies, such as 1.5 million messages on 45 firms (Antweiler
and Frank 2004), or 145,110 messages on 24 firms (Das and Chen 2007). The Center for
Research in Security Prices was referenced for the stock information to calculate the
stock behavior variables for the 2,394 trading days covered in the analysis. News articles
containing Wal-Mart related keywords were also collected from the WSJ over the same
time period, for a total of 4,077 articles. Statistics describing the data sets are presented
in Table 2.2 below. The forum activity is also depicted in Figure 2.2; specifically, the
number of messages, threads, and authors participating in the forum over the time span
for analysis.

Table 2.2 Statistics describing the Yahoo Finance and Wall Street Journal collections
Time

Yahoo! Finance
Wal-Mart Forum
Wall Street Journal

Data Collection Statistics
Time Span:
January 4, 1999 – July 10, 2008
Trading Days:
2,394
Number of Messages:
433,325
Number of Threads:
137,574
Unique Authors:
25,496
Messages per Thread:
3.15
Messages per Author:
17.0
Number of News Articles:
4,077
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Figure 2.2 Activity in the Yahoo Finance Wal-Mart forum

2.6 Results and Discussion
The results of applying the analysis framework to the Yahoo Finance and WSJ
collections are presented and discussed, including the stakeholder and topical analyses,
sentiment analyses, and stock behavior modeling.

2.6.1 Stakeholder and Topical Analyses
Textual features were extracted from the web forum discussions to form the
specified authorship and topical feature representations. During a preprocessing step,
435 commonly occurring function words were counted to be included in the syntactic
feature representation, and then filtered from the text before extraction of the word ngrams. Once extracted, the total forum vocabulary size consisted of 252,937 unique word
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uni-grams, 4,864,921 unique word bi-grams, and 9,625,325 unique word tri-grams.
Infrequently occurring word n-grams were excluded from the final representations, which
were then used to form the authorship and topic feature vectors prior to the principal
components analysis.

In the principal components analysis, the top 20 principal

components were extracted accounting for the most variance among the instances, with
each principal component comprised of up to 20 text attributes.

The clustering of

participants and threads using the extracted principal components produced three
coherent stakeholder groups communicating on four distinctive topics of discussion. To
represent and further understand the contents of discussion for each of the stakeholder
groups and their topics of discussion, word n-gram key phrases were ranked within each
cluster using the modified tf-idf measure.
Three distinct stakeholder groups were identified in the web forum by the
clustering procedure, with basic statistics presented in Table 2.3. Through interpretation
of the key phrases extracted from each cluster, the following identities were assigned to
the stakeholder groups: Technical Investors, Activists, and Employees and Labor
Sympathizers. The key phrases for each of the clusters are presented in Table 2.4.

Table 2.3 Statistics describing the identified stakeholder group clusters
Cluster

Threads

Messages

Authors

0
1
2

25,745
68,126
91,852

34,432
150,705
248,187

19,144
5,695
656

Messages
per Thread
1.33
2.21
2.70

Messages
per Author
1.79
26.46
378.33

Table 2.4 Key phrases extracted from the identified stakeholder group clusters
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Cluster

Stakeholder
Group

0

Technical
Investors

1

Activists

2

Employees
and Labor
Sympathizers

Key Word
Uni-Grams
stock,
Check,
buying,
split,
Chart
china,
people,
union,
American,
Think

Key Word
Bi-Grams
chart analysis,
Stock Picks,
WalMart Stock,
great company,
Thanks advance
middle class,
United States,
Communist China,
myopic bagholders,
bagholders traitors

union,
workers,
employees,
board,
labor

United States,
health insurance,
union officials,
grand opening,
Commercial Workers

Key Word
Tri-Grams
Interesting chart analysis,
chart analysis helpful,
share retail market,
publicly traded company,
finance messages yahoo
myopic bagholders traitors,
truths socalled great,
overlook facts blind,
world largest retailer,
HOOTERS HOOTERS
HOOTERSHOOTERS
Celebrates Grand Opening,
National Labor Relations,
Commercial Workers Union,
Labor Relations Board,
BOYCOTT BOYCOTT
BOYCOTT

Over 75% of the participants in the web forum belong to the Technical Investor
stakeholder group, dominating forum membership.

However, the majority of the

messages (over 57%) are attributed to discussion by the Employee and Labor
Sympathizers. The 656 members of the Employee and Labor Sympathizer stakeholder
group produced on average 378 messages. The low number of messages attributed to the
Technical Investor stakeholder group may provide evidence that approaches to extract
investor sentiment from web forums (such as Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen
2007) may be targeting a relatively small portion of forum communications.

This

evidence may suggest that methods for partitioning the forum to isolate particularly
relevant communications should be applied prior to conducting further analysis and
exploring relationships with stock behavior.
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Four distinct topics of discussion were identified by the clustering procedure
being discussed by the stakeholder groups in the web forum, with basic statistics
presented in Table 2.5. Through interpretation of the key phrases extracted from each
cluster, the following topical labels were assigned: Outburst, Wal-Mart Growth,
Information Referral, and Wal-Mart Labor. The key phrases for each of the clusters are
presented in Table 2.6.

Table 2.5 Statistics describing the identified topical clusters
Cluster

Threads

Messages

Authors

0
1
2
3

58,005
44,675
16,888
18,006

80,200
135,323
22,897
194,904

12,703
12,476
5,605
10,518

Messages
per Thread
1.38
3.02
1.35
10.82

Messages
per Author
6.31
10.84
4.08
18.53

Table 2.6 Key phrases extracted from the identified topical clusters
Cluster

Topic

0

Outburst

1

Wal-Mart
Growth

2

Information
Referral

Key Word
Uni-Grams
Boycott,
bagholders,
sucks,
traitors,
myopic

Key Word
Bi-Grams
Boycott Boycott,
bagholders traitors,
myopic bagholders,
HOOTERS HOOTERS,
overlook facts

store,
SuperCenter,
business,
world,
retail
search,
paste,
google,
story,
headline

grand opening,
celebrates grand,
Supercenter Celebrates,
Retail Giant,
Planning Commission
search engine,
control PASTE,
global story,
Stock Picks,
Smart money

Key Word
Tri-Grams
BOYCOTT BOYCOTT
BOYCOTT,
myopic bagholders traitors,
Dixie Sucks Dixie,
truths socalled great,
wonder UNIONS DYING
Celebrates Grand Opening,
Supercenter Celebrates Grand,
world largest retailer,
State Store number,
taking market share
favorite SEARCH ENGINE,
control PASTE control,
messages finance yahoo,
union activity board,
address phone number
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Wal-Mart
Labor

3

union,
people,
company,
workers,
employees

health insurance,
union officials,
union members,
largest retailer,
wages benefits

National Labor Relations,
Commercial Workers Union,
Labor Relations Board,
level playing field,
States District Court

The majority of messages are attributed to the Wal-Mart Growth and Wal-Mart
Labor discussion topics (31% and 44%, respectively). However, the number of unique
authors participating in the four discussion topics is relatively balanced, providing
evidence that participants in the web forum engage in a variety of topics of discussion.
The topics of discussion exhibit distinctive conversational characteristics. For example,
the Wal-Mart Growth and Wal-Mart Labor topics engage participants in lengthy,
interactive discussions, evidenced by the high number of average messages per thread
(3.02 and 10.82, respectively) and average messages per author (10.84 and 18.53,
respectively). Intuitively, the Information Referral topic is characterized by the lowest
number of average messages per thread and per author, as participants engage in quick
exchanges of information.
Stakeholder groups engage in conversation on a variety of discussion topics, as
shown by the statistics in Table 2.7. However, some topical tendencies among the
stakeholder groups were observed. As expected, Technical Investors engage in relatively
high levels of discussion on Wal-Mart Growth and Information Referral topics compared
to other stakeholder groups. However, they also had the highest level of Outburst
messages.

The Employees and Labor Sympathizers had the highest proportion of
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messages discussing Wal-Mart Labor, while Activists also had high levels but more
balance between the Wal-Mart Growth and Labor topics.

Table 2.7 Distribution of stakeholder group discussions on each topic
26%
13%

Wal-Mart
Growth
38%
35%

Information
Referral
7%
4%

Wal-Mart
Labor
29%
48%

9%

31%

2%

58%

Stakeholder Topic Interaction

Outburst

Technical Investors
Activists
Employees and
Labor Sympathizers

Three coherent topical clusters emerged from the Wall Street Journal news article
collection on Wal-Mart through the clustering procedure: articles on the retail industry,
stocks, and macroeconomic conditions. The article count and key phrases for the clusters
are presented in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8 Article counts and key phrases extracted from the news article topical clusters
Cluster

Articles

Article Topic

0

1,810

Retail Industry

1

1,907

Stocks

Key Word
Uni-Grams
stores,
sales,
retailers,
Department,
chain

Key Word
Bi-Grams
Department
Stores,
holiday season,
market share,
sales stores,
retail sales

cents,
shares,
Nasdaq,
points,
gained

cents share,
Stock Exchange,
Composite
Index,
Jones
Newswires,
basis points

Key Word
Tri-Grams
Federated Department
Stores,
world largest retailer,
Neiman Marcus Group,
American
Eagle Outfitters,
stores closed replaced
Nasdaq Composite
Index,
Credit Suisse Boston,
Jones Industrial
Average,
Stock Exchange
composite,
Nasdaq Stock Market
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2

Macroeconomic
Conditions

360

company,
market,
years,
growth,
economy

interest rates,
Stock Market,
Federal Reserve,
recent years,
consumer
spending

Gross Domestic
Product,
Federal Reserve
Chairman,
higher interest rates,
World Trade
Organization,
lower interest rates

2.6.2 Sentiment Analysis
The results of the sentiment analysis revealed that stakeholder groups and topics
of discussion were characterized by distinctive expressions of sentiment, as presented in
Table 2.9. Technical Investors expressed more neutral sentiment in short, subjective
messages, while Employees and Labor Sympathizers were characterized by negative
sentiment in long, objective messages. The Outburst and Information Referral topics had
very high levels of message subjectivity (levels of 0.59 and 0.61, respectively), perhaps
as participants attempted to influence each other. Over time, the sentiment expressed by
both the Activist and Employee and Labor Sympathizer stakeholder groups steadily
declined, while Technical Investor sentiment held relatively steady, as depicted in Figure
2.3.

Table 2.9 Statistics of the forum sentiment analysis
Sentiment Analysis

Stakeholder
Clusters
Topical
Clusters

Cluster
Entire Forum
Technical Investors
Activists
Employees and
Labor Sympathizers
Outburst
Wal-Mart Growth

Sentiment
per Message
-0.28
-0.04
-0.26

Message
Length
2.00
1.03
1.73

-0.31

2.24

0.49

-0.14
-0.26

0.81
1.85

0.59
0.48

Subjectivity
0.49
0.52
0.51
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Information Referral
Wal-Mart Labor

-0.14
-0.33

0.60
2.42

0.61
0.49

Figure 2.3 Sentiment trends for the stakeholder groups during the period of analysis

Sentiment analysis was also performed on the WSJ news articles, with results
presented in Table 2.10. Articles on macroeconomic conditions were on average much
longer than the other topics, with negative sentiment. As expected, stock related articles
were scored as highly objective with little sentiment expressed; these articles usually
contain factual information on stocks, without much background information or context.

Table 2.10 Statistics of the news article sentiment analysis
Sentiment Analysis
Article
Clusters

Cluster
Retail Industry
Stocks

Sentiment
per article
-1.08
-0.55

Sentences
per article
18.56
10.59

Subjectivity
0.23
0.16
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Macroeconomic
Conditions

-2.72

33.47

0.26

2.6.3 Stock Modeling
The stock models developed to test the hypotheses regarding the relationships
between the web forum discussions and the Wal-Mart stock behavior follow those
proposed by Antweiler and Frank (2004).

Correlation is examined, and predictive

regression models are developed using the variables presented in the research design. In
the predictive regressions, forum discussions are utilized to predict stock behavior on the
following trading day, where the stock variables of a trading day are regressed on the
forum measures extracted from discussions held in the forum on the preceding day.
Predictive models were also developed for the discussions of the stakeholder groups
independently, to identify specific stakeholders who may hold stronger relationships or
provide advanced indication of the firm’s stock behavior. Since the stakeholder groups
also communicate on a variety of topics in the forum, models were also developed for
each topic discussed by the stakeholder groups, to discover relationships between specific
topical streams of forum discussions among stakeholder groups and the Wal-Mart stock
behavior, and further enhance the understanding of these relationships.
In the analysis, stock return is defined as the log difference of price, as commonly
applied in the finance literature (Antweiler and Frank 2004).

Many approaches to

modeling stock volatility have been proposed, but specifically the GARCH class of
models has been widely applied and is prominent in the literature. Among the variations
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of models within the class, particularly strong performance has been demonstrated by the
traditional GARCH (1, 1) (Hansen and Lunde 2001). Furthermore, the GARCH (1, 1)
model specification has been utilized for stock volatility modeling in similar applications
(Engle and Patton 2001; Antweiler and Frank 2004). Therefore, in this study a GARCH
(1, 1) is applied for stock volatility modeling. The trading volume time series exhibited
strong autocorrelation and non-stationarity over the period of analysis.

Therefore,

ARIMA models for trading volume were developed incorporating exogenous forum and
control variables (Box and Pierce 1970; Box et al. 2008). The form of the ARIMA
models were selected through scrutiny of visual plots, autocorrelation and partial
autocorrelation statistics, and experimentation with various (p, d, q) values using
Akaike’s information criterion for evaluation. After the selection process, an ARIMA (1,
1, 1) was utilized in the final trading volume models. In all models, trading volume
undergoes a log transform, as performed in Antweiler and Frank (2004).
A number of control variables are included in the models, as suggested by the
related literature. Studies have employed a control expressing the overall market, such as
including the S&P 500 index tracking fund (Antweiler and Frank 2004). This study
similarly utilizes the S&P 500 index tracking fund as a contemporaneous control for the
overall market behavior. In the stock return models, market return (the log difference in
the S&P 500 index tracking fund price) is utilized, while in the volatility and trading
volume models, the log of the index price is used. In the volatility models, the prior
day’s values of volatility, trading volume, and stock return are also included as controls
due to the previously observed relationships amongst the financial variables, similar to
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the volatility models presented in Antweiler and Frank (2004). The trading volume
models include similar controls for the prior day’s financial variables, and also
incorporate a market return variable which has shown to be indicative of trading volume
levels. The variables related to the forum discussion measures are applied as defined in
the research design, with the exception of message volume, which undergoes a log
transform prior to inclusion in the models.
The results of all stock return, volatility, and trading volume regressions are tested
for autocorrelation in the residuals using the Box-Ljung test statistic, to ensure the
accurate interpretability of the coefficients (Box and Pierce 1970; Ljung and Box 1978).
Box-Ljung statistics for the models are reported in the results, confirming that all models
are statistically free of autocorrelation in the residuals.

2.6.3.1 Forum and Stakeholder Level Analyses (Hypotheses H1, H2.1)
2.6.3.1.1 Correlation
Statistics describing the correlation of the stock behavior and web forum
discussion measures are presented in Table 2.11. Among all variables, the sentiment
expressed in the forum had the strongest correlation with stock return, in a positive
direction but at a statistically insignificant level. However, the disagreement in the
sentiment expressed in the forum held significant correlations with volatility and trading
volume. The observed correlations were negative, where periods of high stock volatility
and trading volume were also characterized by low disagreement in the forum sentiment.
Measures of forum activity – posting volume and message length, also held significant
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correlations with volatility and trading volume but in opposing directions. Higher levels
of forum posting activity and shorter messages corresponded with periods of lower
volatility but higher trading volume.

Table 2.11 Correlations of stock behavior and web forum discussion
Correlation
Return
Volatility
Trading Volume
Sentiment
Disagreement
Message Volume
Message Length
Subjectivity
Sentimentt-1
Disagreementt-1
Message Volumet-1
Message Lengtht-1
Subjectivityt-1

Return
1
0.0107
0.0185
0.0328
-0.0003
-0.0167
0.0274
-0.0072
0.0065
-0.0034
-0.0287
0.0151
0.0068

Volatility
1
-0.3857***
-0.0330
-0.0461**
-0.5234***
0.1413***
-0.0153
-0.0257
-0.0541***
-0.5028***
0.1380***
0.0051

Trading Volume
1
0.0291
-0.0172
0.4495***
-0.1819***
-0.0083
0.0159
-0.0360*
0.4306***
-0.1870***
-0.0258

Note: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 (two-tailed test)

2.6.3.1.2 Stock Return Regressions
Stock return regression models for the overall forum and the stakeholder groups
are presented in Table 2.12.

In the overall forum model, message volume held a

significant predictive relationship with stock return, where increased message posting
indicated impending negative returns on the following trading day. This result confirms
prior studies (Antweiler and Frank 2004). However, by partitioning the forum according
to stakeholder group, the observed relationship between stock return and message volume
could be attributed to the discussions of the Employee and Labor Sympathizers, evident
in the stakeholder model.
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Table 2.12 Stock return models – overall forum and stakeholders
Stakeholder
Market Return t
Sentiment t-1
Disagreement t-1
Message Volume t-1
Message Length t-1
Subjectivity t-1
R2
Box-Ljung

All
0.884***
(31.660)
0.007
(0.408)
-0.000
(-0.127)
-0.001**
(-2.328)
0.000
(1.334)
0.003
(1.505)
0.297
1.732

Technical
Investors
0.883***
(31.601)
-0.000
(-0.436)
0.000
(1.127)
-0.000
(-0.758)
0.000
(0.746)
-0.000
(-0.433)
0.295
1.484

Activists
0.884***
(31.633)
-0.004
(-0.955)
-0.000
(-0.468)
-0.001
(-1.610)
0.000
(0.720)
0.001
(1.116)
0.296
1.802

Employees and
Labor Sympathizers
0.883***
(31.625)
-0.001
(-0.272)
-0.000
(-0.804)
-0.001**
(-2.297)
0.000
(1.345)
0.001
(0.936)
0.297
1.494

Note: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

2.6.3.1.3 Stock Volatility Regressions
Stock volatility regressions for the overall forum and the stakeholder groups are
presented in Table 2.13. Considering the forum in its entirety in the overall model,
discussion measures were found to be insignificant in predicting volatility. However,
partitioning the forum according to stakeholder group revealed unique and significant
relationships between stock volatility and forum discussion measures. The message
posting volume of the Technical Investor and Employee and Labor Sympathizer
stakeholder groups were identified as significant in predicting volatility, although the
directions of relationships were opposing. Higher levels of posting activity by Technical
Investors indicated increased volatility in the next trading day, while posting by
Employee and Labor Sympathizers suppressed subsequent volatility.

Additionally,
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subjectivity expressed in discussions by Technical Investors also held a significant
predictive relationship with volatility, where increased objectivity (reduced subjectivity)
indicated increased volatility the following trading day.

At the stakeholder level,

discussion by Activists had no significant relationships with volatility.

Table 2.13 Stock volatility models – overall forum and stakeholders
Stakeholder
Volatility t-1
Trading Volume t-1
Return t-1
Market Close t
Sentiment t-1
Disagreement t-1
Message Volume t-1
Message Length t-1
Subjectivity t-1
Box-Ljung

All
1.004***
(726.231)
0.000***
(13.539)
0.004***
(10.155)
-0.000***
(-4.602)
-0.000
(-0.679)
-0.000
(-1.149)
-0.000
(-1.371)
-0.000
(-0.361)
0.000
(0.940)
0.535

Technical
Investors
1.005***
(826.292)
0.000***
(12.737)
0.004***
(10.388)
-0.000***
(-5.312)
0.000
(0.262)
-0.000
(-1.601)
0.000***
(5.145)
0.000
(0.058)
-0.000*
(-1.844)
0.496

Activists
1.004***
(759.529)
0.000***
(13.984)
0.004***
(10.053)
-0.000***
(-4.508)
-0.000
(-0.120)
-0.000
(-0.353)
-0.000
(-1.356)
0.000
(1.068)
0.000
(0.610)
0.307

Employees and
Labor Sympathizers
1.003***
(699.308)
0.000***
(14.177)
0.004***
(10.054)
-0.000***
(-4.677)
0.000
(0.790)
-0.000
(-0.965)
-0.000**
(-2.232)
0.000
(0.226)
0.000
(0.891)
0.371

Note: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

2.6.3.1.4 Stock Trading Volume Regressions
The stock trading volume regressions for the overall forum and the stakeholder
groups are presented in Table 2.14. In the overall model considering the entire forum,
activity measures (posting volume and message length) and subjectivity were significant
in predicting trading volume. By partitioning the forum according to stakeholder group,
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the relationship between message volume and trading volume persisted across all groups,
but the effect identified in the usage of subjectivity was attributed to the Activist
stakeholder group, as revealed by the stakeholder models. In the overall and stakeholder
models, higher posting activity indicated increased trading volume the following trading
day. The expression of subjectivity by Activists suppressed subsequent trading, where
higher levels of trading activity were preceded by more objective discussions.

Table 2.14 Stock trading volume models – overall forum and stakeholders
Stakeholder
Volatility t-1
Return t-1
Market Return t-1
Market Close t
Sentiment t-1
Disagreement t-1
Message Volume t-1
Message Length t-1
Subjectivity t-1
Box-Ljung

All
-40.717**
(-2.529)
-0.663*
(-1.913)
-0.397
(-0.706)
3.027***
(4.678)
-0.423
(-1.281)
0.009
(0.966)
0.068***
(3.022)
-0.018**
(-2.020)
-0.128***
(-2.639)
0.376

Technical
Investors
-29.644**
(-1.964)
-0.565
(-1.624)
-0.771
(-1.362)
3.356***
(5.038)
-0.004
(-0.227)
-0.003
(-0.457)
0.059**
(2.549)
0.003
(0.762)
-0.013
(-0.935)
0.799

Activists
-22.409
(-1.640)
-0.496
(-1.443)
-0.411
(-0.740)
1.450***
(2.752)
-0.085
(-1.158)
0.002
(0.429)
0.062***
(2.982)
-0.002
(-0.520)
-0.072**
(-2.386)
0.833

Employees and
Labor Sympathizers
-35.164**
(-2.273)
-0.490
(-1.424)
-0.723
(-1.299)
1.887***
(3.277)
-0.035
(-0.392)
0.001
(0.256)
0.039*
(1.923)
-0.006
(-1.042)
-0.030
(-0.931)
1.203

Note: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

The significant relationships observed between the measures of the web forum
discussion and stock return, volatility, and trading volume have provided support for
hypothesis H1.

Furthermore, partitioning the discussions in the web forum by
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stakeholder group has revealed unique and strengthened relationships between the
discussion and financial measures, supporting hypothesis H2.1.

2.6.3.2 Stakeholder Topic Level Analyses (Hypotheses H2.2, H4.1, H4.2, H4.3)
2.6.3.2.1 Stock Return Regressions
While the overall and stakeholder stock return regression models revealed
relationships between stock return and message posting volume, in particular three topics
within the stakeholder discussions held additional information significant to predicting
stock return. The selected stakeholder and discussion topic models are presented in Table
2.15. In addition to message volume, the length of messages and subjectivity expressed
by Technical Investors on the Information Referral topic were significant in predicting
stock return.

Longer, more objective messages indicated positive stock return the

following trading day. Subjectivity expressed by Activists on the Information Referral
topic was also significant in predicting stock return, with a similar directional effect as
the Technical Investors. The observed relationship between subjectivity and stock return
may be associated with the Information Referral topic, regardless of stakeholder group,
where high levels of subjectivity indicate subsequent negative return. The opinionated
commentary surrounding the referral of information may cause anxiety and uncertainty in
the market and indicate negative stock return. Alternately, positive return may follow the
referral of more objective information.
Developing topical stock return models for the stakeholder groups also revealed a
particularly interesting relationship between the sentiments expressed in the forum and
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stock return. Previous researchers have sought after and hypothesized such a relationship
without confirmation (Antweiler and Frank 2004), while other research has established
this relationship when used in a combined measure with message volume but at a lower
level of significance than observed in these experiments (Das and Chen 2007). The
sentiment expressed in discussions by the Employee and Labor Sympathizer stakeholder
group on the Wal-Mart Labor topic held a highly significant, positive relationship with
stock return. These results may be evidence of a particularly relevant stakeholder group
and topic of discussion for the firm, influencing the stock return through their
communicated perspectives captured in the forum discussion sentiment measure.

Table 2.15 Stock return models – selected stakeholder topics
Stakeholder

Technical Investors

Activists

Topic

Information Referral
0.883***
(31.708)
-0.002
(-1.336)
0.000
(0.245)
-0.005*
(-1.877)
0.003***
(3.811)
-0.004**
(-2.265)
0.300
1.485

Information Referral
0.882***
(31.595)
-0.001
(-0.893)
0.000
(0.235)
-0.000
(-0.265)
0.001*
(1.813)
-0.003**
(-2.506)
0.297
1.783

Market Return t
Sentiment t-1
Disagreement t-1
Message Volume t-1
Message Length t-1
Subjectivity t-1
R2
Box-Ljung

Note: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

2.6.3.2.2 Stock Volatility Regressions

Employees and
Labor Sympathizers
Wal-Mart Labor
0.883***
(31.634)
0.005**
(2.068)
-0.000
(-0.603)
-0.001**
(-2.123)
0.000
(0.853)
-0.000
(-0.430)
0.298
1.578
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In the stakeholder volatility regressions, message posting volume and subjectivity
were identified as significant indicators of subsequent volatility. In the topical models,
the significant, positive relationship observed between message volume generated by the
Technical Investors and volatility persisted across all individual topics.

For the

Employees and Labor Sympathizer stakeholder group only message volume on the WalMart Growth and Wal-Mart Labor topics remained significant. The observed relationship
between volatility and subjectivity expressed by the Technical Investors identified in the
stakeholder model was not observed in any individual topical stream.
In particular, six topics within the stakeholder discussions held additional
significant information in predicting stock volatility, presented in Table 2.16. For each of
the stakeholder groups, the sentiment expressed in discussions of the Information
Referral topic revealed significant predictive relationships with volatility. However, the
directionalities of the observed effects differed among the groups. Positive sentiments
expressed in Information Referral by the Technical Investors indicated reduced volatility
the following trading day, while similar expressions by Activists and Employee and
Labor Sympathizers indicated subsequent increased volatility.

Additionally, the

sentiments expressed by Activists on Wal-Mart Labor, and through Outbursts by the
Employee and Labor Sympathizers, held significant positive relationships indicating
volatility. Disagreement in sentiment among Technical Investors in discussions on WalMart Growth held a significant predictive relationship with volatility, where lower
disagreement indicated increased volatility the following trading day. The consolidation
of sentiment expressed in the forum among Technical Investors with respect to Wal-
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Mart’s growth may result in difficulties in valuing the Wal-Mart stock manifested in
increased price volatility.

Table 2.16 Stock volatility models – selected stakeholder topics
Stakeholder

Topic
Volatility t-1
Trading
Volume t-1
Return t-1
Market Close t
Sentiment t-1
Disagreement t-1
Message
Volume t-1
Message
Length t-1
Subjectivity t-1
Box-Ljung

Technical
Investors

Wal-Mart
Growth
1.005***
(824.450)
0.000***
(13.055)
0.004***
(10.293)
-0.000***
(-4.984)
-0.000
(-0.073)
-0.000*
(-1.802)
0.000***
(3.341)
-0.000
(-0.346)
-0.000
(-0.476)
0.442

Technical
Investors

Activists

Activists

Information
Information
Wal-Mart
Referral
Referral
Labor
1.005***
1.005***
1.004***
(826.998)
(819.359)
(759.511)
0.000***
0.000***
0.000***
(13.521)
(13.978)
(14.415)
0.004***
0.004***
0.004***
(10.196)
(10.095)
(10.035)
-0.000***
-0.000***
-0.000***
(-4.778)
(-4.663)
(-4.691)
-0.000*
0.000*
0.000*
(-1.758)
(1.874)
(1.675)
0.000
-0.000
-0.000
(0.531)
(-1.080)
(-0.110)
0.000*
0.000
-0.000
(1.831)
(0.249)
(-1.135)
0.000
0.000
0.000*
(0.991)
(0.398)
(1.748)
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
(-0.662)
(-0.556)
(-0.651)
0.435
0.314
0.407
Note: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Employees
and Labor
Sympathizers

Employees
and Labor
Sympathizers

Outburst

Information
Referral
1.004***
(807.539)
0.000***
(14.357)
0.004***
(10.039)
-0.000***
(-4.298)
0.000**
(2.130)
-0.000
(-0.680)
-0.000
(-1.408)
0.000
(0.838)
-0.000
(-0.349)
0.267

1.004***
(771.458)
0.000***
(13.968)
0.004***
(10.041)
-0.000***
(-4.426)
0.000**
(2.033)
0.000
(0.656)
-0.000
(-1.216)
0.000
(0.534)
-0.000
(-0.611)
0.440

2.6.3.2.3 Stock Trading Volume Regressions
In the overall and stakeholder models, message posting volume, length, and
subjectivity were identified as significant indicators of trading volume. Higher posting
activity, shorter messages, and objectivity indicated increased trading volume the
following trading day. In the topical models, message volume remained a significant
indicator of trading volume, for the Outburst and Wal-Mart Growth topics discussed by
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Technical Investors, the Information Referral and Wal-Mart Labor topics by Activists,
and all topics except Wal-Mart Labor among Employee and Labor Sympathizers
stakeholder groups.
Three topics within the stakeholder discussions held additional significant
information predicting stock trading volume, presented in Table 2.17. The significant
effect of message length identified in the overall model but absent in the stakeholder
models reemerged in the topical models, in discussions on Wal-Mart Growth by
Employee and Labor Sympathizers, where longer messages indicated suppressed trading
volume.

The relationship between trading volume and subjectivity observed in the

Activist stakeholder models were isolated through topical analysis to the discussions on
Information Referral, where subjectivity expressed indicated suppressed subsequent
trading.

The topical models also revealed interesting relationships between trading

volume and the sentiment expressed in the forum discussions. On the Outburst topic,
positive sentiments expressed by Employee and Labor Sympathizers indicated lower
levels of trading the following day.

Table 2.17 Stock trading volume models – selected stakeholder topics
Stakeholder

Activists

Topic

Information Referral
-50.671***
(-3.081)
-0.979***
(-2.825)
0.506
(0.907)
2.680***
(4.300)

Volatility t-1
Return t-1
Market Return t-1
Market Close t

Employees
and Labor
Sympathizers
Outburst
-1.589
(-0.165)
-0.451
(-1.323)
-0.026
(-0.047)
-1.424***
(-3.982)

Employees
and Labor
Sympathizers
Wal-Mart Growth
-47.076***
(-2.902)
-0.545
(0.112)
-0.348
(0.529)
1.272**
(2.349)
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Sentiment t-1
Disagreement t-1
Message Volume t-1
Message Length t-1
Subjectivity t-1
Box-Ljung

0.018
(0.615)
0.004
(0.182)
0.111***
(3.028)
0.019
(1.580)
-0.043**
(-2.044)
0.361

-0.033**
(-2.123)
-0.009
(-0.925)
0.069***
(2.883)
-0.001
(-0.202)
-0.010
(-0.678)
0.915

0.032
(0.960)
0.001
(0.218)
0.043**
(2.111)
-0.006*
(-1.859)
-0.023
(-1.137)
0.350

Note: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

Following the partitioning of the forum by stakeholder group, further
segmentation of communications by topic of discussion revealed strengthened or
previously unidentified relationships with stock return, volatility, and trading volume,
providing support confirming hypothesis H2.2.

Additionally, the topical analysis

improves the understanding of the topics engaging the stakeholder groups and indicating
impending Wal-Mart stock behavior.
Furthermore, these models provided evidence supporting the hypotheses
specifically regarding the forum measures produced by the sentiment analysis. Sentiment
expressed in the web forum discussions held a significant relationship with stock return.
Specifically, the sentiment expressed by the Employees and Labor Sympathizers
stakeholder group on the Wal-Mart Labor topic had a strong significant, positive
predictive relationship with stock return the following day. This relationship provides
support confirming hypothesis H4.1. Disagreement and subjectivity expressed in the
discussions held significant relationships with stock volatility and trading volume. In
particular, decreased disagreement (consolidation of sentiment position) in discussions by
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the Technical Investor stakeholder group on the Wal-Mart Growth topic indicated
increases in volatility the following trading day. Increased levels of subjectivity in
discussion by the Activist stakeholder group, specifically on the Information Referral
topic, suppressed trading volume.

These relationships provide support confirming

hypothesis H4.2. Message volume and length also held significant relationships with
stock return, volatility, and trading volume for a number of stakeholder and topical
categories, confirming the findings of previous studies, and providing support for
hypothesis H4.3.

2.6.3.3 Incorporation of the Professional News Effect (Hypothesis H3)
Two predictive regression models were developed to examine the influence of the
professional news on the web forum discussions and the Wal-Mart stock return, as
presented in Table 2.18. Stock return on a given trading day was regressed on the
number of news articles published on the previous day, the average sentiment expressed
in the articles, and the average length, for each of the three news article topical clusters.
The market variable was incorporated as a control, as in the predictive regression models
developed in previous sections of the analysis. The second model incorporates the forum
discussions identified in previous sections to have the most significant predictive
relationship with stock return – discussion by the Employees and Labor Sympathizer
stakeholder group on the Wal-Mart Labor topic. In this model, the news published about
Wal-Mart would be controlled for, ensuring that the forum provided additional valuable
information on the firm.
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Supporting the findings of Tetlock et al. (2006) and Tetlock (2007), Wall Street
Journal articles concerning Wal-Mart had a significant predictive relationship with stock
return. Intuitively, sentiment in the articles on the retail industry published on a given
day held a positive significant relationship with stock return on the following day. The
length of articles on macroeconomic conditions also had a significant predictive
relationship; shorter articles indicated positive return on the following day.

In the

combined model incorporating both forum discussions and news articles, discussions by
the Employees and Labor Sympathizer stakeholder group on Wal-Mart Labor maintained
their significant predictive relationships with stock return, while controlling for the news
effect. In particular, the sentiment expressed maintained its significance level. This
evidence supports the notion that the forum discussions provided additional significant
information on the firm, and that forum discussions were not merely repeating content
published in the news on that day but provided new knowledge, supporting hypothesis
H3.

Table 2.18 Stock return models incorporating professional news source
Source

Retail Industry

Stock

Macroeconomic Conditions
Employees and
Labor Sympathizers
Wal-Mart Labor

Market Returnt
Number of Articles t-1
Sentiment t-1
Article Lengtht-1
Number of Articlest-1
Sentimentt-1
Article Lengtht-1
Number of Articlest-1
Sentimentt-1
Article Lengtht-1
Sentimentt-1
Disagreementt-1
Message Volumet-1
Message Lengtht-1

WSJ
0.886*** (31.744)
-0.000 (-1.321)
0.006* (1.806)
0.000 (0.703)
0.000 (0.168)
0.000 (0.035)
-0.000 (-0.548)
0.000 (0.245)
0.006 (0.837)
-0.000* (-1.650)

WSJ + Forum
0.885*** (31.738)
-0.000 (-1.136)
0.006* (1.816)
0.000 (0.712)
0.000 (0.471)
0.000 (0.021)
-0.000 (-0.755)
0.000 (0.313)
0.006 (0.896)
-0.000* (-1.656)
0.005** (1.985)
-0.000 (-0.483)
-0.001* (-1.848)
0.000 (0.957)
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Subjectivityt-1
R2
Box-Ljung

0.300
1.657

-0.000 (-0.552)
0.303
1.798

Note: *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

2.7 Conclusion
Previous research establishing the relationships between finance web forums and
a firm’s stock behavior have considered participants in the forum to be uniformly
representative of a shareholder perspective, rather than being comprised of a diverse
collection of stakeholders relevant to the firm. In this research, a stakeholder perspective
of the Yahoo Finance web forum on Wal-Mart is adopted, enhancing the understanding
of the participants in the forum, and strengthening the relationship between the
discussions held within and the Wal-Mart stock behavior. To evaluate the opinions
expressed in the forum discussions about the firm, a sentiment analysis approach is
devised capable of detecting the nuanced sentiment expressions of various stakeholder
groups, leveraging the specific strengths of the two classes of methods in a combined
fashion. The approach provided for the examination of deeper measures of sentiment
analysis not previously examined in the literature, such as the level of subjectivity.
Findings produced by the analysis of the web forum indicate that participants in
the web forum represent distinct stakeholder groups related to the firm, and performing
authorship clustering can reveal these groups and identify the specific authors
representing these positions within the forum. Additionally, discussion in the web forum
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centers around a set of distinctive topics related to Wal-Mart, and performing topical
clustering can reveal these topics.
In the stock modeling it was discovered that discussions in the web forum hold
significant predictive relationships with stock return, volatility, and trading volume,
supporting and extending the findings of previous research (Antweiler and Frank 2002;
2004; Das and Chen 2007). Segmenting the discussions in the web forum first by
stakeholder group and then by topic of discussion revealed strengthened relationships
with the stock behavior, in addition to improving the understanding of the constituencies
and topics responsible for establishing these relationships.

2.7.1 Implications for Management
The analysis framework provided Wal-Mart management with identification of
the stakeholder groups participating in the web forum, their topics of discussion, and
sentiments. Additionally, the stock modeling provides empirical evidence and findings
stressing the importance of effective stakeholder management. Results showed that the
values of critical measures of the firm’s stock behavior were indicated in advance by the
discussions of various stakeholder groups. The sentiment expressed in discussion by
Employees and Labor Sympathizers on the Wal-Mart Labor topic held a highly
significant relationship predicting subsequent stock returns. Empirical evidence also
suggests that discussion by both Activists and Employees and Labor Sympathizers,
particularly in the expression sentiment and the use of subjectivity, could predict
increased volatility in the stock price or suppressed trading volume. The identification of
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these relationships can provide management with a possible explanation for fluctuations
in past stock behavior, and the knowledge to control future stock behavior through
satisfying specific stakeholders on issues related to the firm.
Furthermore, the analysis framework provides the firm the requisite platform to
facilitate business and marketing intelligence research on web forums.

Knowledge

gained from usage of the system provides for the continuous reorientation of stakeholder
management activities to improve relations with these stakeholder groups. Enhanced
understanding of the firm’s stakeholder groups and perspectives provided by the system
represents a significant business value with benefits across the firm (Barua et al. 2004).
The framework could also be extended to incorporate communications from multiple
forum environments or social media channels, to provide the firm a more comprehensive
monitoring platform.

2.7.2 Implications for Researchers
In terms of the stakeholder theory, the study provides a form of empirical support
for the theory not previously examined in the literature. Regarding the finance literature
establishing the relationship between web forum discussions and stock behavior, several
implications emerge. Previous research targeting the investors in the web forums and
performing buy, hold, or sell investment position classification may actually be focusing
on a relatively small portion of the forum activity. Evidence from this research showed a
more generalized approach to sentiment analysis may also be required to detect nuanced
expression of opinion by a variety of stakeholder groups. Additional sentiment analysis
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measures demonstrated significant relationships in the stock models, such as the level of
subjectivity expressed, and should also be incorporated in future studies.
Generally, studies on web social media may benefit from partitioning the
communications in the environment by stakeholder and topic prior to performing other
forms of analysis, such as assessing the sentiment expressed. Prior research aiming to
explain external events using web social media such as product sales have often
identified the volume of communication as a significant factor, while results from the
content analysis considering the entirety of the communications has produced little
meaningful information.

Findings from this study suggest that isolating the proper

channels of communication within the overall environment may produce more relevant
information from the content analysis and stronger relationships with the external events
in question.
The study also has specific implications for information systems research. The
system developed for the analysis of finance web forums is an IT artifact crafted through
the principles of design science (Hevner et al 2004). The system addresses an important
business problem, and capitalizes on the wealth of information present in web social
media. The capabilities of the system are demonstrated rigorously through empirical
evaluation in its applied domain. The framework also facilitates the addition of analysis
capabilities to the system and refinement of existing methods, to improve future
generations of the system and continue the design science process. For example, the
sentiment analysis component of the system could be complemented with other analysis
modules, such as a risk analysis component, if additional aspects of stakeholder
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communications are to be measured. A particularly unique and valuable aspect of the
developed system is its generality. Stakeholder and topical analyses are performed using
unsupervised machine learning techniques, and the sentiment analysis leverages general
purpose resources which require no additional training or domain knowledge. Therefore,
the system could easily be scaled or applied to many other domains of web forums and
social media for business and marketing intelligence purposes.

Prior research into

methods for the analysis of web forums and social media communications typically
utilize supervised machine learning techniques, which require domain expertise and a
painstaking manual coding process of a subset of communications to train the model,
restricting their application to other domains.

2.7.3 Future Research
This study covers a single firm over a long period of time, and future research will
extend the analysis to additional firms. The analysis framework can be widely applied
without specialized knowledge of the firm. In future research the framework will be
applied to provide a deeper understanding of other indices of stakeholder opinion in
addition to a firm’s stock price, such as consumer opinion, and serve as the basis for a
generalized real-time system to monitor firm-related web forums and social media for
business intelligence purposes. Future research will also experiment with clustering at
more frequent intervals of time, to examine the emergence of stakeholder groups and
topics over the short-term. In another finance-related application, an extension of the
current study could develop a trading strategy based upon measures extracted from web
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forum discussions, and determine the economic value of utilizing the information in the
forum.
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CHAPTER 3: STOCK RETURN PREDICTION USING FIRM-RELATED WEB
FORUMS: A STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS APPROACH

3.1 Introduction
Web-based social media, including web forums, offer valuable business
intelligence to firms. These platforms allow various constituencies of a firm to discuss
aspects of the business, including its products and services, public and labor policies,
integration within the community, and investor expectations. The social nature of these
communications provides unique and rich information on the firm, revealing natural
expressions and perspectives inaccessible through traditional market research (Kozinets
2002). Discussions held within social networks can also have great influence over the
opinions of participants, even more so than traditional media (Watts and Dodd 2007).
Accordingly, researchers have advocated for the development of comprehensive
approaches to the management of web social media, recognizing the value of these
feedback channels (Godes et al. 2005).
To evaluate the content presented in web social media, researchers have applied
these sources to explain various indicators of firm performance, including the success of
its products. For example, the relationship between consumer reviews and book sales has
been widely examined (Chevalier and Mayzlin 2005; Forman et al 2008; Hu et al 2008).
Web social media have also been utilized to explain movie box office returns including
reviews (Duan et al 2008), forum discussions (Liu 2006), and twitter messages (Rui et al
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2010). These and other studies on web social media and firm performance indicators
focus on the volume and valence (sentiment or opinion) of communications.
Similarly, researchers have examined discussions in firm-related web forums in
an effort to explain firm stock behavior (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen 2007).
These web forums, dedicated specifically to discussion of the firm, are some of the most
attractive sources of business intelligence. However, they represent a more complex
analytic landscape given the more open communication environment afforded
participants.

While studies focused on product sales utilize product-specific social

media, firm-related web forums are more general with firm-level discussions. Diverse
constituency groups of the firm may be represented, discussing a variety of firm-related
issues.

Furthermore, unlike product reviews where consumers assign a rating to a

specific product (for example, assigning a number of stars), explicit assessments of the
firm are not provided in forum discussions. Web forums are also a highly interactive and
social platform, where members can form a complex social network through their
interactions in discussions over time.
Prior studies have shown firm-related web forums offer relevant and significant
information in explaining firm stock behavior (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen
2007). However, these studies have several notable shortcomings, held in common with
the majority of research on web social media and firm performance indicators. Existing
analyses have been static and retrospective, seeking to establish past predictive
relationships between measures of forum discussions and firm stock performance,
without an emphasis on true stock return prediction. Also, they have considered all
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participants in the firm-related web forums uniformly as a population of shareholders,
without recognizing that some individuals or subpopulations within may have distinctive
information or perspectives on the firm. Assuming a shareholder perspective of the
forum neglects any potential diversity in participants and their interests in the firm.
The prediction of stock return has long been of interest to researchers in the
finance and machine learning disciplines. Although the established theories on stock
behavior suggest prediction is impossible (Fama 1964; Malkiel 1973), such pessimistic
assessments have been refuted empirically by researchers (Jaffe et al 1989; Pesaran and
Timmermann 1995; Lo and MacKinlay 1988). The traditional explanatory variables for
stock return prediction from the literature include fundamental and financial measures of
the economy, industry, and firm, and historical time-series information on the stock and
market.

Various machine learning models have been developed and applied for

prediction, including forms of regression, artificial neural networks, ARIMA models, and
support vector machines. More recently, researchers have incorporated professional
news articles into the models, demonstrating improved performance by capitalizing on
the time lag before investors react to news on the firm (Lavrenko et al. 2000; Mittermayer
2004; Schumaker and Chen 2009a; 2009b). Although significant relationships between
firm-related web forums and stock behavior have been identified (Antweiler and Frank
2004; Das and Chen 2007), few researchers have incorporated these sources in the stock
return prediction models.
In this research, we present an approach to the prediction of stock return utilizing
firm-related web forums. Departing from the existing studies of firm-related web forums
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and firm stock behavior, we adopt a stakeholder, rather than shareholder, perspective of
forum participants.

According to the stakeholder theory of the firm, satisfying the

interests of a diverse collection of stakeholders, beyond those of the shareholders, is
essential to the success of the firm (Donaldson and Preston 1995).

A stakeholder

perspective of firm-related web forums recognizes the true diversity of participants, and
that various stakeholder groups within the forum may have distinctive information in
explaining firm stock return. Therefore, analysis of the web forum through a stakeholder
perspective may refine the measures extracted and improve prediction. Since stock
return prediction is performed over time, we adapt techniques from the temporal text
mining literature to provide a dynamic analysis of the evolving web forums and
stakeholder groups. We study three distinctive web forums related to a major firm, and
perform daily stock return prediction for one year. Stakeholder group segmentation is
performed using several classes of criteria, to determine the most effective ways to
identify representatives of these groups in the forums. We also evaluate several general
purpose approaches to sentiment analysis of the content of discussion, since sentiments
expressed in web social media have proven useful in past studies, including introducing a
novel approach that combines existing sentiment analysis resources in an integrated
fashion.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, the basis for
the study is established through review of the relevant literature. Our research questions
are then posed in Section 3.3. The analytic framework for web forum analysis and stock
return prediction is then described in Section 3.4, leading to the experimental design
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detailed in Section 3.5.

The results of the experimentation are then presented and

discussed in Section 3.6. Finally, the last section offers the conclusions drawn from the
study and future research directions.

3.2 Literature Review
The foundation for this research is established through the review of four areas of
the literature.

Existing studies on stock performance prediction are first reviewed,

including those that incorporate professional news sources into the predictive models.
The literature on firm-related web forums and firm stock behavior is then described. We
adopt a stakeholder perspective of web forum participants, so the stakeholder theory and
analysis is discussed. Finally, since a dynamic analysis of the web forum is required to
perform stock return prediction over time, literature from temporal text mining is
reviewed.

3.2.1 Stock Performance Prediction
In the literature on stock behavior there are two prominent theoretical
perspectives, the efficient market hypothesis and the random walk theory. According to
the efficient market hypothesis (Fama 1964), at any given point in time the price of a
stock reflects all available information. Since the market reacts instantaneously to new
information, it is impossible to consistently outperform through prediction. The random
walk theory (Malkiel 1973) suggests the price of a stock varies randomly over time,
making outperforming the market through prediction impossible.

Despite these
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pessimistic theoretical perspectives, the predictability of stock behavior has been
demonstrated by researchers in empirical studies. For example, Jaffe et al (1989) showed
that stock return is related to firm size and the price to earnings ratio of the stock.
Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) found stock return to be predictable during periods of
market volatility. Lo and MacKinlay (1988) rejected the random walk theory for stock
market returns using a volatility test.
Stock trading philosophies and the prediction of stock return has followed two
general approaches, the fundamentalist and the technician.

According to the

fundamentalist approach, the price of a stock is determined by the fundamental and
financial measures of the economy, industry, and firm, including economy and sector
indicators and financial ratios of the firm.

Examples of fundamentalist approaches

include Cao et al (2005) who utilized the Fama-French three factors model to predict
stock returns – market return, the firm’s market capitalization, and the book to market
ratio of the stock. Brownstone (1996) forecasted the FTSE stock index return using
currency exchange rates, interest rates, and the futures market.

Atiya et al (1997)

performed simulated trading of S&P 500 stocks using earnings per share, the price to
earnings ratio, dividends, sales, and profit margin. The technician approach utilizes
historical time-series information of the stock and market behavior, including price,
volatility, and trading volume trends to predict future returns. Examples of technician
approaches include Barnes et al (2000) who forecasted values of the Australia stock
index using the prior day’s value. Hadavandi et al (2010) predicted stock close prices
using the previous day’s open, high, low, and close prices. Pai and Lin (2005) forecasted
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daily close prices of ten stocks using the prior day’s values. In simulated trading,
fundamentalist strategies correspond to longer waiting times before reacting to new
information on the firm, while technicians respond quickly to capture profits before the
market fully absorbs the new information into the stock price (LeBaron et al 1999). To
utilize the fundamental and technical explanatory variables for stock return prediction,
various machine learning models have also been developed and applied, including
regression (Barnes et al 2000; Brownstone 1996), neural networks (Hadavandi et al 2010;
Nekoukar and Beheshti 2010), ARIMA models (Pai and Lin 2005), and support vector
machines (Pai and Lin 2005). A summary of the representative literature on stock
performance prediction and variables utilized in the models is presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Summary of representative literature and variables used in stock performance
prediction
Study
Pesaran and Timmermann (1995)
Brownstone (1996)
Atiya et al (1997)
Barnes et al (2000)
Cao et al (2005)
Pai and Lin (2005)
Tsai and Wang (2009)
Hadavandi et al (2010)
Nekoukar and Beheshti (2010)

Fundamental Technical

√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√
√
√
√

Following the technician philosophy, researchers have supplemented the
established explanatory variables by integrated professional news articles into the
predictive models since new information on the firm is often released through the press,
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improving model performance by capitalizing on the time lag before investors react. For
example, Lavrenko et al (2000) utilized news articles and trend-based language models to
predict the prices of 127 stocks using piecewise linear regression. Mittermayer (2004)
categorized press releases on the firm into three categories (good news, bad news, no
movers) to predict subsequent stock movement. Schumaker and Chen (2009a; 2009b)
applied various textual representations of news articles including bag-of-words, noun
phrases, or named entities, and support vector regression to forecast the prices of S&P
500 stocks. Approaches to the automated analysis of the news articles generally takes
two forms, where the content of the article is represented as textual features directly
applied to learn the relationship with stock return (Lavrenko et al 2000; Schumaker and
Chen 2009a; 2009b), or by performing sentiment analysis on the articles and using the
derived measures to predict return (Mittermayer 2004). However, few researchers have
incorporated measures of firm-related web forum discussions into the stock return
prediction models. In a notable exception, Thomas and Sycara (2000) utilized firmrelated forums on Raging Bull and text classification of discussion content to effectively
inform stock trading strategies, with promising results.

3.2.2 Firm-Related Web Forums and Stock Behavior
Researchers have examined firm stock behavior and identified relationships with
discussions in firm-related web forums (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen 2007).
The firm-related web forums typically studied are Yahoo Finance and Raging Bull,
hosted on major web portals, and established to attract the discussions of investors on
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financial topics. Traditionally, research focused on forum activity measures as indicators
of stock behavior, such as the number of messages, rather than evaluating the content of
discussions. Early studies supported the market efficiency concept, where forum activity
did not predict subsequent stock returns or trading volume. However, concurrent changes
in forum message posting volume were associated with changes in stock trading volume
and returns (Wysocki 1998). Later studies challenged the market efficiency hypothesis,
where high stock volatility, high trading volume, and poor stock returns were associated
with prior increases in forum message posting volume (Antweiler and Frank 2002; 2004;
Das and Chen 2007).
Approaches to the analysis of firm-related web forums advanced in sophistication
as methods were devised to assess participant opinions expressed in their discussions.
These methods were specifically designed to interpret the communications of investors,
described as ‘bullishness’ classifiers that aimed to distinguish the buy, hold, or sell
investment positions expressed in forum messages. Simple naïve Bayesian classifiers
have been applied for ‘bullishness’ classification (Antweiler and Frank 2004), and more
recently complex multi-method classification schemes for extracting forum participant
investment positions have been developed, incorporating a specialized lexicon of finance
terminology such as bull, bear, uptick, and value (Das and Chen 2007). However,
accurately distinguishing the investment positions communicated in forum messages
remains a challenging task. In studies featuring sophisticated approaches, the reported
classification performance remains modest with only 60-70% accuracy (Das and Chen
2007).

The authors attributed such unimpressive classification performance to an
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observably noisy forum environment. The observation of a noisy forum environment
may reveal the true nature of these firm-related web forums, in that they are populated by
various stakeholders of the firm participating in discussion of a broad spectrum of issues
relevant to their relationships with the firm. Despite the difficulties in ‘bullishness’
classification, predictive relationships between the sentiments expressed in firm-related
web forum discussions and subsequent stock prices have been identified (Das and Chen
2007).
Prior studies of firm-related web forum discussions and stock behavior have
several notable shortcomings, which are addressed in this study. Existing analyses have
been mostly static and retrospective, seeking to establish past statistical relationships
between measures of forum discussions and firm stock performance, without an emphasis
on true stock return prediction.

Also, as evidenced by the classification schemes

designed to interpret investor communications, researchers have considered participants
in the firm-related web forums uniformly as a population of shareholders, without
recognizing that some individuals or subpopulations within may represent different
stakeholders of the firm and have distinctive or relevant information in explaining stock
behavior. Firm-related web forums, particularly those hosted on major web portals, are
general and attract diverse constituency groups with various interests in the firm. Studies
assuming a shareholder perspective of forum participants may not accommodate their
true diversity, resulting in diminished analytic capability. Adopting a stakeholder, rather
than shareholder, perspective of the analysis of the firm-related web forum recognizes
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this diversity, and may refine the measures extracted from the forum to improve stock
return prediction.

3.2.3 Stakeholder Theory and Analysis
The stakeholder theory of the firm describes the diverse relationships the firm
holds with its various constituency groups (Donaldson and Preston 1995).

Typical

stakeholder groups include investors, customers, communities, employees, governments,
political groups, and suppliers.

Prior models of the corporation suggested that a

successful firm focus primarily on satisfying its shareholders and their interests.
However, according to the stakeholder theory the firm must actually be attentive to a
diverse collection of stakeholder groups, including its shareholders, for long-term success
(Donaldson and Preston 1995).

Empirical studies have since shown that effective

stakeholder management relates to improved financial performance of the firm (Berman
et al. 1999; Harrison and Freeman 1999; Hillman and Keim 2001).

Accordingly,

strategic management practitioners have widely advocated for the adoption of aspects of
stakeholder management in firms (Freeman and McVea 2001).
Historically, stakeholder management focused on the direct, functional, and
financial relationships that enabled the operation of the firm, such as those with its
customers, employees, suppliers, and investors.

Management sought to address the

concerns of these primary groups, not only because of their important functional roles
with the firm, but also because they were obvious, easy to identify, manage, and measure.
Often, organizations do not adopt a broader view of stakeholders and their interests
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because they anticipate difficulties in identifying them and mapping their relationships
with the firm (Payne et al 2005). However, restricting the definition of stakeholders to
those directly related to the functioning of the organization disregards powerful groups
that can greatly affect the success of the firm such as the media, special interest and
activist groups. Public and governmental perception can be highly influenced through
interaction with other stakeholders resulting in major financial impacts on the firm
(Preble 2005). Therefore, revised definitions of who is considered to have a stake in the
firm were advanced in the literature.

Freeman defined stakeholders broadly: “a

stakeholder in an organization is any group or individual who can affect or is affected by
the achievement of the organization’s objectives” (Freeman 1984; p.46). Stakeholders
are identified “by their interest in the corporation, regardless of whether the organization
has any corresponding functional interest in them” (Preble 2005; p. 409-10). According
to these definitions, members of firm-related web forums are stakeholders of the firm.
Through their engagement in forum discussion, participants demonstrate their interest in
the firm and its activities. Web forum discussion also influences the perspectives of
others in the forum, which can have great impact on the overall perception of the firm,
and affect the achievement of the organization’s objectives.

The interests of these

stakeholders participating in web forums are of value, regardless of the nature of their
relationships with the firm (Donaldson and Preston 1995).
Stakeholders are typically grouped based upon some underlying similarity with
respect to the firm so their shared concerns and interests can be evaluated and addressed.
Group membership was traditionally assigned to individuals based upon their functional
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role with the firm (investor, customer, employee, etc.). To simplify the management of
these relationships, it was assumed that stakeholder groups were homogenous within,
comprised of individuals with similar interests, perspectives, and priorities with the firm.
However, within a specific role-based stakeholder group, there may be great
heterogeneity in interests or perspectives on a specific firm-related issue. In some cases,
“subgroups within different role-based stakeholder groups might have more similar
priorities than either subgroup has with others within their role-based stakeholder group”
(Wolfe and Putler 2002; p. 64). Accordingly, criteria other than functional role have
been examined in segmenting stakeholders, such as shared interests, priorities, or value
preferences with the firm (Wolfe and Putler 2002; Payne et al 2005). Wolfe and Putler
(2002) clustered stakeholders based upon their priorities with the firm, and find prioritybased segmentation provide clearer and more actionable intelligence on key firm-related
issues to inform stakeholder management. Payne et al (2005) suggested identifying
groups of stakeholders that share common value preferences with the firm. Generally,
researchers have raised concerns that normative stakeholder groups are overly simplistic
and do “not adequately represent the complex social and organizational realities
managers face” (Gioia 1999; p. 228). To allow for the natural emergence of stakeholder
groups without prior specification, unsupervised clustering approaches have been applied
for stakeholder group identification and segmentation (Wolfe and Putler 2002).
Complicating the segmentation, stakeholders may also belong to more than one
stakeholder group (Dill 1975).
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To segment stakeholders within firm-related web forums based upon underlying
similarity with respect to the firm, shared interests, priorities, or value preferences,
several classes of criteria to represent participants in the forum from various research
areas are relevant and examined in this study. Specifically, social network, discussion
content, and writing style representations of stakeholders are applied for group
segmentation, with literature described in the following sections.

3.2.3.1 Stakeholder Representation: Social Network Features
Participants in a web forum form a social network, with relationships forged
between members through their interactions in discussions. Accordingly, social network
analysis can provide insight into these communities and participants. Generally, the
social network analysis approach views people in a society joined by relationships, and
seeks to explain these relationships by studying their structure and patterning (Tichy et al
1979). In analyzing communities such as web forums, among the various forms of social
network analysis the identification of subgroups of closely-related individuals can be
very informative. These subgroups, or clusters, are a structural feature of social networks
(Tichy et al 1979). In comparison with other network types, social networks exhibit nontrivial clustering (Newman and Park 2003).

In prior studies on social media

communities, researchers have similarly sought to identify such clusters of participants
through social network analysis (Mishra et al 2007; Backstrom et al 2006).
A social network analysis approach to stakeholder segmentation in the firmrelated web forum also has support in the stakeholder literature. Firms traditionally
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viewed their relationships with stakeholders as dyadic, described by a ‘hub and spoke’
architecture. However, this perspective neglected the complex interactions occurring
between stakeholders (Neville and Menguc 2006). Rowley (1997) described the network
architecture of stakeholder relationships, with stakeholders interacting not only with the
firm but also with other stakeholders. Accordingly, approaches from social network
analysis have been applied in studying the stakeholder network (Pouloudi and Whitley
1997). Researchers have shown that the interaction amongst stakeholders in the network
holds even more influence than communications originating from the firm (Grunig 2009).
It has also been revealed that densely connected stakeholder networks can result in
strongly unified stakeholder groups (Rowley 1997). Recognizing the importance of these
stakeholder to stakeholder relationships, managers are advised to develop an
understanding of their interactions within the stakeholder network (Neville and Menguc
2006).

3.2.3.2 Stakeholder Representation: Content-Based Features
Researchers have suggested stakeholder segmentation based upon shared
interests, priorities, or value preferences with the firm may provide clearer and more
actionable intelligence on key firm-related issues to inform stakeholder management
(Wolfe and Putler 2002; Payne et al 2005). These interests and priorities with the firm
are communicated in the web forum through the content of discussions among
participants. Therefore, content-based feature representations designed to capture the
major topics of a stakeholder’s discussion may be effective in segmenting relevant
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stakeholder groups. In traditional text mining research, content-based representations are
often applied in the topical analysis of a collection of news articles or other documents.
In the context of web forums, content-based representations are typically utilized to
cluster discussion threads by topic (Wu and Li 2007; Wu et al 2008; Yang and Ng 2008).
Content-based topic models typically apply a bag-of-word, or word unigram, feature
representation of the text. To capture phrase-level topics and expressions, the unigram
model is often extended to n-grams. Various gram types have been utilized to represent
the topical content of the text, including words, word roots, and character grams.

3.2.3.3 Stakeholder Representation: Writing Style-Based Features
Research has shown that densely connected stakeholder networks can produce
strongly unified stakeholder groups (Rowley 1997).

Web forums provide densely

connected communication networks for participating stakeholders, allowing for the
formation of strongly unified stakeholder groups. The unification of stakeholders in a
group may be expressed through adoption of similar communication practices to conform
to the rest of the members of the group, represented in part by their writing style. Social
psychologists revealed a strong de-individuation effect in web forums, where participants
in the forums alter their communication behavior to assume group norms (Spears et al
2002). Research from stylometric text mining has also shown authors with similar
background, training, and interests were characterized by similar writing style (Baayen et
al. 2002), features typically indicative of stakeholder group membership. For these
reasons, feature representations based upon a stakeholder’s writing style may also be
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effective in stakeholder group segmentation.

State-of-the-art stylistic feature

representations include lexical, syntactic, structural, and content-specific measures of the
text, which have been coupled with machine learning algorithms in past studies for
authorship attribution (Zheng et al. 2006; Abbasi and Chen 2008a; 2008b).

3.2.4 Temporal Text Mining
To utilize firm-related web forums for stock prediction, the analysis must account
for the dynamic nature of the forum. The forum, relationships in the stakeholder social
network, and the interests and priorities of stakeholders with the firm, evolve over time
(Mitchell et al 1997). Research in temporal text mining provides relevant approaches that
can be adapted to web forums to characterize the changing stakeholder groups. Temporal
text mining research commonly deals with characterizing the topics represented in a highvolume stream of news articles over time (Aggarwal et al 2003; Chakrabarti et al 2006;
Aggarwal et al 2004).

Traditional approaches feature one-pass clustering of all

documents in the news collection, weighted equally, using a simple bag-of-word
representation. To examine the temporal aspects of the topics in the collection after
clustering, the news article clusters identified are then tracked through time, providing a
retrospective account of the collection. However, by treating older and recent documents
in the collection equally in the clustering, the traditional approaches cannot adequately
represent collections whose topics evolve significantly over time.
To better account for changes over time, the document collection is often
partitioned into time windows to be assessed individually. Clustering is performed on
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each window, and the identified clusters are then compared across windows. A time
window approach allows older documents in the collection to be removed from the
clustering, providing an improved account of emerging topics. Three types of time
windows have been examined in the literature: landmark, sliding, and fading windows
(Cao et al 2006). Landmark windows begin at a landmark date, and over time windows
are added incrementally to the assessment.

This approach accounts for the entire

document collection after the landmark date, allowing older documents to have influence
over the topics identified in the clustering.

In the sliding window approach, the

beginning of the window slides along with the passage of time, allowing documents from
a specific number of time windows to be included in the clustering. Older documents are
thereby removed from the assessment, allowing newer topics to emerge. However, the
sliding window approach weights documents in the collection equally regardless of age,
and was still slow to capture newly emerging topics, which prompted the development of
the fading window approach. The fading window approach allows the influence of
documents to fade gradually as time passes, by weighting them according to their age at
the time of clustering. Similarly to the decay observed in chemicals, an exponential
decay is often applied to weight the documents (Cao et al 2006; Chen and Tu 2007;
Qamra et al 2006).

3.3 Research Questions
Based upon the gaps identified in the literature, the following research questions
are posed:
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On the application of firm-related web forums in the prediction of stock return:
o In addition to the established financial and stock-related variables, will the
inclusion of measures extracted from firm-related web forums improve
prediction of stock return?
o Will utilizing measures extracted from multiple firm-related web forums
together in an integrated multi-forum model improve the performance of
single-forum models?



On the adoption of a stakeholder perspective of firm-related web forum
participants:
o Will adopting a stakeholder, rather than shareholder, perspective of firmrelated web forums, and performing stakeholder group segmentation
refine the measures extracted from the forum and improve the prediction
of stock return?
o Which stakeholder feature representation is effective in segmenting the
stakeholders in the firm-related web forums for stock return prediction?



On the approach to sentiment analysis of firm-related web forum participant
discussions
o In addition to the traditional activity-based measures of firm-related web
forums, will performing sentiment analysis of discussion content using
general purpose approaches produce sentiment measures that improve the
prediction of stock return?
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o Which general purpose approach to the sentiment analysis of discussions
is effective in extracting sentiment measures for stock return prediction?

3.4 Analytic Framework
The analytic framework utilized in this study for stock return prediction consists
of six major stages, described in the following sections and presented in Figure 3.1:
stakeholder feature extraction, construction of stakeholder feature representations,
stakeholder segmentation, sentiment analysis, construction of forum time series, and
stock return modeling and prediction.

Figure 3.1 Firm-related web forum analytic framework
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3.4.1 Stakeholder Feature Extraction
As described in the literature review, three types of firm-related web forum
participant features may be relevant in stakeholder group identification and segmentation:
social network, content-based, and writing style-based features. The extraction of these
stakeholder features are described in detail in the following sections.

3.4.1.1 Stakeholder Social Network Feature Extraction
In traditional social network analysis studies the representation of members in the
social network took the form of a participant interaction matrix. With n actors in the
social network, an n-by-n matrix is formed with each cell representing the relationship
between two members of the social network. In the context of web forums, relationships
between participants are forged through their interactions in discussions. Although there
could be a number of ways to define an interaction in discussion, in this research posting
messages in the same discussion thread constitutes the formation of a relationship
between participants. According to this definition, it is assumed that members take
enough interest in the discussion that once they post a message, they have read the
previous messages in the thread (forming a relationship with prior participants) and will
return to the thread to see if others have responded (forming a relationship with later
participants). The length of discussion threads in firm-related web forums is moderate
enough to support this assumption. To represent the intensity of the relationship, each
time participants interact in a discussion thread, their cell value in the interaction matrix
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is incremented. The interaction vector for each participant is then scaled based upon their
total number of interactions, so as to exclude activity levels from the assessment.
Stakeholder models that use social network features as criteria for segmenting forum
participants into stakeholder groups are labeled SN.

3.4.1.2 Stakeholder Content-Based Feature Extraction
A stakeholder’s interests and priorities with the firm are communicated in
discussion, so content-based features are also extracted to characterize participants. To
provide a comprehensive characterization of the topics of discussion, three types of
content-based features are extracted to form the content-based representation as listed in
Table 3.2: word, word stem, and character grams. The traditional unigram model is
extended to uni/bi/tri-grams to capture phrase-level topics in discussion. First, character
grams frequencies are extracted from the forum messages for each stakeholder, including
all punctuation, numbers, special characters, and function words.

Non-alphabetic

characters and function words are then filtered from the messages to leave just the topical
word content of each message, which is then used to extract the word grams. Since
multiple words may have the same word root, and convey similar contents in discussion,
Porter’s stemmer (Porter 1980) is then applied to the messages to stem the words to their
root word, before root grams frequencies are extracted. To remove the influence of
activity levels in the content-based stakeholder representation, gram frequencies for
participants are then scaled to the message level. Stakeholder models that use discussion
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content-based features as criteria for segmenting forum participants into stakeholder
groups are labeled Content.

Table 3.2 Stakeholder content-based features
Feature Category Subcategory
Word
Content
Word Stem
Character

Feature
Frequencies of word n-grams (uni, bi, tri)
Frequencies of word stem n-grams (uni, bi, tri)
Frequencies of character n-grams (uni, bi, tri)

3.4.1.3 Stakeholder Writing Style-Based Feature Extraction
To capture the adoption of similar communication practices among stakeholder
group members represented in their stylistic tendencies, we extract lexical and syntactic
writing style features to characterize participants as listed in Table 3.3 (Zheng et al. 2006;
Abbasi and Chen 2008a; 2008b). Lexical features include word-level measures such as
the number of content words, unique words, and function words per message, characterlevel measures such as the frequency of alphabetic, numeric, and special characters per
message, and vocabulary richness measures such as the hapax and dis legomena.
Syntactic features include the frequency of punctuation characters and function words,
and part-of-speech uni/bi/tri-grams extracted after the discussion text are tagged using the
Stanford POS tagger.

To remove the influence of participant activity levels in the

stakeholder representation, the extracted writing style feature frequencies are then scaled
to the message level. Stakeholder models that use writing style-based features as criteria
for segmenting forum participants into stakeholder groups are labeled Style.
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Table 3.3 Stakeholder writing style features
Feature Category

Subcategory

Word

Lexical
Character

Vocabulary
Richness

Syntactic

Parts of Speech
Punctuation
Function Word

Feature
Sentences per message
Words per message
Words per sentence
Unique words per message
Content words per message
Unique content words per message
Stop words per message
Short words per message
Word length frequency (20)
Characters per message
Characters per word
Whitespace characters per message
Uppercase characters per message
Alphabetic character frequency
(26)
Special character frequency (20)
Digit frequency (10)
Hapax legomena
Dis legomena
Brunet W
Honore H
Sichel S
POS n-grams (uni, bi, tri)
Punctuation frequency (8)
Stop word frequency (448)

3.4.2 Construction of Stakeholder Feature Representations
Utilizing the three types of stakeholder features described above, a total of seven
feature representations are examined for stakeholder group segmentation.

The

stakeholder social network (SN), discussion content (Content), and writing style (Style)
feature representations are evaluated, as well as representations formed by each possible
combination of the three types of features.

After feature extraction and prior to

stakeholder group segmentation, feature vectors to represent each stakeholder in the web
forum are constructed based upon their entire history in the forum after a landmark date.
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Accounting for the entire history of their participation in the forum according to a
landmark window approach allows stakeholders to develop a stable individual profile
represented by their accumulated features. However, following the temporal text mining
literature, and to ensure that the stakeholder segmentation identifies groups that most
accurately represent the current state of participants in the forum and is not overly
influenced by historical information, a fading time window approach is applied to the
stakeholders prior to stakeholder group segmentation (Cao et al 2006). Stakeholders are
weighted in the segmentation according to their age, such that older or dormant
participants in the forum can still be included in the segmentation, but have less influence
on the identified groups than participants with more recent activity.

Therefore, an

exponential decay function is applied to weight the stakeholders, shown below. Other
temporal text mining researchers have similarly applied an exponential decay function to
weight documents in a collection according to their age (Cao et al 2006; Chen and Tu
2007; Qamra et al 2006). In this study the age of a stakeholder is defined as the number
of consecutive months having passed without posting a message in the forum at the time
of the segmentation.

f (t) = 2 – λ * t
Where:
t = stakeholder age
λ = 0.075

3.4.3 Stakeholder Segmentation
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Researchers have raised concerns that normative stakeholder models are overly
simplistic (Gioia 1999), and instead have favored unsupervised clustering for stakeholder
segmentation (Wolfe and Putler 2002). We similarly adopt an unsupervised approach
and contend it suits the characteristics of the stakeholder identification and segmentation
problem. An unsupervised approach allows stakeholder groups to be identified and
emerge naturally based upon the similarity of participants, according to the feature
representations utilized. Also, the difficult stakeholder group identification step is not
required with an unsupervised approach, unlike in segmentation through classification.
Although many clustering algorithms are available from the machine learning
literature, two aspects of the stakeholder group segmentation problem guide the selection
of the particular clustering approach adopted. Stakeholders may belong to more than one
group (Dill 1975), and the appropriate number of clusters to represent the stakeholder
groups in the web forum is unknown in advance. Clustering approaches that require
instances to belong to one cluster exclusively, such as the k-means algorithm, are less
suited to the nature of stakeholder group membership.

However, probabilistic

approaches to clustering model instances as having a certain probability of belonging to
each cluster, and do not make exclusive divisions. Therefore, a probabilistic clustering
approach is adopted for the stakeholder group segmentation problem, which utilizes a
Gaussian mixture model and the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm for estimation
of the appropriate distribution and parameter values (Witten and Frank 2005).

By

utilizing a Gaussian mixture model, a near optimal number of clusters may be determined
without prior specification using maximum likelihood estimation (Smyth 2000).
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Following clustering and throughout the stock modeling, stakeholders are represented by
their probabilistic assignments to each of the identified clusters varying from 0 to 1 with
a sum of 1 across all clusters.

The specification of the Gaussian mixture model is as follows:
Given N participants in the forum with D stakeholder features and M components
(clusters)
The component densities for each data point X = {x1, x2, …, xN} are given by the
equation:
( | )
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The maximum likelihood estimates of the mixture model parameters are found using the
EM algorithm, which is an iterative procedure that alternates expectation and
maximization steps to converge to local maxima of ( | ).

Probabilistic Gaussian mixture models, like other clustering approaches, assume
the independence of attributes in the input representation (Witten and Frank 2005).
However, some attributes within the various feature representations used to characterize
stakeholders may be redundant, highly correlated, and interdependent.

Therefore,

principal components are extracted from the stakeholder feature representations prior to
application of the clustering algorithm. Principal component analysis transforms the
feature space according to the variance observed in the attributes among instances,
increasing attribute independence and also provides a mechanism to reduce the
dimensionality of the original feature space.

Text clustering approaches typically

incorporate a feature reduction technique to cope with the high dimensionality of textual
feature representations. In this application, the principal component analysis serves for
both dimensionality reduction and input independence, making the transformed feature
space more amenable to the clustering approach.

Principal component analysis on the participant feature matrix prior to clustering is as
follows:
Given the N forum participants with D features the stakeholder feature matrix is defined
as:
[

]
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} from the covariance matrix of the
Extract the set of eigenvalues {
participant feature matrix by finding the points where the characteristic polynomial of
equals 0.
( )

(

)

Extract the eigenvectors
(
) with greatest eigenvalues by solving the
}.
following system, resulting in a set of w eigenvectors {
(

)

Then create a w-dimensional representation of the participant feature matrix by extracting
principal component scores for each of k dimensions.

3.4.4 Sentiment Analysis
Although simple measures of forum activity has been shown to relate to stock
return, effectively evaluating the sentiments expressed by stakeholders in discussion of
the firm may produce additional forum measures capable of accurately predicting stock
return (Antweiler and Frank 2004; Das and Chen 2007). Unlike prior studies where
‘bullishness’ classifiers are developed to specifically interpret investor communications,
in this study three general purpose approaches to the sentiment analysis of the discussion
content of various stakeholder groups are evaluated, to accommodate any potential
diversity in stakeholders and their discussions in firm-related web forums. Specifically,
the Senti Word Net (SWN) lexicon and the Opinion Finder (OF) system for subjectivity
analysis are applied. Using SWN and OF, sentiment analysis is performed on each
message in the web forum in parallel to stakeholder group feature extraction and
segmentation.
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SWN provides sentiment polarity and intensity scores for a broad collection of
terms (Esuli and Sebastiani 2006). By matching terms in the SWN lexicon to those used
in discussion text, sentiment scores for forum messages are determined. Although SWN
provides positive and negative scores for the terms in the lexicon, assigned based upon
the specific usage of the term, context, and part-of-speech, in applying the SWN lexicon
without other resources to provide contextual information, the average of the positive and
negative scores across all usages is applied for each term. Therefore, the sentiment score
of message m according to the SWN method is a sum of the scores of all SWN terms
identified in the message (w), divided by the message length (in number of sentences), as
given by the formula below. Stock return prediction models using SWN sentiment
analysis are labeled SWN.

( )

Where:
w=
swn(w) =

words in message m identified in the SWN lexicon
average SWN score for word w

OF is a general purpose machine-learned approach which identifies subjective
statements and the specific terms expressing opinions in text, trained on the MultiPerspective Question Answering (MPQA) opinion mining corpus.

Specifically, OF

performs high precision classification of sentences in forum messages as subjective or
objective, and the specific words conveying the sentiment are identified and classified as
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either positive or negative. Using OF, forum messages are scored for sentiment by
comparing the number of words in the message classified as positive or negative, and for
subjectivity by comparing the number of subjective and objective sentences in the
message. Subjectivity in forum discussion could correspond to attempts to influence
participants, which may be useful in predicting stock return. Therefore, according to the
OF method of sentiment analysis, sentiment and subjectivity for message m are defined
as below. Stock return prediction models using OF sentiment and subjectivity analysis
are labeled OF.

(

(

)

(

)

)

(

)

In addition to the independent applications of SWN and OF, we also propose a
novel approach to stakeholder sentiment analysis that integrates SWN and OF, leveraging
the particular strengths of the lexical and machine learned methods. Lexical approaches
are more general, consisting of lists of terms conveying sentiment, providing the
flexibility and generality to assess the expressions of a variety of stakeholder groups in
various discussions.

However, lexical approaches suffer from a lack of contextual

knowledge characterizing the specific usage of terms in discussion. Machine learned
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approaches are capable of capturing such contextual information, but are often tailored to
a specific domain and therefore lack generality, such as the ‘bullishness’ classifiers
designed to interpret investor communications in the firm-related web forums. However,
OF is trained on a broad benchmark opinion mining corpus, and intended for deployment
for general purpose subjectivity and sentiment analysis. In the proposed approach, the
SWN lexicon is supplemented with contextual information provided by the OF machine
learned subjectivity classifier. Specifically, OF is utilized to identify subjective sentences
containing expressions of opinion, and classify the sentiment terms as positive or
negative in their particular context. The identified sentiment terms are then assigned the
continuous intensity scores from the SWN lexicon according to their properly classified
polarity and part-of-speech. SWN terms occurring in objective sentences in the message
do not contribute to the message sentiment score. Applying OF prior to SWN more
rigorously targets the application of the sentiment lexicon, and SWN provides sentiment
intensity scores not provided by the OF classifications. The sentiment and subjectivity
scores for each message m according to the proposed integrated approach SWN-OF are
defined below. Stock return prediction models using the proposed integrated approach to
sentiment analysis are labeled SWN-OF.

[ ( )

Where:
s=
( )=
w=

(

(

)

(

))]

sentences in the message m
1 if sentence s is classified by OF as subjective,
otherwise 0
sentiment terms identified by OF
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pos(w, s) =
pol(w, s) =
swn(w, pos(w, s), pol(w, s)) =

(

part of speech of w in sentence s
polarity of w in sentence s as classified by OF
SWN value for term w based upon its part of speech and
polarity in context

)

(

)

3.4.5 Construction of Forum and Stakeholder Group Time Series
To utilize the information extracted from the web forum in the prior steps of the
analytic framework in the daily stock return prediction models, daily time series of the
derived measures are constructed to accompany the financial time series. The time series
measures extracted from the forum utilized trading days (4 p.m. to 4 p.m.) instead of
calendar days.

Following the early studies on firm-related web forums and stock

behavior, two measures based upon the daily activity levels in the forum are extracted:
the number of messages and average message length on a particular trading day. Since
more recent studies have shown sentiment related measures to be effective indicators of
stock return, two are examined for each of the three approaches to sentiment analysis: the
average and variance in the sentiment of messages posted on a day. Subjectivity is
closely related to sentiment, so daily values of the average and variance in the
subjectivity of messages posted are also extracted to be included in the stock return
prediction models that utilize the OF system for subjectivity analysis. To investigate the
benefits of performing stakeholder segmentation within the web forum, both forum and
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stakeholder-level models are examined. In the forum-level models, the daily forum
measures consist of all stakeholders participating in the forum. In the stakeholder-level
models, measures are extracted for each group individually. Since stakeholders are
assigned to groups in a probabilistic fashion by the clustering, when calculating the
stakeholder group measures their messages are weighted according to their respective
probability of belonging to a group. Therefore, daily weighted averages and variances
are calculated for the group measures in the stakeholder models.

3.4.6 Stock Return Modeling and Prediction
To examine the benefits of including measures of firm-related web forums in the
prediction of stock return, forum and stakeholder-level models are compared to several
baseline models, which utilize known predictors from the finance literature.

Three

baseline models are developed, using well-established fundamental and technical
variables. The first baseline model adopts the fundamental approach to stock return
prediction, utilizing the Fama-French variables (Fama and French 1993). The second
baseline model follows the technician perspective, using prior returns, volatility, and
trading volume. A third baseline model combines the variables of the first two baseline
models, utilizing a comprehensive set of fundamental and technical variables. The forum
and stakeholder-level models include all variables in the comprehensive baseline model,
as well as measures extracted from the forums. For each of the forum and stakeholder
variations, models based upon the three sentiment analysis approaches are evaluated and
compared to a model that uses only activity based forum measures. All stock return
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prediction models utilize support-vector regression (SVR), a state-of-the-art support
vector machine derivative, similarly applied in recent studies (Pai and Lin 2005;
Schumaker and Chen 2009a; 2009b).

3.5 Experimental Design
Wal-Mart was the major firm selected for analysis and stock return prediction,
due to its prominence in the market, societal presence, and the active collection of
stakeholder groups of the firm. Additionally, Wal-Mart has several diverse and wellpopulated firm-related web forums dedicated to discussion of issues surrounding the firm,
allowing us to examine the differences in the communications taking place in various
forum types.

3.5.1 Data
Three web forums related to Wal-Mart were included in the analysis and stock
return prediction.

Prior studies on firm-related web forums and stock performance

typically examine forums intended to attract the discussions of investors on major
platforms such as Yahoo Finance and Raging Bull. Similarly, we include the Wal-Mart
discussion board hosted on Yahoo Finance (finance.yahoo.com) in the analysis. Few
studies have examined smaller firm-related web forums, independent of major web
portals, though these may also host discussions among important stakeholders of the firm.
In this study we examine two such forums, Wal-Mart Blows (www.walmartblows.com),
intended to attract discussion amongst activists concerned with Wal-Mart, and Wakeup
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Wal-Mart (www.wakeupwalmart.com), which is dedicated to discussion among WalMart employees. Although each of these three firm-related web forums was intended to
host the discussions of specific stakeholder groups – investors, activists, and employees,
they cannot restrict membership to these participants. The open nature of these firmrelated web forums, particularly those hosted on major web platforms, may result in
participation from diverse constituencies of the firm. Additionally, even within a specific
role-based stakeholder group there may be great variation among perspectives on key
firm-related issues.

This diversity in firm-related web forum participants and their

interests may result in performance benefits for the models that use stakeholder-level
measures extracted from the forums.
A seventeen month period was utilized for analysis and experimentation,
spanning from October 1, 2005 to February 28, 2007. A summary of the web forum
collection statistics is presented in Table 3.4. The first five months (October 1, 2005 –
February 28, 2006) were utilized to calibrate the initial stock return prediction models.
Once calibrated, the models were applied for daily stock return prediction during each
trading day in the following month. Each subsequent month, new models were calibrated
using the previous five months of data and applied to predict return during the following
month of trading days. Therefore, the data made available for stock return prediction
model calibration followed a sliding window approach. In total, the monthly model
calibration process was executed twelve times, allowing stock return prediction to be
performed daily for one year (250 trading days – March 1, 2006 – February 28, 2007).
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Table 3.4 Firm-related web forum data collection statistics
Forum

Messages

Yahoo Finance – WMT
134,201
(finance.yahoo.com)
Wal-Mart Blows
55,125
(www.walmartblows.com)
Wakeup Wal-Mart
10,797
(www.wakeupwalmart.com)

Discussion
Messages Messages per
Stakeholders
Threads
per Thread Stakeholder
40,633

5,533

3.30

24.25

3,690

1,461

14.94

37.73

1,306

915

8.27

11.80

3.5.2 Stock Return Prediction Model Calibration
Each month stock return prediction models are calibrated using the established
finance variables and measures extracted from the firm-related web forums. The major
steps for model calibration are as follows. The three approaches to sentiment analysis are
applied to the forum messages posted during the five month training period. Once
sentiment analysis is complete, the daily time series of forum measures can then be
extracted.
The stakeholder models require additional analysis, performed in parallel to
sentiment analysis and beginning with extracting the three types of stakeholder features
from the discussions in the forum. To allow participants a longer period to develop a
reliable profile with which to identify their stakeholder group membership, a landmark
window approach is adopted for stakeholder feature extraction with a landmark date of
October 1, 2005. Therefore, stakeholder features are extracted for each participant in the
forum based upon their discussions and interactions over the entire history after the
landmark date. The extracted stakeholder features are then utilized to construct a feature
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vector for each forum participant to input to the clustering procedure to perform
stakeholder segmentation.
Prior to segmentation, each forum participant is weighted according to a fading
window approach, to ensure the identified stakeholder groups reflect the most current
state of the forum at the time of model calibration. Principal components analysis and
clustering using a Gaussian mixture model are then performed on the stakeholder feature
vectors, providing probabilistic assignments to each of the identified stakeholder groups
for each participant in the forum. These assignments to each group are then applied to
each stakeholder’s messages posted during the training period to calculate the daily
stakeholder group-level measures extracted from the forum (using trading days – 4 p.m.
to 4 p.m.).
The forum and stakeholder group-level daily time series measures are then joined
with the baseline fundamental and technical variables over the five calendar month
calibration period to form the input for the model calibration process. The various
models evaluated in this study are listed in the next section, and use only selected input
variables from the collection as detailed. Since the number of inputs to the model is
rather large, particularly in the stakeholder group-level models, feature selection is
performed to identify the most relevant subset of variables for stock return prediction
during the five month calibration period. A correlation-based algorithm similar to stepwise regression is applied, which seeks subsets of input variables with high correlation
with the dependent variable, and low inter-correlation amongst the variables selected in
the subset (Witten and Frank 2005). For the comprehensive finance model, one round of
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feature selection is applied. For the forum and stakeholder models, two rounds of feature
selection are applied: first, variables are selected from the finance and forum variable sets
independently, then the variables selected during the first round are merged, and a second
feature selection is applied using both finance and forum variables.
Once the relevant variables from the finance and forum collections over the five
month calibration period have been identified, these are utilized to estimate the SVR
parameters for each variation of the baseline, forum, and stakeholder models. These
models are then applied and evaluated in daily stock return prediction for the next month
of trading days. The model calibration process is repeated each month.

3.5.3 Description of Stock Return Prediction Models
The finance, forum, and stakeholder variables utilized in the stock return
prediction models are listed in Table 3.5. The dependent variable in all models is daily
stock return, defined as the log difference of the Wal-Mart common stock share price
from market close to market close. The fundamental variables are the Fama-French three
factors: firm size, the book-to-market ratio, and market return (Fama and French 1993;
Cao et al 2005).

Technical variables include lagged terms for daily stock return,

volatility modeled as GARCH (1, 1), and trading volume.

Other researchers have

similarly used prior stock values or return (Barnes et al 2000; Pai and Lin 2005) and
volatility (Pesaran and Timmerman 1995; Hadavandi et al 2010) in their models.
Dummy variables for the trading day of the week are also included. Two lagged terms of
the time series variables are used to control for the possibility of the forum merely
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responding to the firm stock and market performance on the previous day. The six
measures extracted from the firm-related web forums for the forum and stakeholder
models are also listed. All forum and stakeholder models include the activity related
variables, the number of messages posted and the average length of messages. The
sentiment variables are defined specifically for each form of sentiment analysis, SWN,
OF, and the integrated approach, as detailed in the analytic framework. The subjectivity
variables are included in models that utilize OF.

Table 3.5 Stock return prediction model variables
Model Variables
Dependent:

Description

RETURN t
Fundamental:

Stock return on day t (log difference of share price)

FFSIZE

Fama-French firm size
(prior year; market capitalization = share price * shares outstanding)
Fama-French book-to-market ratio (prior year; book value / market value of shares)
Fama-French market return on day t – 1 (log difference of S&P 500 index price)
Fama-French market return on day t – 2 (log difference of S&P 500 index price)

FFBTM
FFMARKET t-1
FFMARKET t-2
Technical:
RETURN t-1
RETURN t-2
VOLATILITY t-1
VOLATILITY t-2
VOLUME t-1
VOLUME t-2
DAY d t
Forum:
Activity:
MESSAGES t-1
LENGTH t-1

Stock return on day t – 1 (log difference of share price)
Stock return on day t – 2 (log difference of share price)
Stock price volatility on day t – 1 (volatility modeled using a GARCH(1,1))
Stock price volatility on day t – 2 (volatility modeled using a GARCH(1,1))
Stock trading volume on day t – 1 (in log)
Stock trading volume on day t – 2 (in log)
Dummy variables for trading day of the week on day t

Number of messages posted in the forum on day t – 1 (in log (1 + messages))
Average length of messages posted in the forum on day t – 1 (in number of
sentences)

Sentiment:
SENTI t-1
VARSENTI t-1

Average sentiment of messages posted in the forum on day t – 1
Variance in sentiment of messages posted in the forum on day t – 1

Subjectivity:
SUBJ t-1

Average subjectivity of messages posted in the forum on day t – 1
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VARSUBJ t-1
Stakeholder:
Activity:
MESSAGES s t-1
LENGTH s t-1
Sentiment:
SENTI s t-1
VARSENTI s t-1

Variance in subjectivity of messages posted in the forum on day t – 1

Number of messages posted by stakeholder cluster s on day t – 1
(in log (1 + messages))
Average length of messages posted by stakeholder cluster s on day t – 1
(in number of sentences)
Average sentiment of messages posted by stakeholder cluster s on day t – 1
Variance in sentiment of messages posted by stakeholder cluster s on day t – 1

Subjectivity:
SUBJ s t-1
Average subjectivity of messages posted by stakeholder cluster s on day t – 1
VARSUBJ s t-1
Variance in subjectivity of messages posted by stakeholder cluster s on day t – 1
t = days (t = 1, 2, …, n); day of the week (d = 1, …, 4); stakeholder clusters (s = 1, 2, …, c)

Nine types of stock return prediction models are evaluated, as listed in the model
description below.

There are three baseline models which use well-established

fundamental and technical variables from the literature.

The comprehensive set of

fundamental and technical variables is also used in the forum and stakeholder-level
models. There are several variations of forum and stakeholder models, using activity,
sentiment, and subjectivity variables.

Since early studies demonstrated that forum

activity related to stock return, models that supplement the comprehensive baseline
variables with only activity related variables are evaluated. The second type of forum
and stakeholder model also adds sentiment variables using the SWN approach to
sentiment analysis. Since SWN only performs sentiment analysis and not subjectivity
analysis, subjectivity variables are not included in these models. The third forum and
stakeholder model type includes subjectivity related measures provided by OF, in either
the independent application of OF or in the proposed integrated approach with SWN.
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Each sentiment analysis approach defines sentiment differently, as detailed in the
sentiment analysis section.

Model B1: Baseline – Fundamental Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 FFSIZE + β2 FFBTM + β3 FFMARKET t-1 + β4 FFMARKET t-2 + εt

Model B2: Baseline – Technical Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 RETURN t-1 + β2 RETURN t-2 + β3 VOLATILITY t-1
+ β4 VOLATILITY t-2 + β5 VOLUME t-1 + β6 VOLUME t-2
+ (β7 DAY1t + … + β10 DAY4t)+ εt

Model B3: Baseline – Fundamental and Technical Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 FFSIZE + β2 FFBTM + β3 FFMARKET t-1 + β4 FFMARKET t-2
+ β5 RETURN t-1 + β6 RETURN t-2 + β7 VOLATILITY t-1 + β8 VOLATILITY t-2
+ β9 VOLUME t-1 + β10 VOLUME t-2 + (β11 DAY1t + … + β14 DAY4t) + εt

Model Type F1: Forum – Fundamental, Technical, and Forum Activity Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 FFSIZE + β2 FFBTM + β3 FFMARKET t-1 + β4 FFMARKET t-2
+ β5 RETURN t-1 + β6 RETURN t-2 + β7 VOLATILITY t-1 + β8 VOLATILITY t-2
+ β9 VOLUME t-1 + β10 VOLUME t-2 + (β11 DAY1t + … + β14 DAY4t)
+ β15 MESSAGES t-1 + β16 LENGTH t-1 + εt
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Model Type F2 (SWN): Forum – Fundamental, Technical, and Forum Activity and
Sentiment Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 FFSIZE + β2 FFBTM + β3 FFMARKET t-1 + β4 FFMARKET t-2
+ β5 RETURN t-1 + β6 RETURN t-2 + β7 VOLATILITY t-1 + β8 VOLATILITY t-2
+ β9 VOLUME t-1 + β10 VOLUME t-2 + (β11 DAY1t + … + β14 DAY4t)
+ β15 MESSAGES t-1 + β16 LENGTH t-1 + β17 SENTI t-1 + β18 VARSENTI t-1 + εt

Model Type F3 (OF and SWN-OF): Forum – Fundamental, Technical, and Forum
Activity, Sentiment, and Subjectivity Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 FFSIZE + β2 FFBTM + β3 FFMARKET t-1 + β4 FFMARKET t-2
+ β5 RETURN t-1 + β6 RETURN t-2 + β7 VOLATILITY t-1 + β8 VOLATILITY t-2
+ β9 VOLUME t-1 + β10 VOLUME t-2 + (β11 DAY1t + … + β14 DAY4t)
+ β15 MESSAGES t-1 + β16 LENGTH t-1 + β17 SENTI t-1 + β18 VARSENTI t-1
+ β19 SUBJ t-1 + β20 VARSUBJ t-1 + εt

Model Type S1: Stakeholder – Fundamental, Technical, and Stakeholder Activity
Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 FFSIZE + β2 FFBTM + β3 FFMARKET t-1 + β4 FFMARKET t-2
+ β5 RETURN t-1 + β6 RETURN t-2 + β7 VOLATILITY t-1 + β8 VOLATILITY t-2
+ β9 VOLUME t-1 + β10 VOLUME t-2 + (β11 DAY1t + … + β14 DAY4t)
+ (β15 MESSAGES 1 t-1 + β16 LENGTH 1 t-1 + … + βs1 MESSAGES s t-1
+ βs2 LENGTH s t-1) + εt
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Model Type S2 (SWN): Stakeholder – Fundamental, Technical, and Stakeholder Activity
and Sentiment Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 FFSIZE + β2 FFBTM + β3 FFMARKET t-1 + β4 FFMARKET t-2
+ β5 RETURN t-1 + β6 RETURN t-2 + β7 VOLATILITY t-1 + β8 VOLATILITY t-2
+ β9 VOLUME t-1 + β10 VOLUME t-2 + (β11 DAY1t + … + β14 DAY4t)
+ (β15 MESSAGES 1 t-1 + β16 LENGTH 1 t-1 + β17 SENTI 1 t-1 + β18 VARSENTI 1 t-1
+ … + βs1 MESSAGES s t-1 + βs2 LENGTH s t-1 + βs3 SENTI s t-1
+ βs4 VARSENTI s t-1 + εt

Model Type S3 (OF and SWN-OF): Stakeholder – Fundamental, Technical, and
Stakeholder Activity, Sentiment, and Subjectivity Variables
RETURN t =

β0 + β1 FFSIZE + β2 FFBTM + β3 FFMARKET t-1 + β4 FFMARKET t-2
+ β5 RETURN t-1 + β6 RETURN t-2 + β7 VOLATILITY t-1 + β8 VOLATILITY t-2
+ β9 VOLUME t-1 + β10 VOLUME t-2 + (β11 DAY1t + … + β14 DAY4t)
+ (β15 MESSAGES 1 t-1 + β16 LENGTH 1 t-1 + β17 SENTI 1 t-1 + β18 VARSENTI 1 t-1
+ β19 SUBJ 1 t-1 + β20 VARSUBJ 1 t-1 + … + βs1 MESSAGES s t-1
+ βs2 LENGTH s t-1 + βs3 SENTI s t-1 + βs4 VARSENTI s t-1
+ βs5 SUBJ s t-1 + βs6 VARSUBJ s t-1) + εt

3.5.4 Prediction with Calibrated Stakeholder Group and Stock Return Models
After calibration, models are applied for daily stock return prediction during the
subsequent month of trading.

During the prediction period, sentiment analysis is

performed using the three approaches on the messages posted on a day.

For the
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stakeholder models, features from the discussions are extracted and participants are
classified according to the established stakeholder group models calibrated in the prior
clustering at the beginning of the month. Using these participant stakeholder group
classifications and the sentiment scores, daily forum and stakeholder measures are
calculated to use for prediction of the next day’s stock return.

To determine the

predictions of the baseline models, the fundamental and technical variable values for the
day are applied to the SVR models calibrated at the beginning of the month. These
finance variables are also included with the forum and stakeholder-level variables in the
forum and stakeholder models, similarly applied to their respective calibrated SVR
models to determine their stock return prediction for the next trading day.
Three criteria are utilized to measure and compare model performance in
predicting stock return: mean squared error (MSE), directional accuracy, and simulated
trading of the stock (Schumaker and Chen 2009a; 2009b). MSE measures the closeness
of the prediction to the actual stock return on the trading day. Directional accuracy
measures the model performance in predicting the direction of the stock return, positive
or negative, reported as an accuracy percentage. Of the two, directional accuracy is
considered to be more important since it is more critical to predict the directionality of
the stock return.
In the simulated trading, Wal-Mart stock is bought or shorted and sold on a
trading day based upon the daily stock return predictions of each of the models. Each
model began with an initial investment of $10,000. According to the daily predictions of
each of the models, if the anticipated daily stock return was > 0.1% (or < -0.1%), the
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Wal-Mart stock was bought (shorted). Unchanged positions on consecutive trading days
were held, otherwise the stock was sold. Although prior studies typically disregard
trading costs, for additional realism we incorporate a charge of $8 per transaction. The
final portfolio values are reported after the year of simulated trading.

3.5.5 Research Hypotheses
Based upon the analysis framework and experimental design, several research
hypotheses are posed:
Among baseline models, the comprehensive model with all variables should
outperform both the fundamental and technical models.


H1.1: Comprehensive Baseline Model > Fundamental Baseline Model



H1.2: Comprehensive Baseline Model > Technician Baseline Model

The inclusion of forum-level variables from firm-related web forums should
enhance the model and improve stock return prediction.

Forum-level models will

outperform the comprehensive baseline.


H2: Forum Models > Comprehensive Baseline Model

Segmenting the stakeholders in firm-related web forums, and assessing their
communications at the group level, will refine the measures extracted and improve stock
return prediction. Stakeholder-level models will outperform both the comprehensive
baseline and forum-level models.
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H3.1: Stakeholder Models > Comprehensive Baseline Model



H3.2: Stakeholder Models > Forum Models

Comparison of stakeholder feature representations:
Among the representations utilized for stakeholder segmentation, social network
and writing style features may be stronger indicators of the formation of stakeholder
groups since they are criteria directly related to community formation.


H4.1: SN representation > Content representation



H4.2: Style representation > Content representation

Since social network features capture deliberate interactions with other
stakeholders, rather than measuring the indirect adoption of writing style to conform to
group norms, the social network representation should outperform writing style.


H4.3: SN representation > Style representation

Comparison of sentiment analysis approaches:
Including sentiment and subjectivity related measures in forum and stakeholder
models will improve the performance of models that include only measures related to
activity in the forum.


H5.1: Sentiment Analysis Forum Models > Activity Forum Models



H5.2: Sentiment Analysis Stakeholder Models > Activity Stakeholder Models
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At the forum and stakeholder-level, the proposed approach to sentiment analysis
which utilizes SWN and OF in an integrated fashion should outperform independent
applications of SWN and OF.


H5.3: SWN-OF sentiment analysis > SWN sentiment analysis



H5.4: SWN-OF sentiment analysis > OF sentiment analysis

The various firm-related web forums are distinctive communities with diverse
stakeholder groups participating, offering unique information on Wal-Mart. Therefore,
utilizing multiple firm-related web forums in a combined stock return prediction model
will outperform single forum models.


H6: Multi-forum stakeholder model > single forum stakeholder models

3.6 Results and Discussion
3.6.1 Baseline Stock Return Prediction Models
The results of the daily stock return prediction using the baseline models
consisting of well-established variables from the finance literature are presented in Table
3.6. Model B1 was made up of fundamental variables, B2 included technical variables,
and B3 was comprised of a comprehensive collection of fundamental and technical
variables. This comprehensive collection of all variables was similarly utilized in the
forum and stakeholder models, to allow for direct comparison with the baseline. There
was little difference in the MSE statistic among the model performances, which was also
the case in the forum and stakeholder-level models.

Therefore, further comments
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regarding MSE statistics are omitted from the discussion. All baseline models performed
reasonably well, with better than 50% directional accuracy. The technical (B2) and
comprehensive (B3) models performed exceptionally, with better than 56% directional
accuracy and profits in simulated trading. As a point of reference, holding the Wal-Mart
stock for the year would have resulted in an ending investment value of $10,096,
providing an annual return of less than 1%.

The comprehensive model with both

fundamental and technical variables performed best among the baseline models, earning
17% return over the year of trading. The performances of the comprehensive baseline
model, 56.8% directional accuracy and ending portfolio of $11,767 after simulated
trading, formed benchmarks used for direct comparison with the forum and stakeholderlevel models that utilize the same comprehensive set of fundamental and technical
variables, to determine the incremental stock return prediction capacity of the measures
extracted from the forum.

Table 3.6 Performances of baseline stock return prediction models
Model MSE
Acc
$
0.000121 51.2% 9,829
B1
0.000127 56.4% 10,481
B2
0.000127 56.8% 11,767
B3

3.6.2 Forum-Level Stock Return Prediction Models
The results of the forum-level models for Yahoo Finance are presented in Table
3.7. All Yahoo Finance forum models performed reasonably well, with directional
accuracy better than 56%, and made substantial profits in simulated trading. Two models
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outperformed the comprehensive baseline, using sentiment and subjectivity forum
measures provided by OF and using the proposed SWN-OF sentiment analysis
approaches. The best forum-level model from Yahoo Finance used OF, with directional
accuracy of 60% and ending portfolio of $12,606, an increase of 3.2% in directional
accuracy and $839 in earnings over the comprehensive baseline. This was also the best
forum-level model across any of the three forums.

Table 3.7 Performances of Yahoo Finance forum-level stock return prediction models
Model
F1
F2 – SWN
F3 – OF
F3 – SWN-OF

MSE
0.000126
0.000125
0.000131
0.000134

Acc
56.4%
58.0%
60.0%
58.4%

$
10,955
11,108
12,606
11,901

The results of the forum-level models for Wal-Mart Blows are presented in Table
3.8. The Wal-Mart Blows forum models performed very well in directional accuracy, all
outperforming the comprehensive baseline and three with 59.2%. Three of the four
models also improved upon the baseline in simulated trading. The best forum-level
model from Wal-Mart Blows included only forum activity variables, with directional
accuracy of 59.2% and ending portfolio of $12,231, an increase of 2.4% in directional
accuracy and $464 in earnings over the comprehensive baseline. Based upon these
results, it seems that for the Wal-Mart Blows forum additional sophistication in the
analysis of the contents of discussions was unwarranted and only diminished the
performance of the models.
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Table 3.8 Performances of Wal-Mart Blows forum-level stock return prediction models
Model
F1
F2 – SWN
F3 – OF
F3 – SWN-OF

MSE
0.000128
0.000129
0.000128
0.000131

Acc
59.2%
59.2%
59.2%
57.2%

$
12,231
11,821
11,772
10,550

The results of the forum-level models for Wakeup Wal-Mart are presented in
Table 3.9. On the whole Wakeup Wal-Mart performed worst among the forums, but two
forum-level models still improved upon the comprehensive baseline. The best forumlevel model from Wakeup Wal-Mart included forum activity and sentiment variables
provided by analysis using SWN, with modest directional accuracy of 58.0% and ending
portfolio of $12,088, an increase of 1.2% in directional accuracy and $321 in earnings
over the comprehensive baseline.

Table 3.9 Performances of Wakeup Wal-Mart forum-level stock return prediction models
Model
F1
F2 – SWN
F3 – OF
F3 – SWN-OF

MSE
0.000125
0.000123
0.000127
0.000127

Acc
56.8%
58.0%
58.0%
57.6%

$
11,989
12,088
11,349
11,279

3.6.2.1 Summary across All Forum-Level Stock Return Prediction Models
Although not all forum-level models from the three forums were able to
outperform the comprehensive baseline, each forum was able to produce at least one
forum-level model that improved upon the baseline in both directional accuracy and
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simulated trading. In one forum the model with activity related features performed best
(Wal-Mart Blows), and in the other two forums both established sentiment analysis
techniques offered one exceptional model each, OF (Yahoo Finance) and SWN (Wakeup
Wal-Mart). The best forum-level model across all forums was from Yahoo Finance
(OF), with directional accuracy of 60% and ending portfolio of $12,606, an increase of
3.2% in directional accuracy and $839 in earnings over the comprehensive baseline. The
performances of this forum model, 60% and $12,606, formed benchmarks used for direct
comparison with the stakeholder-level models to determine the performance benefits of
stakeholder group segmentation. Based upon the experimentation with the forum-level
models, activity, sentiment, and subjectivity variables can each improve prediction of
stock return in the proper application. Additionally, each of the forums was able to
successfully contribute variables that improved the performance of the comprehensive
baseline model. The averages for each model type across the three forums are presented
in Table 3.10. Overall, the OF models performed best with average directional accuracy
of 59% and ending portfolio of $11,909, a slight increase over the comprehensive
baseline and the activity related model averages.

Table 3.10 Summary of model type performances across all forum models
Model Type
F1
F2 – SWN
F3 – OF
F3 – SWN-OF

MSE
0.000126
0.000125
0.000128
0.000130

Acc
57.4%
58.4%
59.0%
57.7%

$
11,725
11,672
11,909
11,243
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3.6.3 Stakeholder-Level Stock Return Prediction Models
The results of selected stakeholder-level models from the Yahoo Finance forum
are presented in Table 3.11. Although most of the stakeholder models did not provide
measures extracted from the forum that significantly improved prediction of stock return,
a number were particularly effective.

In the table, the seven stakeholder models

displayed performed well in simulated trading with better than $12,500 in their ending
portfolio. Four models were also able to surpass 60% in directional accuracy. The best
stakeholder model in Yahoo Finance (shown in bold) used the SWN-OF approach to
sentiment analysis and SN + Style features to segment the stakeholders in the forum, with
61.2% directional accuracy and an ending portfolio of $13,495, an improvement over the
comprehensive baseline of 4.4% and $1,728 and over the best forum model of 1.2% and
$889.

Table 3.11 Performances of Yahoo Finance stakeholder-level stock return prediction
models
Model
S3 – OF
S3 – SWN-OF
S1
S2 – SWN
S3 – SWN-OF
S1
S2 – SWN

Feature Representation
Style
Style
SN + Content
SN + Content
SN + Style
SN + Content + Style
SN + Content + Style

MSE
0.000128
0.000123
0.000124
0.000124
0.000128
0.000124
0.000128

Acc
59.6%
60.4%*
60.8%*
60.8%*
61.2%*
58.4%
59.2%

$
13,463
12,611
12,945
12,945
13,495
13,502
12,883

Pair-wise t-test; improvement over baseline at * p < 0.10

The Yahoo Finance stakeholder model performance results across sentiment
analysis approaches for each type of criteria for stakeholder segmentation are presented
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in Table 3.12. In the Yahoo Finance forum, several representations were favored that on
average produced models with greater than $12,200 in their ending portfolio: Style, SN +
Content, SN + Style, and SN + Content + Style.

The SN + Content stakeholder

representation performed best generally, with averages of 60% and $12,517 across
sentiment analysis model types.

Table 3.12 Summary of feature representation performances in Yahoo Finance
stakeholder models
Representation
SN
Content
Style
SN + Content
SN + Style
Content + Style
SN + Content + Style

MSE
0.000128
0.000128
0.000133
0.000127
0.000125
0.000125
0.000128

Acc
58.3%
58.5%
59.4%
60.0%
58.8%
58.0%
58.5%

$
11,928
12,006
12,264
12,517
12,408
12,046
12,270

The Yahoo Finance stakeholder model performance results across stakeholder
representations for each of the activity and sentiment analysis model types are presented
in Table 3.13.

Very little difference was observed in the model type averages.

Performing sentiment and subjectivity analysis on the discussions in the Yahoo Finance
forum using any of the approaches did not seem to provide stakeholder measures that
consistently improved stock return prediction. However, most of the best stakeholder
models identified in Yahoo Finance utilized sentiment variables from one of the
approaches to sentiment analysis.

Table 3.13 Summary of model type performances in Yahoo Finance stakeholder models
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Model Type
S1
S2 – SWN
S3 – OF
S3 – SWN-OF

MSE
0.000126
0.000128
0.000125
0.000132

Acc
58.6%
58.6%
58.4%
59.4%

$
12,284
12,233
12,220
12,085

The results of selected stakeholder-level models from the Wal-Mart Blows forum
are presented in Table 3.14. Again, the majority of stakeholder models did not improve
stock return prediction, although a number were particularly good performers. Wal-Mart
Blows also had seven stakeholder models shown in the table that performed well in
simulated trading with better than $12,500 in their ending portfolio. Two models were
also able to surpass 60% in directional accuracy. The best stakeholder model in WalMart Blows across both performance measures (shown in bold) used the SWN-OF
approach to sentiment analysis and Content features to segment the stakeholders in the
forum, with 60% directional accuracy and an impressive ending portfolio of $14,844, an
improvement over the comprehensive baseline of 3.2% and $3,077 and over the best
forum model of $2,238. One stakeholder model in Wal-Mart Blows even topped 50% in
annual return through simulated trading, the only individual stakeholder model to do so,
with ending portfolio of $15,016 despite a lower directional accuracy rate.

Table 3.14 Performances of Wal-Mart Blows stakeholder-level stock return prediction
models
Model
S2 – SWN
S2 – SWN
S3 – SWN-OF
S1
S2 – SWN

Feature Representation
SN
Content
Content
Style
Style

MSE
0.000124
0.000123
0.000122
0.000126
0.000125

Acc
59.2%
59.6%
60.0%
61.2%*
58.4%

$
12,768
13,157
14,844
14,554
15,016
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S3 – SWN-OF Style
S3 – SWN-OF SN + Content + Style

0.000127 58.8% 12,568
0.000126 59.2% 12,814

Pair-wise t-test; improvement over baseline at * p < 0.10

The Wal-Mart Blows stakeholder model performance results across sentiment
analysis model types for each type of criteria for stakeholder segmentation are presented
in Table 3.15.

Unlike the Yahoo Finance forum where many stakeholder feature

representations produced effective segmentations, in the Wal-Mart Blows forum, the
average performance of the Style representation across model types was exceptional.
Models that utilized Style features to segment the stakeholders had average directional
accuracy of 59.3%, which was among the best, and an impressive average ending
portfolio of $13,429.

Table 3.15 Summary of feature representation performances in Wal-Mart Blows
stakeholder models
Representation
SN
Content
Style
SN + Content
SN + Style
Content + Style
SN + Content + Style

MSE
0.000127
0.000126
0.000125
0.000125
0.000126
0.000128
0.000128

Acc
58.8%
59.5%
59.3%
59.8%
59.2%
58.3%
58.5%

$
12,237
12,582
13,429
11,531
12,079
11,592
12,345

The Wal-Mart Blows stakeholder model performance results across stakeholder
representations for each of the activity and sentiment analysis model types are presented
in Table 3.16. Again, very little improvement on the models using activity related
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variables were observed in the sentiment analysis model type averages. Although the
average SWN and SWN-OF model outperforms the activity related model in simulated
trading, the differences are slight. However, the majority of the best stakeholder models
identified in Wal-Mart Blows utilized sentiment related variables. Of the seven models
presented, three utilized SWN and three used SWN-OF.

Table 3.16 Summary of model type performances in Wal-Mart Blows stakeholder models
Model Type
S1
S2 – SWN
S3 – OF
S3 – SWN-OF

MSE
0.000127
0.000126
0.000126
0.000126

Acc
59.3%
59.0%
58.5%
59.2%

$
12,348
12,540
11,642
12,496

The results of selected stakeholder-level models from the Wakeup Wal-Mart
forum are presented in Table 3.17. Once again, the majority of stakeholder models did
not improve stock return prediction, although some were especially effective. Similar to
the other two forums, Wakeup Wal-Mart had seven stakeholder models that performed
well in simulated trading with better than $12,500 in their ending portfolio, shown in the
table. Five models were also able to surpass 60% in directional accuracy, including the
stakeholder model (SWN-OF with SN + Content features) with the best directional
accuracy across all forums (62.4%). The best stakeholder model in Wakeup Wal-Mart
(shown in bold) used the OF approach to sentiment analysis and the comprehensive SN +
Content + Style feature representation to segment the stakeholders in the forum, with
60.4% directional accuracy and an impressive ending portfolio of $14,336, an
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improvement over the comprehensive baseline of 3.6% and $2,569 and over the best
forum model of 0.4% and $1,730.

Table 3.17 Performances of Wakeup Wal-Mart stakeholder-level stock return prediction
models
Model
S3 – SWN-OF
S2 – SWN
S3 – OF
S1
S2 – SWN
S3 – OF
S3 – SWN-OF

Feature Representation
SN + Content
Content + Style
Content + Style
SN + Content + Style
SN + Content + Style
SN + Content + Style
SN + Content + Style

MSE
0.000129
0.000121
0.000124
0.000124
0.000125
0.000121
0.000125

Acc
62.4%***
58.8%
61.6%**
60.0%
59.2%
60.4%*
61.6%**

$
13,547
13,089
12,600
13,073
12,906
14,336
12,898

Pair-wise t-test; improvement over baseline at * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

The Wakeup Wal-Mart stakeholder model performance results across sentiment
analysis model types for each type of criteria for stakeholder segmentation are presented
in Table 3.18. Similar to Wal-Mart Blows, one stakeholder feature representation in
particular produced effective segmentations in the Wakeup Wal-Mart forum, the
comprehensive representation of SN + Content + Style.

Models that utilized the

comprehensive representation to segment the stakeholders had average directional
accuracy of 60.3% and ending portfolio of $13,303.

Table 3.18 Summary of feature representation performances in Wakeup Wal-Mart
stakeholder models
Representation
SN
Content
Style
SN + Content
SN + Style
Content + Style

MSE
0.000132
0.000126
0.000124
0.000127
0.000126
0.000123

Acc
59.1%
60.1%
60.4%
60.1%
60.3%
60.1%

$
11,184
11,257
11,814
12,056
11,451
12,338
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SN + Content + Style 0.000123 60.3% 13,303

The Wakeup Wal-Mart stakeholder model performance results across stakeholder
representations for each of the activity and sentiment analysis model types are presented
in Table 3.19.

Although inclusion of sentiment and subjectivity variables with the

activity related variables produced some improvements in directional accuracy on
average, the activity model type performed best in simulated trading. However, all but
one of the best stakeholder models identified in Wakeup Wal-Mart utilized sentiment
variables. Of the seven models presented, two each utilized SWN, OF, and SWN-OF.

Table 3.19 Summary of model type performances in Wakeup Wal-Mart stakeholder
models
Model Type
S1
S2 – SWN
S3 – OF
S3 – SWN-OF

MSE
0.000124
0.000126
0.000127
0.000126

Acc
59.1%
59.9%
60.2%
60.8%

$
12,128
11,790
11,985
11,757

3.6.3.1 Summary across All Stakeholder-Level Stock Return Prediction Models
Seven stakeholder models from each of three firm-related web forums earned
better than 25% return in simulated trading during the year, improving upon the
comprehensive baseline and forum-level models. Each forum produced at least one
stakeholder model that surpassed 61% in directional accuracy and $13,500 in its ending
portfolio value. The best performances in the metrics among all models were 62.4% and
$15,016, from the Wakeup Wal-Mart and Wal-Mart Blows forums, respectively. One
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stakeholder model from each forum was favored and is compared with the best forumlevel model from that forum. In Yahoo Finance, the best stakeholder model used the
SWN-OF approach to sentiment analysis and SN + Style features to segment the
stakeholders in the forum, with 61.2% directional accuracy and an ending portfolio of
$13,495.

In comparison, the best forum-level model from Yahoo Finance offered

directional accuracy of 60% and ending portfolio of $12,606. In the case of Yahoo
Finance, the best stakeholder model improved upon the best forum-level model by 1.2%
and $889. In Wal-Mart Blows, the best stakeholder model also used the SWN-OF
approach to sentiment analysis and Content features to segment the stakeholders in the
forum, with 60% directional accuracy and an ending portfolio of $14,844.

In

comparison, the best forum-level model from Wal-Mart Blows had directional accuracy
of 59.2% and ending portfolio of $12,231. In the case of Wal-Mart Blows, the best
stakeholder model improved upon the best forum-level model by 0.8% and an impressive
$2,613. In Wakeup Wal-Mart the best stakeholder model used the OF approach to
sentiment analysis and the comprehensive SN + Content + Style feature representation to
segment the stakeholders in the forum, with 60.4% directional accuracy and an ending
portfolio of $14,336. However, the best forum-level model from Wakeup Wal-Mart
offered only 58% directional accuracy and ending portfolio of $12,088. In the case of
Wakeup Wal-Mart, the best stakeholder model improved upon the best forum-level
model by 2.4% and an impressive $2,248. In each of the three forums, performing
stakeholder analysis and segmenting participants in the forums to extract group level
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measures dramatically improved stock return prediction, compared to either the
comprehensive baseline or the forum-level models.
The average performances of models using the stakeholder feature representations
across all model types and forums are presented in Table 3.20. Two representations
seemed to generally perform better than the others in simulated trading, segmenting
stakeholder groups effectively and producing measures capable of predicting stock
return, Style and the comprehensive SN + Content + Style. Each had average ending
portfolios of better than $12,500 across all model types and forums.

Table 3.20 Summary of feature representation performances across all stakeholder
models
Representation
SN
Content
Style
SN + Content
SN + Style
Content + Style
SN + Content + Style

MSE
0.000129
0.000127
0.000127
0.000126
0.000126
0.000125
0.000126

Acc
58.7%
59.3%
59.7%
59.9%
59.4%
58.8%
59.1%

$
11,783
11,948
12,502
12,034
11,979
11,992
12,639

All three of the favored stakeholder models from the three forums include
subjectivity related variables generated by analysis of discussion content with OF. Two
of the three utilize the proposed SWN-OF approach to sentiment analysis. Additionally,
the vast majority of the best stakeholder models from each of the three forums
incorporate sentiment analysis measures. Despite these strong individual performances,
on average the stakeholder models using activity related measures still slightly
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outperformed those that utilize any of the sentiment analysis approaches, as shown in
Table 3.21.

Table 3.21 Summary of model type performances across all stakeholder models
Model Type
S1
S2 – SWN
S3 – OF
S3 – SWN-OF

MSE
0.000126
0.000127
0.000126
0.000128

Acc
59.0%
59.1%
59.0%
59.8%

$
12,253
12,187
11,949
12,112

3.6.4 Multi-Forum Stakeholder-Level Stock Return Prediction Model
The stakeholders in each of the three firm-related web forums may provide
distinctive information in their discussions that may be used together to better explain
stock return. Therefore, we examine the performance benefits associated with utilizing
the three forums simultaneously in the same stock return prediction model. Few studies
have utilized more than one firm-related forum per firm in their analysis of participant
discussions and stock return. In the combined stakeholder model, the best stakeholder
model from each forum was selected and merged with the comprehensive baseline
variables into a single stock return prediction model. Specifically, the SWN-OF with SN
+ Style stakeholder feature representation model from Yahoo Finance, the SWN-OF with
the Content model from Wal-Mart Blows, and the OF with SN + Content + Style model
from Wakeup Wal-Mart, were included in the combined model. The results of stock
return prediction over the year with the combined model is presented in Table 3.22. The
performance of the combined multi-forum stakeholder model was very impressive, with
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the best directional accuracy of 62.8% and ending portfolio value of $17,052, a 70%
annual return from simulated trading. This performance represents an increase over the
comprehensive baseline model of 6% and $5,285, and improvements over the best
performances by top stakeholder models in either directional accuracy (0.4%) and
simulated trading ($2,036).

Table 3.22 Performance of multi-forum stakeholder-level stock return prediction model
Model
MSE
Acc
$
Multi-Forum Stakeholder 0.000125 62.8%*** 17,052
Pair-wise t-test; improvement over baseline at *** p < 0.01

3.6.5 Research Hypotheses Findings
The comprehensive baseline model that included both fundamental and technical
variables was expected to outperform the two models which used the fundamental and
technical variables independently.

The comprehensive baseline achieved 56.8%

directional accuracy and an ending portfolio of $11,767, the best among the baseline
models by each performance measure.
Comprehensive

Baseline

Model

>

Therefore, we find support for H1.1:

Fundamental

Baseline

Model

and

H1.2:

Comprehensive Baseline Model > Technician Baseline Model.
It was expected that measures extracted from firm-related web forums would
prove valuable in predicting stock return and that forum-level models from each of the
forums would outperform the comprehensive baseline. Each forum was indeed able to
produce at least one model that improved upon the baseline in both directional accuracy
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and simulated trading.

The best forum-level model overall (from Yahoo Finance)

represented an increase of 3.2% in directional accuracy and $839 in earnings over the
comprehensive baseline.

Therefore, we find support for H2:

Forum Models >

Comprehensive Baseline Model.
Recognizing firm-related web forums as diverse communities with participants
representing various stakeholder groups suggested that performing stakeholder analysis
may refine the measures extracted from the forums. It was expected that these refined
stakeholder group measures would improve upon the stock return prediction of the
comprehensive baseline and the best forum-level model.

Selected stakeholder-level

models from each of the three forums performed exceptionally well in stock return
prediction, vastly improving upon the baseline and forum-level models. Each forum
produced at least one stakeholder model that surpassed 61% in directional accuracy and
$13,500 in its ending portfolio value, representing dramatic increases over the best
forum-level models from the same forums. Therefore, we find support for stakeholder
segmentation and both H3.1: Stakeholder Models > Comprehensive Baseline Model and
H3.2: Stakeholder Models > Forum Models.
In segmenting the stakeholders in the firm-related web forums, it was expected
that among the representations utilized, the social network and writing style features may
be stronger indicators of the formation of stakeholder groups since they are criteria
directly related to community formation. Furthermore, since social network features
capture deliberate interactions with other stakeholders, rather than measuring the indirect
adoption of writing style to conform to group norms, it was expected the social network
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representation would outperform writing style. Based upon the experimentation results,
the appropriate criteria to segment stakeholders seemed forum-specific, as each of the
best stakeholder models from the three forums utilized a different representation for
stakeholder segmentation. However, on average the writing style features were generally
effective in segmenting stakeholder groups and producing measures capable of predicting
stock return. Therefore, while there is some support for H4.2: Style representation >
Content representation, H4.1: SN representation > Content representation and H4.3: SN
representation > Style representation are rejected.
Since recent studies have shown the relationship between sentiment measures of
forum discussions to stock return, it was expected that including sentiment and
subjectivity related measures in forum and stakeholder models would improve the
performance of models that include only measures related to activity in the forum. On
average, models that included sentiment analysis of the forum discussion content did not
necessarily outperform those that relied solely upon activity related variables. However,
most of the best forum and stakeholder-level models utilized sentiment and subjectivity
related measures. Two of the three best forum-level models from the three forums
utilized sentiment variables, one including subjectivity. Additionally, all of the best
stakeholder-level models from each of the forums included both sentiment and
subjectivity measures. Therefore, due to these top performers we support the inclusion of
sentiment and subjectivity variables in the stock return prediction models and H5.1:
Sentiment Analysis Forum Models > Activity Forum Models and H5.2:

Sentiment

Analysis Stakeholder Models > Activity Stakeholder Models. Among the sentiment
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analysis approaches, there was little difference in the average performances across forum
or stakeholder-level models. However, of the best stakeholder model for each of the
forums, two of the three utilized the proposed SWN-OF approach to sentiment analysis.
These performances provide some support for the proposed approach and hypotheses
H5.3: SWN-OF sentiment analysis > SWN sentiment analysis and H5.4: SWN-OF
sentiment analysis > OF sentiment analysis.
Recognizing various firm-related web forums are distinctive communities with
diverse stakeholder groups, offering unique information on Wal-Mart, it was expected
that utilizing multiple stakeholder models in a combined multi-forum stock return
prediction model would outperform single forum stakeholder models. The combined
multi-forum model produced the best overall performance of any model evaluated, with
directional accuracy of 62.8% and final portfolio value of $17,052. Therefore, we find
support for H6: Multi-forum stakeholder model > single forum stakeholder models.
The finding regarding the research hypotheses are summarized in Table 3.23.

Table 3.23 Summary of research hypotheses findings
Research Hypothesis
H1.1: Comprehensive Baseline Model > Fundamental Baseline Model
H1.2: Comprehensive Baseline Model > Technician Baseline Model
H2: Forum Models > Comprehensive Baseline Model
H3.1: Stakeholder Models > Comprehensive Baseline Model
H3.2: Stakeholder Models > Forum Models
H4.1: SN representation > Content representation
H4.2: Style representation > Content representation
H4.3: SN representation > Style representation
H5.1: Sentiment Analysis Forum Models > Activity Forum Models
H5.2: Sentiment Analysis Stakeholder Models > Activity Stakeholder Models
H5.3: SWN-OF > SWN
H5.4: SWN-OF > OF
H6: Multi-forum stakeholder model > single forum stakeholder models

Finding
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Rejected
Partially Supported
Rejected
Partially Supported
Partially Supported
Partially Supported
Partially Supported
Supported
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3.7 Conclusion
In this research, we presented an approach to the prediction of stock return
utilizing firm-related web forums that departed from the existing studies and adopted a
stakeholder, rather than shareholder, perspective of forum participants. We believed that
a stakeholder perspective of firm-related web forums recognizes the true diversity of
participants, and that various stakeholder groups within the forum may have distinctive
information in explaining firm stock return. We adapted techniques from the temporal
text mining literature to perform stock return prediction over time through a dynamic
analysis of the evolving forums and stakeholder groups. We studied three distinctive web
forums related to a major firm, and performed daily stock return prediction for one year,
yielding models with better than 62% in directional accuracy and annual returns
exceeding 70% in simulated trading of firm stock. In our experimentation we performed
stakeholder group segmentation using several classes of criteria, to determine the most
effective ways to identify representatives of these groups in the web forums. We also
evaluated several general purpose approaches to sentiment analysis of the content of
discussion, since sentiments expressed in web social media have proven useful in past
studies, including introducing a novel approach that combines existing sentiment analysis
resources in an integrated fashion.
Regarding our research questions, we found that the inclusion of measures
extracted from firm-related web forums did improve the prediction of stock return, at
both the forum and stakeholder levels. The improvements upon the baseline were rather
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dramatic in the case of the stakeholder-level models, and when multiple stakeholder
models from the three forums were combined. Based upon the experimentation results,
adopting a stakeholder, rather than shareholder, perspective of firm-related web forums
and performing stakeholder group segmentation refined the measures extracted from the
forum and significantly improved the prediction of stock return. However, the best
stakeholder feature representation to utilize for segmentation of the participants was not
clear and it seemed the appropriate criteria was forum-specific. Although on average
models using only traditional activity-based measures of forums outperformed those that
applied sentiment analysis of discussion content and extracted sentiment and subjectivity
measures, the best stakeholder models from each of the three forums included sentiment
and subjectivity measures. While there was not a clear favorite among the general
purpose approaches to sentiment analysis, the proposed method which combined existing
sentiment analysis resources in an integrated fashion performed well, producing two of
the top three stakeholder-level models.

3.7.1 Implications for Management
The devised firm-related web forum analytic framework could provide Wal-Mart
management with a system to identify stakeholder groups participating in web forums,
and measure their sentiments over time. Additionally, the stock return prediction models
provide empirical evidence and findings stressing the importance of effective stakeholder
management. Results showed that firm stock return was indicated in advance by the
discussions of various stakeholder groups in multiple firm-related web forums. The
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analysis of firm-related web forums through application of the framework could provide
management with possible explanations for fluctuations in past stock return, and the
requisite knowledge to control future stock return through satisfying specific stakeholders
on issues related to the firm.
Furthermore, the analytic framework provides the firm the requisite platform to
facilitate business and marketing intelligence research on firm-related web forums over
time.

Knowledge gained from usage of the system provides for the continuous

reorientation of stakeholder management activities to improve relations with these
stakeholder groups.

Enhanced understanding of the firm’s stakeholder groups and

perspectives provided by the system represents a significant business value with benefits
across the firm (Barua et al. 2004). The framework could also be extended to incorporate
communications from multiple forms of firm-related web social media, to provide the
firm a more comprehensive monitoring platform.

3.7.2 Implications for Researchers
In terms of the stakeholder theory, the study provides a form of empirical support
for the theory not previously examined in the literature. Regarding the finance literature
establishing the relationship between web forum discussions and stock behavior, several
implications emerge. Previous research targeting the investors in large finance web
forums and performing buy, hold, or sell investment position classification may actually
be focusing on a relatively small portion of the forum participants, and a limited number
of the relevant web forums. Evidence from this research showed a more generalized
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approach to sentiment analysis may also be required to detect nuanced expression of
opinion by a variety of stakeholder groups. Additionally, several smaller firm-related
web forums previously overlooked in the research offered significant predictive power.
The study also has specific implications for information systems research. The
system developed for the analysis of firm-related web forums is an IT artifact crafted
through the principles of design science (Hevner et al 2004). The system addresses an
important business problem, and capitalizes on the wealth of information present in web
social media.

The capabilities of the system are demonstrated rigorously through

empirical evaluation in its applied domain. The framework also facilitates the addition of
analysis capabilities to the system and refinement of existing methods, to improve future
generations of the system and continue the design science process. For example, the
sentiment analysis component of the system could be complemented with other analysis
modules, such as a risk analysis component, if additional aspects of stakeholder
communications are to be measured. A particularly unique and valuable aspect of the
developed system is its generality.

Stakeholder analyses are performed using

unsupervised machine learning techniques, and the sentiment analysis leverages general
purpose resources which require no additional training or domain knowledge. Therefore,
the system could easily be scaled or applied to many other firms and social media for
business and marketing intelligence purposes.

Prior research into methods for the

analysis of web forums and social media communications typically utilize supervised
machine learning techniques, which require domain expertise and a painstaking manual
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coding process of a subset of communications to train the model, restricting their
application to other domains.

3.7.3 Future Research
Future directions for this line of research include expanding the number of firms
included in the analysis and stock return prediction, and lengthening the time span
examined. We would also like to examine the effects of performing stakeholder group
and stock return model calibration at more frequent intervals than the monthly schedule
established in this study. Finally, since incorporating multiple firm-related web forums
into a single stock return prediction model provided great performance benefits in stock
return prediction we would also like to expand our study to include additional firmrelated media types including professional news, blogs, and twitter messages.
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CHAPTER 4: DOMAIN TRANSFER IN SENTIMENT CLASSIFICATION ACROSS
MULTIPLE WEB FORUM COLLECTIONS

4.1 Introduction
The analysis of opinions (sentiments) expressed in writing is a prominent and
active area of research, with applications in a wide variety of genres of communication
including news articles, product reviews, blogs, and web forums.

The interest in

sentiment analysis has been particularly spurred by the rapid growth of web social media
and the opportunity to access the valuable opinions of numerous participants on various
business and social issues. Studies have revealed the significance of the opinion-related
information conveyed within these channels of communication. The opinions expressed
in consumer reviews have indicated the success of products (Forman et al 2008), investor
discussions in financial web forums have provided information on upcoming stock
behavior (Das and Chen 2007), and micro-blog messages have predicted the outcome of
political elections (Tumasjan et al 2010). The volume of social media communications
restricts the application of manual analysis techniques, and therefore various automated
approaches to the detection and classification of opinions in writing have been proposed
in the literature.
A significant limitation of the existing approaches to sentiment classification is
the domain specificity of the developed models (Aue and Gamon 2005; Blitzer et al
2007; Tan et al 2007). The ways in which sentiments are expressed in writing are
particular to a given domain. Even within a specific genre of communication, sentiment
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expression may vary significantly among domains. For example in the case of web
forums, the positive and negative opinions expressed about a car in discussion in an
automotive forum, the performance of a stock in a financial web forum, or election
candidates in a political forum are communicated in distinctive ways. Therefore, a
domain-specific sentiment classifier is traditionally required for each of these diverse
domains to accurately evaluate the opinions expressed in discussion. Many prominent
approaches to sentiment classification utilize supervised machine learning techniques to
develop domain-specific classifiers requiring a large number of training examples
extracted from the specific domain of application (Pang et al 2002; Dave et al 2003;
Gamon 2004). However, manually labeling a large number of training examples from
each domain of application to calibrate domain-specific sentiment classifiers through
machine learning can be infeasible, time-consuming, and expensive. Research has also
shown that while such sentiment classification models perform well within their domain
of calibration they perform poorly when applied to other domains, known as the domain
transfer problem (Aue and Gamon 2005; Blitzer et al 2007; Tan et al 2007). The domain
specificity of these sentiment classification models limits the scalability of the existing
automated approaches. Therefore, researchers have investigated various approaches to
developing sentiment classification models that are capable of adapting or transferring to
new domains, to leverage the available training examples from existing domains to
analyze a new target domain lacking such examples (Aue and Gamon 2005; Blitzer et al
2007; Tan et al 2007; Li and Zong 2008; Whitehead and Yaeger 2009).
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Among the various approaches to domain transfer in sentiment classification
proposed in the literature, two are commonly applied. One existing approach is to utilize
all available training examples from multiple existing domains to develop a single
general sentiment classification model for application in a new target domain (Aue and
Gamon 2005; Whitehead and Yaeger 2009). Another existing approach is to develop a
classifier ensemble that incorporates multiple domain-specific classifiers, each calibrated
using the available training examples from their respective existing domain and applied
independently in a new target domain (Aue and Gamon 2005; Li and Zong 2008;
Whitehead and Yaeger 2009).

In this study, we present two novel approaches to

improving the existing general and ensemble approaches to domain transfer in sentiment
classification, multi-domain feature selection and transfer (MDFST) and the multidomain combination classifier ensemble (MDCCE). Each of the proposed approaches
specifically recognizes the distinctive nature of sentiment expression in the existing
domains, and utilizes the available domains more effectively to improve classification
performance in the new target domain.
The remainder of the study is organized as follows. In the next section, we
review the extant literature on sentiment analysis and domain transfer in sentiment
classification. Based upon the limitations identified in the existing approaches, we pose
several research questions to guide the study in Section 4.3. The data utilized for the
experimentation in sentiment classification is then described in Section 4.4. The methods
applied for sentiment classification are detailed in Section 4.5, including several baseline
approaches as well as the proposed MDFST and MDCCE approaches. The results of
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experimentation are presented in Section 4.6, and conclusions drawn from the study are
discussed in Section 4.7.

4.2 Literature Review
4.2.1 Sentiment Analysis
The sentiment analysis of writing is a prominent and active area of research,
spurred particularly by the rapid growth of web social media and the opportunity to
access the valuable opinions of numerous participants on various business and social
issues.

Sentiment analysis has been performed in a wide variety of genres of

communication, including news articles (Tetlock 2007), product reviews (Pang et al
2002; Dave et al 2003; Gamon 2004), and web forums (Das and Chen 2007; Abbasi et al
2008b). Approaches to sentiment analysis aim to identify and evaluate the opinions
expressed in writing, a task considered orthogonal to the traditional topical analysis. The
common formulation of the sentiment analysis problem is binary classification of a unit
of text as expressing positive or negative opinion (Pang et al 2002; Turney 2002),
performed at the phrase, sentence, or document level. Much of the existing research in
sentiment classification examines two major issues: the features utilized to represent the
unit of writing (Abbasi et al 2008b), and the techniques applied to perform the
classification (Pang et al 2002).
Several classes of writing features have been applied in the sentiment
classification literature, including semantic (Turney 2002), syntactic (Pang et al 2002),
and stylistic features (Abbasi et al 2008b). Semantic features include manual or semi-
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automatically generated sentiment lexicons of specific terms categorized as expressing
positive or negative opinion in a particular domain (Turney 2002; Das and Chen 2007;
Tetlock 2007). In addition to semantic features, syntactic features are most commonly
applied, particularly word n-grams and part-of-speech n-grams (Pang et al 2002; Dave et
al 2003; Gamon 2004). Distinctive writing style is prevalent in web discourse, and
stylistic features often incorporated in stylometry studies have also shown to be effective
in sentiment classification (Abbasi et al 2008b). The inclusion of numerous writing
features in the representation of a unit of text often results in an expansive feature space
that is typically reduced through a feature selection process prior to classifier calibration,
to identify and apply the most significant discriminators of opinion expression in the
domain (Gamon 2004; Abbasi et al 2008b).
To apply these writing features in sentiment classification, various classification
techniques have been proposed in the literature. Score-based methods are typically used
in conjunction with sentiment lexicons to analyze a unit of writing (Turney 2002; Kim
and Hovy 2004). In the score-based approach the frequencies of occurrences of positive
and negative terms in the lexicon are compared to produce an overall sentiment score and
classification. Many prominent approaches to sentiment classification utilize supervised
machine learning techniques to develop domain-specific classifiers (Pang et al 2002;
Dave et al 2003; Gamon 2004; Abbasi et al 2008b). In the context of web forums, each
forum is typically considered a distinctive domain requiring the development of forumspecific sentiment classifiers (Abbasi et al 2008b). Among the various machine learning
techniques, support-vector machines (SVM) and naïve Bayes are commonly applied
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(Pang et al 2002).

To calibrate the domain-specific sentiment classifiers through

supervised learning, a large number of training examples are required from each domain
of application. However, manually labeling a large number of examples to calibrate the
domain-specific sentiment classifiers can be infeasible, time-consuming, and expensive,
limiting the scalability of the existing approaches.

4.2.2 Domain Transfer in Sentiment Classification
An emerging area in the sentiment classification literature focuses on alleviating
these extensive training data requirements and the domain specificity of the developed
sentiment classification models (Pang and Lee 2008). The proposed approaches in this
area of research aim to develop models that are capable of adapting or transferring to new
domains, leveraging the available training examples from existing domains to analyze a
new target domain lacking such examples (Aue and Gamon 2005; Blitzer et al 2007; Tan
et al 2007; Li and Zong 2008; Whitehead and Yaeger 2009). One class of approaches
focuses on improving the one-to-one domain adaptation of sentiment classifiers from an
existing domain to a target domain, by incorporating information extracted from the
writing features or instances of the target domain. Blitzer et al (2007) improved the oneto-one adaptation of an existing domain-specific sentiment classifier to a new target
domain by incorporating information on the writing features of the target domain.
Specifically, the authors applied the structural correspondence learning algorithm, which
selects pivot features using mutual information with the source label to relate writing
features in the source domain to features in the target domain. These pivot features allow
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for terms indicating sentiment expression in the target domain to be identified and
applied in adapting the existing domain-specific classifier to the distinctive form of
opinion expression in the target domain.

The authors evaluated their approach in

sentiment classification using product review data sets from four domains. Although the
algorithm improved the adaptation of existing domain-specific sentiment classifiers to the
target domains, in most applications the proposed method could not match the
performance of the traditional, domain-specific approach.

Li and Zong (2008) also

utilized the structural correspondence learning algorithm for domain adaptation in their
study of four product review domains. The approach presented by Tan et al (2007)
improved the one-to-one adaptation of an existing domain-specific sentiment classifier to
a new target domain by utilizing informative instances extracted from the target domain.
In their approach, the authors calibrate a sentiment classifier with the available labeled
examples from an existing domain and apply the developed classifier to a new target
domain to identify and label a set of informative examples from the target domain. These
informative examples are then utilized to develop a new domain-specific classifier for the
target domain.
Another class of approaches focuses on utilizing multiple existing domains with
available training examples to calibrate one or more sentiment classifiers that are directly
applied in a new target domain, using either a general classifier or classifier ensemble
approach (Aue and Gamon 2005; Li and Zong 2008; Whitehead and Yaeger 2009).
General classifiers utilize all training examples from multiple existing domains to
calibrate a single classification model that is applied in the target domain. Classifier
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ensembles incorporate the classifications of multiple domain-specific classifiers
calibrated in their respective existing domains and applied independently in the target
domain. Classifier ensembles have been shown to outperform the traditional single
classifier in many applications (Dietterich 2000), and are naturally suited to sentiment
classification in a target domain using multiple existing domains. Traditionally, the
classifiers incorporated in an ensemble vary in terms of learning algorithm, training data,
or feature sets, and are combined through majority voting, weighted voting, or a metaclassifier (Dietterich 2000). A meta-classifier is an additional classifier that accepts the
class predictions of the ensemble classifiers as input, and produces a final classification
for the ensemble (Todorovski and Dzeroski 2003).

Utilizing a meta-classifier to

incorporate the predictions of the classifiers in the ensemble typically outperforms the
voting approaches, but requires a few labeled examples from the target domain to
calibrate the parameters of the meta-classifier. Since there are fewer parameters in the
meta-classifier than in the ensemble classifiers, only a relatively small number of training
examples from the target domain are required (Aue and Gamon 2005).

For more

information on ensemble methods see Dietterich (2000).
Aue and Gamon (2005) evaluated both general and ensemble approaches to
domain transfer in sentiment classification using product review and consumer survey
data sets from four domains. In the general approach, a single sentiment classifier was
calibrated using the available training examples from three existing domains and applied
to the fourth domain, considered a new target domain. In the ensemble approach, three
domain-specific classifiers were calibrated for each of the three existing domains using
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word unigram, bigram, and trigram feature representations and then applied
independently to the fourth. The classifications of the nine existing domain-specific
classifiers were then incorporated using a meta-classifier approach to produce the final
classifications for the ensemble, calibrated using a training set from the target domain and
applied to the remainder of the domain for evaluation. In their experimentation, each
domain was considered the target domain for one round of classifier evaluation. The
results showed the classifier ensemble approach outperformed the general approach,
although neither method could equal the baseline of the traditional domain-specific
classifier. Whitehead and Yaeger (2009) also evaluated both general and ensemble
approaches using data from eleven product review domains.

Each of the general

classifiers evaluated in their study were calibrated using all data from ten existing
domains, and then applied to the eleventh target domain for evaluation. The authors also
propose a novel classifier ensemble framework that accounts for the lexical similarity of
the existing and target domains. According to their approach, domain-specific classifiers
were first calibrated for each of the ten existing domains and then applied independently
to the eleventh. The domain transfer classifications of the ten classifiers were then
incorporated into a classifier ensemble using a weighted voting approach, where the
weights were determined by the lexical similarity of the existing and target domains. Li
and Zong (2008) also evaluated both general and ensemble approaches using data from
four product review domains. The authors also utilized a meta-classifier approach to
incorporate the domain transfer classifications of the ensemble classifiers, and propose a
novel approach to calibrating the meta-classifier parameters. Similar to the approach
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presented in Tan et al (2007), their approach selects informative examples from the target
domain to form a training set based upon the confidence of the classifiers in the
ensemble. Their proposed ensemble outperformed the general approach, although again
neither method could equal the baseline of the traditional domain-specific classifier.

4.3 Research Questions
In this study we focus on improving the existing general and ensemble approaches
to domain transfer in sentiment classification. The established approaches underutilize
the available existing domains, failing to achieve the classification performance possible
if the available resources were applied more effectively. In prior studies that adopt the
general approach (Aue and Gamon 2005; Li and Zong 2008; Whitehead and Yaeger
2009), a single sentiment classifier is calibrated using all available training examples
from several existing domains to apply in the new target domain, without recognizing the
distinctive aspects of each existing domain.

If feature selection is applied prior to

calibration of the general classifier, it is performed on the combined data including all
existing domains.

While this approach identifies general indicators of sentiment

expression across domains, it fails to recognize that distinctive indicators of sentiment
expression may be utilized in each existing domain.

In prior studies that employ

classifier ensembles (Aue and Gamon 2005; Li and Zong 2008; Whitehead and Yaeger
2009), domain-specific sentiment classifiers are incorporated into the ensemble.
Therefore, the number of classifiers in the ensemble is equal to the number of existing
domains.

However, in a domain-specific classifier ensemble approach the existing
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domains remain underutilized.

Prior research has shown that sentiment classifiers

calibrated in different domains demonstrate varying transferability to another domain
(Aue and Gamon 2005). Extending this notion, we believe that the addition of hybrid
sentiment classifiers calibrated using combined domains comprised of several effective
existing domains may offer improved performance over an ensemble that only includes
domain-specific classifiers. Another limitation of the existing ensemble approach is the
limited sharing of information among the ensemble classifiers. Each of the classifiers in
the ensemble is independent of the others, and applies only the significant writing
features gleaned from their own respective domain.

However, additional existing

domains are available that could provide further information on the significant indicators
of sentiment expression and improve the classification performance of the domainspecific classifiers in the target domain.
We present two approaches to addressing these limitations identified in the
existing general and ensemble approaches to domain transfer in sentiment classification.
Each of the proposed approaches specifically recognizes the distinctive nature of
sentiment expression in the existing domains, and utilizes the available domains more
effectively to improve classification performance in the new target domain. Our first
proposed approach is the multi-domain feature selection and transfer (MDFST), designed
to improve either the existing general or ensemble approach to domain transfer in
sentiment classification.

The MDFST identifies the significant writing features

indicating the expression of sentiment in each existing domain through feature selection,
and transfers this distinctive information to all classifiers in the framework. Our second
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proposed approach is the multi-domain combination classifier ensemble (MDCCE),
designed to improve the existing ensemble approach to domain transfer in sentiment
classification. The MDCCE extends the existing ensemble by incorporating additional
hybrid classifiers developed using various combinations of the existing domains.
The majority of existing research on domain transfer in sentiment classification
has focused on applying the devised methods to product review domains (Aue and
Gamon 2005; Blitzer et al 2007; Tan et al 2007; Li and Zong 2008; Whitehead and
Yaeger 2009), particularly due to their widespread usage in the sentiment classification
literature and the availability of the accompanying class labels. However, other genres of
web social media also offer opportunities to access the valuable opinions of the numerous
participants on various important business and social issues and warrant further
exploration. Particularly, web forums provide an open, interactive, and highly social
communication environment, and studies have revealed the significance of information
conveyed in forum discussion (Liu 2006; Das and Chen 2007). Studies that perform
sentiment classification in collections of multiple web forums can also benefit from the
existing and proposed approaches to domain transfer.
Therefore, we pose the following specific research questions that guide this study:


Are the existing general and ensemble approaches to domain transfer in
sentiment classification effective in multi-forum collections?



Will the classification performances of the existing general and ensemble
approaches be improved through the application of multi-domain feature
selection and transfer?
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Will the classification performance of the existing ensemble approach be
improved through the application of the multi-domain combination classifier
ensemble?



Are the results from the application of the existing and proposed approaches
consistent across forum collections of various sizes and languages?

4.4 Data
The data utilized in the study was acquired from a number of public web forums
supporting various regional and global social movements. Social movements use the
Internet as a rapid, inexpensive, and widespread means of communication to overcome
the limitations of traditional media and present their perspectives and ideologies to
audiences around the world. In particular, forums provide social movement participants
with communication platforms to interact socially within their community, develop
movement solidarity, and express their opinions on various social issues in discussion.
Accordingly, these forums offer social movement researchers a rich source of
information to better understand movement perspectives, participants, and dynamics.
The Dark Web Forum Portal (DWFP) was recently developed to provide social
movement researchers access to numerous web forum collections supporting various
social movements and forum analytic capabilities in an integrated platform (Zhang et al
2009; 2010). The DWFP is supported by a robust system and infrastructure for the
automated collection of forum discussions, through which an expansive collection of
forums was formed across multiple languages with total messages in the millions. To
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assist social movement researchers and analysts in analyzing the forum collection, the
DWFP also has search, machine translation, and social network analysis functionality.
However, sentiment analysis of the forum discussion content in the DWFP would provide
valuable insight into the opinions of participants expressed in discussion and greatly
benefit researchers in understanding these social movements. Devising an approach to
sentiment analysis in the DWFP requires addressing issues of scalability, as the number
of forums and messages incorporated in the portal increases rapidly over time through the
system’s automated collection process. According to the traditional domain-specific
approach to sentiment classification, when a new forum is added to the DWFP a new
forum-specific classifier should be developed using a large number of training examples
from the forum. However, manually labeling a large number of examples for each
additional forum to support the rapid growth of the DWFP can be infeasible and
expensive, limiting the scalability of the traditional domain-specific approach. These
aspects make the DWFP an excellent candidate for the application of approaches to
domain transfer in sentiment classification, to leverage the available training examples
from existing domains to analyze a newly added target domain.
Several web forums from three of the languages supported by the DWFP were
selected for experimentation. Consistent with other studies of sentiment classification in
web forums, in this study each web forum was considered a distinctive domain,
traditionally requiring a domain-specific sentiment classifier (Abbasi et al 2008b). Due
to the language differences, forums in each language were considered independent
collections. Therefore, domain transfer in sentiment classification was performed across
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forums in each language collection independently.

To evaluate the impact of the

language and size of the forum collection on the existing and proposed approaches,
collections in three languages of various sizes were utilized.

Specifically, fourteen

Arabic, seven English, and three French web forums were included in the study, as listed
in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively. Also presented in the tables are summary
statistics for each of the DWFP forums: the time span of the forum, number of members
participating in forum discussion, number of discussion threads, and number of messages
posted.

Table 4.1 Summary statistics of the Arabic forum collection
Arabic Forum
Al Ansar
Al Boraq
Al Faloja
Al Firdaws
Alokab
Alqimmah
Alsayra
Atahadi
M3f
Majahden
Medad
Montada
Muslm
Shamikh

Time Span
11/7/2008 – 2/24/2010
1/8/2006 – 5/24/2011
9/19/2006 – 1/20/2010
1/2/2005 – 2/6/2007
4/8/2005 – 7/13/2011
11/23/2007 – 7/13/2011
4/5/2001 – 5/24/2011
4/14/2008 – 1/20/2010
1/1/2000 – 10/4/2010
11/9/2007 – 11/10/2010
3/18/2006 – 1/2/2010
9/25/2000 – 7/25/2010
10/8/2005 – 5/25/2011
3/21/2007 – 2/12/2010

Members
1,326
3,977
5,881
2,187
1,909
382
74,548
322
1,903
4,867
1,597
43,530
13,203
4,059

Threads
12,949
70,688
76,940
9,359
16,626
16,920
157,455
2,619
16,685
36,010
11,232
127,903
221,046
48,472

Messages
50,803
287,245
564,159
39,715
120,299
33,061
1,297,427
5,484
60,417
165,510
38,382
1,478,167
1,790,438
299,956

Table 4.2 Summary statistics of the English forum collection
English Forum
Ansar
Gawaher
Islamic Awakening
Islamic Network
Myiwc
Turn To Islam
Umma

Time Span
12/8/2008 – 1/20/2010
10/24/2004 – 4/12/2011
4/28/2004 – 5/20/2010
6/9/2004 – 11/10/2010
11/14/2000 – 2/19/2010
6/2/2006 – 5/24/2011
4/1/2002 – 5/24/2011

Members
382
8,224
2,803
2,082
756
10,656
18,334

Threads
11,244
213,195
27,968
13,995
6,310
41,325
87,451

Messages
29,492
583,177
129,425
91,874
25,016
332,523
1,434,595
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Table 4.3 Summary statistics of the French forum collection
French Forum
Alminhadj
Aslam
Ribaat

Time Span
6/1/2008 – 7/13/2011
10/6/2004 – 7/27/2010
5/5/2002 – 3/27/2009

Members
423
2,967
3,198

Threads
2,935
22,236
7,905

Messages
8,491
143,576
72,140

From each of the forums included in the study, a random sample of 100 messages
was drawn for the message-level sentiment classification experimentation. The messages
were scrutinized by two domain experts fluent in the Arabic, English, and French
languages and manually classified as positive, negative, or neutral (no sentiment). In the
rare cases of disagreement in the expert classifications, the messages were removed and
replacements drawn from the forum.

The domain expert classifications of the 100

messages from each forum of the Arabic, English, and French collections are presented in
Tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, respectively. Presented in Table 4.7 are examples of positive,
negative, and neutral messages from the Arabic collection. As shown by the expert
classifications, messages from the Arabic forums were more likely to convey opinion
than those in the English or French forums. Only 57.5% of messages across the forums
in the Arabic collection were classified as neutral, whereas the English and French forum
collections had on average 70.8% and 78.3% neutral messages, respectively. In terms of
the sentiments expressed in discussion, forums in the Arabic collection were generally
very positive, with four times more positive messages than negative. The forums in the
English collection were also positive in general, though not to the extent of the Arabic
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forums, with nearly twice the number of positive messages as negative. On average the
forums in the French collection were slightly negative, although this was primarily
attributed to one particularly negative forum.

The overall positivity of the forum

messages from the three collections may indicate that social movement participants
utilize these forums to offer support to other members and develop solidarity within the
movement, rather than expressing negativity toward the factors or parties restricting their
social agenda.

Table 4.4 Sentiment classifications of messages in the Arabic forum collection
Arabic Forum
Al Ansar
Al Boraq
Al Faloja
Al Firdaws
Alokab
Alqimmah
Alsayra
Atahadi
M3f
Majahden
Medad
Montada
Muslm
Shamikh
Average

Positive (+)
59
51
39
42
22
15
7
57
47
19
55
0
11
55
34.2

Negative (-)
5
14
8
30
2
10
4
7
3
6
12
0
12
2
8.2

Neutral
36
35
53
28
76
75
89
36
50
75
33
100
77
43
57.5

Net (+/-)
+54
+37
+31
+12
+20
+5
+3
+50
+44
+13
+43
0
-1
+53
+26

Table 4.5 Sentiment classifications of messages in the English forum collection
English Forum
Ansar
Gawaher
Islamic Awakening
Islamic Network
Myiwc
Turn To Islam
Umma
Average

Positive (+)
5
24
18
28
6
10
41
18.9

Negative (-)
6
5
25
11
13
8
4
10.3

Neutral
89
71
57
61
81
82
55
70.8

Net (+/-)
-1
+19
-7
+17
-7
+2
+37
+8.6
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Table 4.6 Sentiment classifications of messages in the French forum collection
French Forum
Alminhadj
Aslam
Ribaat
Average

Positive (+)
10
14
7
10.3

Negative (-)
1
12
21
11.3

Neutral
89
74
72
78.3

Net (+/-)
+9
+2
-14
-1

Table 4.7 Example sentiment classifications of messages in the Arabic forum collection
Arabic Forum

Medad

Al Firdaws

Majahden

Message
آمين أخي الحبيب و بارك هللا فيك
وأسأل هللا جل وعال أن يرزقنا
اإلخالص وأن يجمعنا في الفردوس األ
على مع نبينا محمد صلى هللا عليه
وسلم.:)
بِس ِْم هللاِ الرَّحْ م ِن التسديد واالصابة
َّ َولَ ِك َّن
اإلي َمانَ ال َّر ِح ِيم
َ هللاَ َحب
ِ ْ َّب إِلَ ْي ُك ُم
ْ
ْ
ُ
ُ
ُ
ُ
ُ
َ
َو َزيَّنَهُ فِي قلوبِك ْم َو َك َّرهَ إِل ْيك ُم الكف َر
َك هُ ُم الرَّا ِش ُدون
َ ِق َو ْال ِعصْ يَانَ أُوْ لَئ
َ َو ْالفُسُو
الحجراتأبو الوليد العراقيالمكتب
اإلعالمي في جيش الراشدين
بالتوفيق بالنسبه للدرس االول تم تعديل
شئ بسيط عليه ارجوا ممن قام بتحميله
المره االولى اعادة تحميله مره اخرى
بالتوفيق

Translation
Amen, dear brother and God bless you
and I ask God Almighty to bless us with
sincerity and that brings us together in
paradise, but with the Prophet
Muhammad peace be upon him.:)

Class

Positive

Hahahahah believe they are liars and we
are waiting for either victory or
martyrdom, God willing, and they are
waiting for hell in the world and the
Hereafter

Negative

Good luck for the first lesson has been
modified by a simple thing I ask of those
who downloaded the first time to reload it
again Good luck

Neutral

4.5 Methods
In this study we present the MDFST and MDCCE approaches, designed to
address the limitations of the existing general and ensemble approaches to domain
transfer in sentiment classification.

Each of the proposed approaches specifically

recognizes the distinctive nature of sentiment expression in the existing domains, and
utilizes the available domains more effectively to improve classification performance in
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the new target domain. Three models utilizing the proposed MDFST and MDCCE
approaches were developed and compared to the performances of three established
baseline approaches.

Specifically to form baselines for comparison, the traditional

domain-specific approach to sentiment classification within a forum was applied, as well
as the existing general and ensemble approaches to domain transfer in sentiment
classification. To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed approaches, MDFST was applied
to a general and ensemble approach, and a MDCCE ensemble was also developed.
Before describing the baseline and proposed approaches in the following sections,
we discuss several aspects held in common. Throughout the experimentation, sentiment
classification was performed at the message level, and modeled as a three class problem
(positive, negative, and neutral classes). Including neutral examples in the classification
problem is necessary in practical applications such as in the DWFP, and has been
recommended for empirical studies (Koppel and Schler 2006). In each approach, word
unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams were the writing features utilized as the feature
representation of a unit of text, which are commonly applied in the sentiment
classification research (Pang et al 2002; Gamon 2004). The dimensions of the feature
space were defined by extracting the word grams from all messages within a domain,
requiring a word gram to occur more than once across the messages for inclusion in the
feature space.

Message-level feature vectors were then developed by counting the

frequencies of the word grams in each message according to the defined feature space.
To reduce the expansive feature space and apply only the most significant indicators of
sentiment expression in the classifiers, feature selection was performed prior to
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calibration of the sentiment classifiers using the information gain measure IG(C,A)
defined below (Shannon 1948), where only features with positive information gain
(IG(C,A) > 0) were retained in the selected feature space. The information gain measure
has also been utilized in prior sentiment classification studies for feature selection
(Abbasi et al 2008b).

(
Where:
(
)
( )
( | )

∑

(
∑

)
(

)

(
| )

( )

)
(

| )

( | )
information gain for feature A;
entropy across sentiment classes C;
specific feature conditional entropy;
total number of sentiment classes

SVMs were applied for sentiment classification throughout, which have
demonstrated strong performance in text classification and specifically sentiment
classification (Pang et al 2002; Abbasi et al 2008b). Since SVM is by design a binary
classifier, and our application is in ternary classification, three pair-wise binary classifiers
were developed to perform the classification (Hastie and Tibshirani 1998). Specifically,
the SVM implementation in the Weka data mining package was utilized (Witten and
Frank 2005). Sentiment classification performance was measured by the classification
accuracy of the approach, defined below.
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4.5.1 Baseline Methods
4.5.1.1 Traditional Domain-Specific Approach
The traditional approach to sentiment classification involves the development of
domain-specific classifiers and application within their respective domain of calibration.
We apply this traditional domain-specific approach to form a baseline for comparison
with the existing and proposed approaches to domain transfer in sentiment classification.
The process for developing and applying the domain-specific sentiment classifiers is
depicted in Figure 4.1. For each forum in a collection, word grams were extracted to
define a forum-specific feature space, and message-level feature vectors were created
according to the feature space. A domain-specific SVM sentiment classifier was then
developed and applied within each forum through 10-fold cross validation. To identify
and apply the most effective writing features in distinguishing sentiment within the
forum, feature selection was performed using the information gain measure prior to
classifier calibration and application.

Distinctive writing features were selected as

significant indicators of sentiment expression in each forum.
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Figure 4.1 The traditional domainspecific approach

Figure 4.2 The general approach to
domain transfer

4.5.1.2 General Approach to Domain Transfer
In the existing general approach to domain transfer in sentiment classification, a
single classifier is calibrated using all available training examples from several existing
domains and applied for classification in the new target domain. The single general
classifier is less specific to any individual domain, but benefits from the additional
training examples obtained by combining the multiple existing domains.

In

experimentation with the general approach in a collection, each forum is considered the
target domain once. Its labeled messages are withheld from classifier calibration and
reserved for evaluation. All other forums in the collection are considered existing and
their available training examples are utilized to calibrate a single general sentiment
classifier for application in the target domain. For example in experimentation with each
of the fourteen forums in the Arabic collection, thirteen forums were utilized for feature
extraction, selection, and calibration of a single general classifier, which was then applied
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to classify the messages of the fourteenth, target forum. This approach to the evaluation
of domain transfer in sentiment classification within a collection is similar to n-fold cross
validation, where n is the number of domains in the collection and each fold consists of
one domain. Similar approaches were applied in both Aue and Gamon (2005) and
Whitehead and Yaeger (2009).
The process for developing and applying a single general classifier for domain
transfer in sentiment classification is depicted in Figure 4.2. The feature space for a
general classifier was defined using the word grams extracted from all existing forums,
and message-level feature vectors were created for all messages according to this feature
space. Using all available training examples from the existing forums, feature selection
with the information gain measure was performed and a single SVM classifier was
calibrated, which was then applied to classify the messages of the target forum. This
process was repeated for each of the forums in a collection, to evaluate domain transfer in
sentiment classification across the collection.

4.5.1.3 Ensemble Approach to Domain Transfer
In the existing ensemble approach to domain transfer in sentiment classification,
multiple domain-specific classifiers are incorporated to produce a final classification for
the ensemble. The ensemble approach recognizes the distinctive nature and varying
transferability of the multiple existing domains to the target domain.

In our

implementation of the existing ensemble approach a meta-classifier is utilized, as in past
research (Aue and Gamon 2005; Li and Zong 2008). A meta-classifier is an additional
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classifier that accepts as input the domain transfer classifications of the classifiers in the
ensemble, and based upon these inputs a final classification is produced for the ensemble.
In experimentation with the existing ensemble approach in a collection, each forum is
considered the target domain once. It was withheld from calibration of the multiple
domain-specific classifiers and reserved for evaluation of the classifier ensemble. All
other forums were considered existing, and utilized to calibrate multiple domain-specific
sentiment classifiers that are applied independently for classification in the target domain.
Similar approaches were applied in Aue and Gamon (2005), Li and Zong (2008), and
Whitehead and Yaeger (2009).

The domain transfer classifications of the multiple

domain-specific classifiers are then provided as input to the ensemble meta-classifier.
For example in experimentation with each of the fourteen forums in the Arabic
collection, an ensemble consisted of thirteen domain-specific classifiers that were applied
independently to classify the messages of the fourteenth, target forum. Using these
domain transfer classifications, an ensemble meta-classifier was then calibrated, applied,
and evaluated through 10-fold cross validation within the target domain.

Prior to

calibration of the meta-classifier in each fold, feature selection was performed on the
classifiers included in the ensemble using the information gain measure, to incorporate
only the classifiers from the most effective existing domains in the ensemble.
The process for developing and applying a single domain-specific classifier for
domain transfer in sentiment classification is depicted in Figure 4.3. Word grams were
extracted from the existing forum to define a forum-specific feature space. Messagelevel feature vectors were created for the messages in the existing forum and target forum
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according to this feature space. A domain-specific SVM classifier was developed for the
existing forum through feature selection and classifier calibration using the messages of
the existing forum. The classifier was then applied to classify the messages in the new
target forum. This process of developing a domain-specific classifier and applying it to
the target forum was repeated for each existing forum in the collection, to produce the
domain transfer classifications for input to the ensemble meta-classifier. The classifier
ensemble is depicted in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.3 The domain-specific
approach to domain transfer

Figure 4.4 The classifier ensemble

4.5.2 Proposed Methods
4.5.2.1 Multi-Domain Feature Selection and Transfer (MDFST)
In the existing general and ensemble approaches to domain transfer in sentiment
classification, the multiple existing domains available to improve classification
performance in the new target domain are underutilized. The ways in which sentiments
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are expressed in writing are particular to a given domain, yet the established approaches
fail to adequately account for the distinctive nature of sentiment expression in each
existing domain in the collection. In the existing general approach, if feature selection is
applied prior to classifier calibration it is performed on all existing domains. This
process identifies general indicators of the expression of sentiment observed across all
existing domains, without capturing significant indicators that may be specific to a
particular domain and effective in distinguishing sentiment in the target domain. In the
existing ensemble approach, feature selection is performed in each forum prior to
calibration of the domain-specific classifier incorporated into the ensemble. Although
additional existing domains are available, each classifier is calibrated independently
within a forum and applied in the target domain. Therefore, the significant indicators of
the expression of sentiment identified in one existing domain are not necessarily applied
in the other domain-specific classifiers. However, indicators identified in any existing
domain may improve the domain transfer of other domain-specific classifiers, and this
significant information should be transferred throughout all classifiers in the ensemble.
We believe that incorporating the significant indicators of sentiment expression identified
in each existing domain into all classifiers in the ensemble more effectively utilizes the
available existing domains, and can greatly improve domain transfer in sentiment
classification. With these motivations we propose the multi-domain feature selection and
transfer approach (MDFST).
The MDFST approach first identifies and captures the domain-specific indicators
of the expression of sentiment by performing feature selection on each existing domain in
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the collection as in the existing ensemble approach, and general indicators of sentiment
expression by performing feature selection across all existing forums as in the existing
general approach. The multi-domain feature selection process is depicted in Figure 4.5
and detailed in the algorithm presented in Figure 4.6. The writing features selected from
each existing domain and across all domains are then combined to form a unified multidomain selected feature set.

Figure 4.5 The multi-domain feature selection process applied by MDFST
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Given n available existing domains x1, x2, …, xn in existing domain set E
Define a multi-domain selected feature set M utilizing the existing domains
Initialize M = {}
// Integrate selected domain-specific writing features
For each existing domain x1, x2, …, xn
Select features from domain x with IG(C, A) > 0 to form a domain-specific selected feature set F
Integrate the selected feature set F into the multi-domain selected feature set M (M = M F)
End
// Integrate selected general writing features
Combine all existing domains in set E ( x : x E) to create the general domain y
Select features from general domain y with IG(C, A) > 0 to form a general selected feature set G
Integrate the general selected feature set G into the multi-domain selected feature set M (M = M G)

Figure 4.6 Algorithm for defining the multi-domain selected feature set

After this process of feature selection, the multi-domain selected feature set is
applied in the calibration of the sentiment classifiers according to the existing general or
ensemble approach.

However, instead of initializing the development of the single

general or multiple domain-specific classifiers in a general or forum-specific feature
space, the MDFST approach begins sentiment classifier development using the multidomain selected feature set. Therefore, the writing features identified as significant
indicators of the expression of sentiment in each existing domain and across all domains
are transferred and incorporated into the single general or multiple domain-specific
classifiers.

With this modification, the general and ensemble approaches utilizing

MDFST continue as previously described. We believe the MDFST provides an improved
starting point for the calibration of the sentiment classifiers in either a general or
ensemble approach, and more effectively utilizes the available existing domains for
domain transfer in sentiment classification.
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4.5.2.2 Multi-Domain Combination Classifier Ensemble (MDCCE)
The existing ensemble approach to domain transfer in sentiment classification
also underutilizes the multiple existing domains available to improve classification
performance in the new target domain by limiting the number and composition of the
classifiers in the ensemble.

Typically, domain-specific sentiment classifiers are

calibrated for each domain in the existing collection and incorporated into the ensemble,
and therefore the number of classifiers in the ensemble is equal to the number of existing
domains. Prior research has shown that sentiment classifiers calibrated in different
domains demonstrate varying transferability to another domain (Aue and Gamon 2005).
However, strictly domain-specific classifiers may not provide the best transferability to
the target domain among the existing domains available, limiting the performance of the
existing ensemble approach. We believe that incorporating additional hybrid sentiment
classifiers into the ensemble calibrated using combined domains comprised of several
effective existing domains may improve classification performance in the target domain
over the existing domain-specific classifier ensemble.

The addition of the hybrid

sentiment classifiers into the ensemble provides a comprehensive representation of the
existing domains that more effectively utilizes the resources available to the ensemble.
With these motivations we propose the multi-domain combination classifier ensemble
approach (MDCCE).
In order for the hybrid sentiment classifiers in a MDCCE ensemble to be
developed, the combined domains comprised of various combinations of the available
existing domains are first formed. In large collections with many existing domains the
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number of combined domains can be limited, however in our implementations all
possible combinations of the existing domains were included in the MDCCE ensembles.
The formation of the combined domains from the existing domains is depicted in Figure
4.7 and detailed in the algorithm presented in Figure 4.8. Considering a set of existing
domains E, the combinations of the existing domains formed to develop the hybrid
sentiment classifiers to incorporate in the MDCCE ensemble are equivalent to the power
set of E, P(E), except the empty set {} is not included. Therefore, the number of
combined domains and sentiment classifiers incorporated into the MDCCE ensemble is
2n – 1, where n is the number of existing domains. For example, to develop a MDCCE
classifier ensemble with three existing forums E = {1, 2, 3}, the unique combinations of
the existing forums in the collection are determined {{1}, {2}, {3}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3},
{1, 2, 3}}. The messages of the forums in each combination are then integrated to create
a set of combined domains D = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {1

2}, {1

3}, {2

3}, {1

2

3}}.

Note that included in the set of combined domains are each of the individual forums and
also the general domain that consists of all existing forums. Therefore, the MDCCE
approach incorporates the domain-specific sentiment classifiers applied in the existing
ensemble approach and the single general classifier applied in the existing general
approach.

However, the MDCCE also includes additional hybrid sentiment classifiers

calibrated using the combined domains, which may offer the best composition to be
effective in domain transfer in sentiment classification. We believe that the sentiment
classifiers incorporated into the MDCCE ensemble provides a more comprehensive
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representation of the existing domains and more effectively utilizes the resources
available to improve classification of the ensemble in the target domain.

Figure 4.7 The formation of the combined domains utilized by MDCCE

Given n available existing domains x1, x2, …, xn in existing domain set E
Form i combined domains d1, d2, …, di from the existing domains to create a combined domain set D
Initialize D = {}
For k = 1, 2, …, n
Draw j distinct subsets B1, B2, …, Bj consisting of k existing domains from E (B E)
For each subset B1, B2, …, Bj
Combine all existing domains in subset B ( x : x B) to form a new combined domain d
Add the new combined domain d to the combined domain set D
End
End
Where i = 2n – 1; j = ( )

Figure 4.8 Algorithm for forming the set of combined domains

Once the set of combined domains are created using the existing domains, the
process of developing a MDCCE ensemble continues as in the existing ensemble
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approach. However, domain-specific sentiment classifiers are developed for each of the
combined domains instead of the individual domains as in the existing ensemble
approach. Although the standard approach to feature extraction and selection may be
performed within each of the combined domains as in the existing ensemble approach, in
our implementations of MDCCE the MDFST approach is also utilized and a multidomain selected feature set is applied.

4.6 Results
The results of experimentation with the baseline and proposed approaches to
domain transfer in sentiment classification are presented in the following sections. We
first present the results of the three baseline approaches: the traditional domain-specific
approach to sentiment classification within a forum, followed by the existing general and
ensemble approaches to domain transfer in sentiment classification. The results of three
proposed approaches that utilize MDFST and MDCCE are then presented: MDFST
applied to general and ensemble approaches, and the MDFST MDCCE ensemble. We
then compare the results of the proposed approaches across the three collections with
their corresponding baselines.

4.6.1 Results of Baseline Methods
The results of experimentation with the traditional domain-specific approach to
sentiment classification within forums (Forum-Specific) are presented in Tables 4.8, 4.9,
and 4.10 for the Arabic, English, and French language forums, respectively. Since we are
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performing ternary sentiment classification (positive, negative, and neutral) and neutral
messages represent a significant majority in the collections, we evaluate the performance
of the traditional domain-specific approach in comparison with a naïve approach that
simply classifies all messages as neutral (Naïve). As shown by the performances of the
naïve approach across the three collections, messages in the Arabic forums were more
likely to convey opinion, while English and French forums contained mostly neutral
messages.

Across the Arabic forums, the traditional domain-specific approach

demonstrated significant improvement in sentiment classification performance due to the
prevalence of opinions in discussion. In the English and French forums the expression of
opinion was relatively limited, and therefore the traditional domain-specific approach
was unable to improve upon the naïve approach, although no significant performance
losses resulted. The domain-specific sentiment classifiers achieved 73.1%, 70.8%, and
77% accuracy on average across the Arabic, English, and French collections,
respectively, in classification within each forum.

These performances represent the

traditional baseline for comparison with the existing and proposed approaches to domain
transfer in sentiment classification.

Table 4.8 The results of experimentation with the baseline approaches in the Arabic
collection
Arabic Forum
Al Ansar
Al Boraq
Al Faloja
Al Firdaws
Alokab
Alqimmah
Alsayra
Atahadi

Naïve
36%
35%
53%
28%
76%
75%
89%
36%

Forum-Specific
75%
72%
64%
57%
75%
74%
91%
80%

Existing General
58%
74%
63%
54%
63%
80%
87%
73%

Existing Ensemble
62%
67%
65%
51%
73%
80%
88%
82%
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M3f
Majahden
Medad
Montada
Muslm
Shamikh
Average

50%
75%
33%
100%
77%
43%
57.5%

78%
70%
53%
100%
71%
63%
73.1%

67%
77%
52%
97%
78%
66%
70.6%

70%
73%
58%
100%
77%
53%
71.1%

Table 4.9 The results of experimentation with the baseline approaches in the English
collection
English Forum
Ansar
Gawaher
Islamic Awakening
Islamic Network
Myiwc
Turn To Islam
Umma
Average

Naïve
89%
71%
57%
61%
81%
82%
55%
70.8%

Forum-Specific
89%
74%
57%
52%
77%
80%
67%
70.8%

Existing General
88%
64%
59%
60%
67%
83%
42%
66.1%

Existing Ensemble
89%
67%
54%
61%
81%
82%
55%
69.9%

Table 4.10 The results of experimentation with the baseline approaches in the French
collection
French Forum
Alminhadj
Aslam
Ribaat
Average

Naïve
89%
74%
72%
78.3%

Forum-Specific
92%
73%
66%
77%

Existing General
88%
72%
66%
75.3%

Existing Ensemble
89%
74%
72%
78.3%

The results of experimentation with the existing general and ensemble approaches
to domain transfer in sentiment classification are also presented in Tables 4.8, 4.9, and
4.10 for the Arabic, English, and French language forums, respectively. We compare the
performances of the existing general (Existing General) and ensemble (Existing
Ensemble) approaches with the traditional domain-specific approach to evaluate domain
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transfer in sentiment classification across these forum collections. As shown by the
results presented in the tables, the existing general and ensemble approaches were unable
to equal the baselines of the traditional domain-specific approach. Across the forums in
the Arabic collection, the existing general and ensemble approaches achieved on average
70.6% and 71.1% classification accuracy, respectively, well below the 73.1% baseline of
the traditional domain-specific approach. In the English collection, the existing general
and ensemble approaches achieved on average 66.1% and 69.9% classification accuracy,
respectively, compared with the 70.8% domain-specific baseline.

In the French

collection, the existing general approach performed below the 77% domain-specific
baseline with 75.3% classification accuracy on average, although the existing ensemble
approach produced an improvement of 1.3%, achieving 78.3% accuracy across forums.
These results are consistent with the existing literature that has revealed the domain
specificity of sentiment classifiers, and the degradation in classification performance
resulting from transfer to a new domain of application (Aue and Gamon 2005). Also
confirming existing findings, in each of the three collections the existing ensemble
approach outperformed the general approach in domain transfer in sentiment
classification. Similar results have been reported in studies that compare these existing
approaches across product review domains (Aue and Gamon 2005; Whitehead and
Yaeger 2009).

4.6.2 Results of Proposed Methods
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The results of experimentation with the proposed approaches that utilize MDFST
and MDCCE are presented in Tables 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 for the Arabic, English, and
French language forums, respectively. Across the forums in the Arabic collection, the
application of MDFST to the general approach (MDFST General) improved classification
accuracy in the target domain by 3%, with average accuracy of 73.6% compared to
70.6% applying the existing general approach. MDFST also benefitted the ensemble
approach (MDFST Ensemble), improving classification accuracy from 71.1% in the
existing ensemble approach to 74.4%, an increase of 3.3%.

However, the best

performance in domain transfer in sentiment classification was achieved by the proposed
approach that utilized MDFST with a MDCCE ensemble (MDFST MDCCE).

The

MDFST MDCCE ensemble averaged an impressive 76.6% classification accuracy across
the forums in the collection. This represented a 2.2% improvement on the MDFST
ensemble, a difference attributed directly to the application of the proposed MDCCE
approach. Furthermore, the MDFST MDCCE ensemble improved upon the traditional
domain-specific approach, typically an unattainable gold standard in prior studies on
domain transfer in sentiment classification, by an impressive 3.5%. While the MDFST
MDCCE ensemble provided significant improvement on the traditional domain-specific
approach, it is notable that the MDFST general and MDFST ensemble approaches also
outperformed the traditional domain-specific baseline by 0.5% and 1.3% respectively.

Table 4.11 The results of experimentation with the proposed approaches in the Arabic
collection
Arabic Forum
Al Ansar

MDFST General
62%

MDFST Ensemble
81%

MDFST MDCCE
78%
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Al Boraq
Al Faloja
Al Firdaws
Alokab
Alqimmah
Alsayra
Atahadi
M3f
Majahden
Medad
Montada
Muslm
Shamikh
Average

65%
67%
57%
76%
84%
88%
64%
75%
80%
54%
99%
82%
77%
73.6%

70%
66%
52%
76%
77%
89%
82%
79%
79%
54%
100%
77%
59%
74.4%

75%
66%
56%
69%
74%
85%
82%
81%
81%
66%
100%
81%
79%
76.6%

Across the forums in the English collection, the application of MDFST to the
general approach improved classification accuracy in the target domain by an impressive
6.6%, with average accuracy of 72.7% compared to 66.1% applying the existing general
approach. However, MDFST was not as effective across the collection when applied in
an ensemble approach, producing a modest 69.6% classification accuracy on average, a
slight decrease compared with 69.9% of the existing ensemble approach. The MDFST
MDCCE ensemble again produced the best results of all approaches to domain transfer in
sentiment classification, averaging 73.3% classification accuracy across the English
forums. This performance represented a 3.7% improvement on the MDFST ensemble,
attributed directly to the application of the MDCCE approach. Furthermore, the proposed
MDFST MDCCE ensemble improved upon the traditional domain-specific approach by
an impressive 2.5%.

The general approach using MDFST also achieved a 1.9%

improvement upon the domain-specific baseline.
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Table 4.12 The results of experimentation with the proposed approaches in the English
collection
English Forum
Ansar
Gawaher
Islamic Awakening
Islamic Network
Myiwc
Turn To Islam
Umma
Average

MDFST General
86%
70%
67%
64%
82%
82%
58%
72.7%

MDFST Ensemble
89%
67%
59%
61%
81%
82%
48%
69.6%

MDFST MDCCE
90%
70%
62%
63%
79%
81%
68%
73.3%

In the French forum collection, the proposed MDFST and MDCCE approaches
were less effective than when applied to the larger collections.

Nevertheless, the

application of MDFST improved upon the performance of the existing general approach
by an impressive 3%, with average classification accuracy of 78.3% compared to 75.3%
applying the existing approach. However, no further improvement upon the existing
ensemble approach was achieved by applying the MDFST or MDCCE approaches,
providing an average of 78.3% classification accuracy across the three ensemble
approaches. Each of the proposed approaches using MDFST and MDCCE was able to
improve upon the traditional domain-specific baseline by 1.3%.

Table 4.13 The results of experimentation with the proposed approaches in the French
collection
French Forum
Alminhadj
Aslam
Ribaat
Average

MDFST General
90%
73%
72%
78.3%

MDFST Ensemble
89%
74%
72%
78.3%

MDFST MDCCE
89%
74%
72%
78.3%
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4.6.3 Results Summary and Comparison
To summarize the results of experimentation and compare the overall
performance of the existing and proposed approaches to domain transfer in sentiment
classification, the average classification accuracy of each approach across all forums in
each collection are presented in Table 4.14, and the results across all collections are also
depicted in Figure 4.9. Throughout the experimentation, the proposed MDFST and
MDCCE approaches performed very well and provided substantial improvements in
domain transfer in sentiment classification compared to the existing general and
ensemble approaches. To evaluate the statistical significance of the improvements in
classification accuracy achieved by the proposed approaches, pair-wise t tests were
conducted on two baselines: the corresponding existing general or ensemble approach, as
well as the traditional domain-specific approach. Statistically significant differences
compared with the corresponding existing general or ensemble approach are denoted with
†

and significant differences compared with the traditional domain-specific approach are

denoted with *.

Table 4.14 Summary of the results of experimentation in sentiment classification
Avg. Accuracy
Arabic
English
French
All Collections

ForumSpecific
73.1%
70.8%
77%
72.9%

Existing
General
70.6%
66.1%
75.3%
69.9%

Existing
Ensemble
71.1%
69.9%
78.3%
71.7%

MDFST
General
73.6% †††
72.7% †††
78.3% ††
73.9% †††

MDFST
Ensemble
74.4% †††
69.6%
78.3%
73.5%

MDFST
MDCCE
76.6% †††***
73.3% †††
78.3%
75.9% †††***

Pair-wise t test on Existing General or Ensemble Approach Baseline; †p < 0.1, ††p < 0.05, †††p < 0.01
Pair-wise t test on Forum-Specific Baseline; *p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01
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Figure 4.9 Average classification accuracies across forum collections

The application of MDFST to the general approach resulted in significant
improvements in classification accuracy compared with the existing general approach in
each of the collections.

Across all collections, utilizing MDFST with the general

approach provided a statistically significant 4% improvement in classification accuracy
compared to the existing general approach.

The incorporation of domain-specific

indicators of sentiment expression identified through MDFST enhanced the single
general classifiers greatly, which in the existing approach applied only general indicators
identified across domains.

The MDFST general approach also outperformed the

traditional domain-specific approach across all collections by an average of 1%.
Although this improvement in classification accuracy was not statistically significant, in
prior studies few approaches to domain transfer in sentiment classification were able to
outperform the traditional domain-specific approach to classification within a forum.
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The application of MDFST to the ensemble approach also resulted in significant
improvements in classification accuracy compared with the existing ensemble approach
in the Arabic collection, but not in the English and French collections where no
improvements were realized. In the Arabic collection the MDFST ensemble approach
improved upon the existing ensemble approach by a statistically significant 3.3%, and
1.3% compared with the traditional domain-specific approach. These results indicate the
improvement attributed to MDFST in an ensemble approach may be affected by the
number of existing domains in the collection. Since the MDFST approach is designed to
improve the utilization of multiple existing domains, it is expected that greater
performance benefits will be realized when applied to larger collections.
The MDFST MDCCE ensemble approach produced the best overall classification
accuracies of any of the existing and proposed approaches, for each of the collections and
across all collections. The improvements achieved by the MDFST MDCCE ensemble
compared to the existing ensemble approach in the Arabic and English collections
represented statistically significant differences of 5.5% and 3.4%, respectively, and 4.2%
across all collections. The MDFST MDCCE ensemble also outperformed the traditional
domain-specific approach to sentiment classification within a forum across all collections
by an impressive and statistically significant 3%. The improvement directly attributed to
the utilization of the MDCCE approach was also substantial, as the MDFST MDCCE
ensemble outperformed the MDFST ensemble by 2.4% across all collections. Again, the
greatest performance improvements were realized when the MDFST MDCCE ensemble
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was applied to the larger collections, an expected outcome for an approach designed to
improve the utilization of multiple existing domains.

4.7 Conclusion
In this study, we present the MDFST and MDCCE approaches to improving the
existing general and ensemble approaches to domain transfer in sentiment classification.
The proposed approaches specifically recognize the distinctive nature of sentiment
expression in the existing domains, and utilize the available domains more effectively to
improve classification performance in the new target domain. We applied the proposed
MDFST and MDCCE approaches to domain transfer in sentiment classification across
three collections of web forums supporting various social movements, and compared
their performances to several existing approaches presented in the literature. The results
of experimentation revealed that the existing general and ensemble approaches to domain
transfer in sentiment classification could not match the performance of the traditional
domain-specific approach in the forum collections, confirming the findings of prior
studies. However, the proposed MDFST and MDCCE approaches performed very well
and provided statistically significant improvements upon the existing general and
ensemble approaches. Furthermore, several models utilizing MDFST and MDCCE also
improved upon the traditional domain-specific approach to sentiment classification
within a domain, traditionally an unattainable gold standard in prior studies on domain
transfer in sentiment classification. While the proposed approaches were effective in
each of the languages examined, the most significant performance improvements were
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realized when applied to the larger collections. Since the MDFST and MDCCE were
designed to more effectively utilize the multiple existing domains available to improve
domain transfer in sentiment classification, this result was expected.
In future research, we intend to apply the MDFST and MDCCE approaches to
additional genres of web social media and additional forum collections. Although in this
study the proposed approaches were applied to several forum collections, they are general
approaches and applicable to other genres examined in the sentiment classification
literature, such as product review domains. We also intend to extend the application of
the proposed approaches to other forum collections, such as those dedicated to discussion
of products (Liu 2006) and stocks (Das and Chen 2007). Finally, in future research we
will examine the scalability of the proposed approaches, to determine the number of
existing domains and instances required to develop sentiment classification models that
effectively transfer across domains in a collection.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

5.1 Contributions
In Chapter 2 a stakeholder framework for the analysis of firm-related web forums
was introduced.

We developed computational approaches to the identification and

segmentation of participants in the web forum into stakeholder groups of the firm,
applying a feature representation of stakeholders comprised of several feature categories
corresponding to the three meta-functions described in SFLT. We also devised a novel
general purpose approach to sentiment analysis that integrates several existing general
sentiment resources to provide sufficient flexibility to accurately evaluate the opinions of
various stakeholders participating in forum discussion. Multiple approaches to web
forum analysis were integrated to form a comprehensive analytic framework and provide
a more complete and deeper understanding of stakeholders and their discussions,
incorporating stakeholder, sentiment, and topical analyses. We deployed the devised
stakeholder framework to analyze a popular firm-related finance web forum and applied
the extracted information to explain firm stock behavior. We found the measures derived
through analysis of the firm-related web forum using the stakeholder framework
identified significant relationships with firm stock return, volatility, and trading volume.
Finally, we demonstrated the distinctiveness of the information presented in the firmrelated web forum by controlling for information published in the professional news.
In Chapter 3 we advanced the stakeholder framework for web forum analysis and
applied the approach to multiple firm-related web forums for the prediction of firm stock
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return. We evaluated and compared the effectiveness of various feature representations
of stakeholders utilized in the stakeholder group segmentation, corresponding to the three
meta-functions described in SFLT. We also evaluated and compared the performance of
the novel general purpose approach to sentiment analysis developed in Chapter 2 with
independent applications of the individual methods upon which the approach was based,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the integrated approach.

To perform dynamic

analyses of the web forums over time, approaches from the temporal text mining area
were adapted and applied in the web forum analysis. Stakeholder and sentiment analysis
approaches were incorporated to form a comprehensive analytic framework and provide a
more complete and deeper understanding of the stakeholders and their discussions. To
demonstrate the scalability of the devised stakeholder framework, we analyzed several
firm-related web forums. We utilized the measures extracted from the firm-related web
forums in a predictive context and forecasted firm stock return and performed simulated
trading of the stock over a one year period to determine the economic value of the applied
information.

The results showed the firm-related web forums offered significant

information that could be extracted through application of the stakeholder framework and
utilized effectively to predict stock return. We also found that smaller firm-related web
forums previously overlooked in the existing research offered significant predictive
power.

Finally, a combined model incorporating multiple firm-related web forums

provided the best performance in stock return prediction overall, demonstrating the
benefits of integrating multiple forums for a more comprehensive analysis of the firm.
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In Chapter 4 we introduced novel approaches to improving the scalability in
sentiment analysis across multiple web forums in a collection. The web forum analysis
in this chapter focused on the ideational meta-function of SFLT, and specifically the
opinions expressed in forum discussion.

We developed and evaluated improved

approaches to scalable sentiment analysis using generalized sentiment classifiers and
classifier ensembles that are capable of transferring to other web forums of interest for
application. One approach refined the feature selection applied prior to development of
sentiment classifiers. The second approach extended the classifier ensemble to include
sentiment classifiers developed using combined domains comprised of multiple effective
existing forums. The devised approaches to scalable sentiment analysis were evaluated
and compared to several existing approaches in three web forum collections of varying
sizes in three different languages pertaining to social movements. The results showed the
proposed approaches provided significant performance gains over the existing
approaches, and improved the scalability in sentiment analysis across multiple web
forums in a collection.
To summarize the overall contributions made in the chapters, the first major
contribution of the dissertation was to advance web forum analysis. We recognized the
diversity of participants in firm-related web forums, and their distinctive perspectives on
the issues being discussed, and introduced a stakeholder approach to web forum analysis.
We developed computational approaches to the identification and segmentation of forum
participants into stakeholder groups of the firm, applying a feature representation
corresponding to the three meta-functions described in SFLT.

We also identified
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particularly effective SFLT feature representations of stakeholders among several
evaluated to apply in the stakeholder group segmentation. To perform dynamic analyses
of the firm-related web forums over time, approaches from the temporal text mining area
were adapted and applied in the web forum analysis. We also advanced the existing
approaches to sentiment analysis in web forums. We devised a novel general purpose
approach designed to provide sufficient flexibility to accurately evaluate the opinions of
various stakeholder groups participating in forum discussion. We also developed several
improved approaches to scalable sentiment analysis capable of transferring across
multiple web forums in a collection for application. To provide completeness and depth
in the analysis of the firm-related web forums, comprehensive frameworks incorporating
multiple analytic approaches were developed. These developments advanced approaches
to the analysis of web forums generally, and firm-related web forums specifically.
The second major contribution of the dissertation was the application of
information derived from the analysis of firm-related web forums to explain and predict
firm stock behavior. We deployed the devised stakeholder framework to analyze a
popular firm-related finance web forum and applied the extracted information to explain
firm stock return, volatility, and trading volume, identifying significant relationships
between the forum measures and stock behavior.

We also demonstrated the

distinctiveness of the information presented in the firm-related web forum by controlling
for information published in the professional news. To determine the economic value of
the information presented by firm-related web forums, we applied the measures derived
through analysis of several web forums using the stakeholder framework in a predictive
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context and forecasted firm stock return and performed simulated trading of the stock
over a one year period, producing exceptional results. We also found that smaller firmrelated web forums previously overlooked in the existing research offered significant
predictive power. Finally, incorporating the information derived from multiple firmrelated web forums provided the best performance in stock return prediction overall,
demonstrating the benefits of integrating multiple forums for a more comprehensive
analysis of the firm. These analyses demonstrated the value of firm-related web forums
as resources for the acquisition of business intelligence.

5.2 Relevance to Management Information Systems Research
Management information systems research consists of two important and
complementary research paradigms: design science and behavioral science (Hevner et al
2004).

The design science paradigm focuses on the creation and evaluation of

innovations that can be applied effectively in the analysis, design, implementation,
management, and use of information systems (Hevner et al 2004). According to design
science, design is both a product and a process. The products in design science are
innovations in the form of novel ideas, models, methods, analytic techniques, or
algorithms instantiated in an IT artifact designed to provide significant improvements in
effectiveness or efficiency in a targeted domain. The process in design science is the
steps and procedures taken to develop and evaluate the IT artifact. The creation of an IT
artifact is guided by a set of design requirements, principles, and characteristics. The IT
artifacts must demonstrate relevance to an important problem domain, be rigorously
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evaluated in their domain of application, and facilitate the development of future
innovations and the continuation of the design process. The behavioral science paradigm
focuses on the development, evaluation, and justification of theories that explain or
predict human and organizational phenomena related to the analysis, design,
implementation, management, and use of information systems (Hevner et al 2004).
Although design science and behavioral science are distinctive, and apply different
research methodologies, they are complementary in nature. Theories established through
behavioral science can guide the design and development of the IT artifacts created
through design science. These IT artifacts can in turn be utilized to evaluate, justify,
refute, or extend existing theory through behavioral science.
The chapters in the dissertation are relevant to both the design science and
behavioral science paradigms in management information systems research. The analytic
frameworks, methods, models, and algorithms developed for web forum analysis are
examples of IT artifacts created and evaluated through design science. The theories
utilized to inform the design and development of the IT artifacts and research hypotheses
in the chapters belong to the behavioral science paradigm. The rigorous evaluations of
the IT artifacts in their domain of application provide support and extend the referenced
theories, benefitting behavioral science.

Specifically, the stakeholder frameworks

introduced in Chapter 2 and advanced in Chapter 3 are examples of IT artifacts from
design science, informed by the stakeholder theory of the firm. The devised approaches
to the identification and segmentation of participants in the firm-related web forums into
stakeholder groups of the firm are also IT artifacts, and the feature representations of
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stakeholders utilized in the segmentation were informed by the SFLT. The novel general
purpose approach to sentiment analysis developed in Chapters 2 and 3 to provide
sufficient flexibility to scale across the various stakeholders in the firm-related web
forum, and the improved approaches to scalable sentiment analysis developed in Chapter
4 capable of transferring across multiple web forums in a collection are also examples of
IT artifacts. The rigorous empirical evaluations in the chapters have demonstrated the
effectiveness of the devised IT artifacts in their targeted domains of application.
Furthermore, the deployment and evaluations of the IT artifacts support and extend the
theories that informed their design. The refined analysis of the firm-related web forums
provided by application of the stakeholder framework and resulting improved
explanatory and predictive power of firm stock behavior provided support for the
stakeholder theory. These analyses also support the significance and distinctiveness of
information presented in web social media.

The comparison and identification of

particularly effective SFLT features to apply in the stakeholder representation and
segmentation provide useful insight into the motivations underlying firm-related web
forum participation that can enhance and extend SFLT.

5.3 Future Research Directions
The future research will continue to advance the analysis of web social media
according to the design motivations that inspired the dissertation. One design motivation
that guided the approaches to web forum analysis developed in the dissertation was
scalability. We therefore devised approaches to stakeholder and sentiment analysis that
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were effective in scaling across the various participants in the web forum, and across web
forums in a collection. In future research on firm-related web forums, we will apply and
adapt the frameworks and analytic approaches developed for these studies to the multifirm environment. The analytic approaches supporting the stakeholder frameworks in the
dissertation were designed to be general, and we anticipate the application of these
approaches to other firms and firm-related web forums will be similarly successful and
also yield significant information. In a multi-firm environment, the known relationships
between firms can also be incorporated to enrich the analysis. For example, a firm like
Wal-Mart has numerous suppliers providing various products, who are also stakeholders
of the firm. Web forums related to these supplier firms are also relevant to Wal-Mart and
could be incorporated for a more comprehensive analysis of the firm.
Another design motivation that guided the dissertation was the development of
integrated web forum analysis frameworks comprised of multiple analytic approaches.
We therefore devised comprehensive stakeholder frameworks that incorporated
stakeholder analysis, sentiment analysis, topic analysis, key phrase extraction, and
approaches adapted from temporal text mining to perform dynamic analyses of the firmrelated web forums over time. Although these comprehensive frameworks provided rich
information on the stakeholders of the firm, the integration of additional approaches
could advance the analysis and will be pursued in future research. A related approach to
sentiment analysis is affect analysis, which focuses on emotions such as happiness,
sadness, love, and anger rather than positivity or negativity. Incorporating an affect
analysis module into the framework could enhance the analysis of stakeholders and the
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emotions they express toward specific firm-related issues. While time series analysis
approaches were utilized in the dissertation primarily in the development of models to
apply forum measures to explain and predict stock behavior, additional analytic
techniques from this area could also benefit the framework.

For example, directly

tracking the nature and degree of evolution of stakeholders, their sentiments, and topics
of discussion over time would allow for the detection of shifts in the web forum
corresponding to significant firm-related events, and the accurate measurement of
stakeholder reactions.
Our last design motivation that guided the dissertation was the integration of
analyses across multiple web forums in a collection. In Chapter 3 we deployed the
stakeholder framework to analyze several firm-related web forums and developed a
multi-forum stock return prediction model that combined the information from these
sources. Results of experimentation indicated that each firm-related web forum in the
collection had distinctive and significant information to offer in stock return prediction,
and the combined model produced the best performance overall. In future research we
intend to integrate additional forms of firm-related web social media into the analysis.
While we performed stakeholder analysis in firm-related web forums in the dissertation,
the innovation represented by the adoption of a stakeholder perspective of firm-related
web social media is also applicable to other genres of communication, including blogs,
chat rooms, and social networking websites. Due to the differences in the genres of
communication, the specific analytic approaches presented in the dissertation may require
adaptation to suit these various platforms. However, the value proposition offered by a
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comprehensive analysis and understanding of the firm-related web social media
landscape is impressive and will be pursued in future research.
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